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Understanding the mindset of Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, and how it led to behind-the-scenes funding of not only Turkish but also American Muslim nonprofits in the United States is essential to assess the strategic changes in Turkish foreign policy since 2011. It helps to explain Turkey’s deliberate drift away from the West and NATO and rapprochement with Muslim Brotherhood affiliates and other political Islamist movements.

Erdogan gradually increased his influence operations in the U.S. first after he took office in 2002, but more importantly, after 2010 when he consolidated his hold on the MIT through the appointment of its head. He worked through means including reassignment of friendly officials to Washington DC as embassy and consulate personnel, working with different lobbying firms, reaching out to American Muslim communities in an effort to facilitate their lobbying power to boost his policies and objectives in the U.S., establishing new Turkish-backed institutions as long-term policy investments, hiring of prominent people close to President Trump and intensified intelligence operations in an effort to influence Trump’s policies toward Turkey and himself.

**BACKGROUND**

After President Erdogan secured a decisive victory in the June 2011 elections, he immediately and deliberately started to shift Turkey’s decades-old established secularist government legacy and foreign policy away from the West and towards the Islamic world. In the eyes of many Muslim activists, he is a leading contender for the title of Caliph of a post-ISIS Caliphate.

Erdogan’s self-understanding likely was shaped by two important historical events, the so-called Arab Spring demonstrations, chiefly in Egypt, beginning on December 18, 2010, and the Syrian civil war beginning on March 15, 2011. Both historical turning points affected Erdogan, seeing an opportunity to promote himself in the Islamic world as the person to lead the ‘Ummah’ or community of believers.

Erdogan has never disguised his ambitions to become the leader of the Islamic world. As Turkey’s economic prosperity progressed, Erdogan invested in international diplomacy and humanitarian aid to leverage his influence in the Islamic world and among Muslim migrants in the West. The religious aspirations of deeply devoted Muslims were fueled by Erdogan’s frequent visits and support to several Muslim civil-society organizations that promoted his agenda.

When the Arab Spring started in Tunisia, spreading to Egypt and arriving in Libya, Erdogan carefully planned and produced policies to increase his influence in those countries. For example, he took an official trip to Egypt, Tunisia, and Libya, beginning in 2010. During his visit, he often mentioned his plan to visit Gaza during the same trip in September 2011.

Erdogan spoke from this perspective on May 11, 2011, in a PBS interview with Charlie Rose, saying, “Let me give you a very clear message. I don’t see Hamas as a terror organization. HAMAS is a political party. And it is an organization. It is a resistance movement trying to protect its country under occupation. So, we should not mix terrorist organizations with such an organization.”

Furthermore, Erdogan openly and officially supported the Muslim Brotherhood and Muhammed Morsi in Egypt after he was elected on June 30, 2012. He advised Morsi to counter the opposition harshly, in particular when the Egyptian military started to oppose Morsi openly. The New York Times reported that Erdogan, while in Egypt in September 2011 said publicly “as a Turk, I didn’t want to be watching this situation from afar as if I was watching a football game.”

---
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Similarly, Kadir Misiroglu, a well-known author known for his support of Osama bin Laden and the 9/11 attacks, claimed that “anyone who does not vote for Erdogan is an infidel.”

Erdogan used these incidents to extend his influence both domestically and internationally in three ways. First, he used the Arab Spring and the military takeover by President Sisi in Egypt to certify his leadership position in the Sunni Islamic world. Second, he tried to extend Turkey’s influence in Syria by supporting the overthrow of Bashar Assad and his Shia government. Third, and more importantly, he utilized the global Islamist movements, particularly the Muslim Brotherhood and HAMAS networks around the world, to support his policies and to increase his influence.

Erdogan started to see and present himself as the only leader that could represent and lead the Muslim world, including the Muslim Brotherhood.

In fact, to this end, Erdogan and the AKP supporters not only rallied behind the Muslim Brotherhood and HAMAS establishments around the world, but commercial groups and big investors began to pour in continuous financial support. As documented by Aylin Unver, a non-resident fellow at Johns Hopkins’ Center for Transatlantic Relations, in her 2014 book, titled “Islam and Democracy: Perspectives on the Arab Spring,” Turkish businessmen with close ties to Erdogan included the MUSIAD (the Independent Industrialists and Businessmen’s Associations) and Turkish charities such as IHH (the Foundation for Human Rights and Freedoms and Humanitarian Relief).
When Erdogan’s new AK Party won the general elections on November 3, 2002, he could not become the Prime Minister of the Turkish Republic due to a court ban. In fact, only through a delicate process and international support was Erdogan able to get elected to the Turkish Parliament and become the Prime Minister on March 15, 2003. Erdogan, in this era, was skeptical about possible American support for his rule as the leader of the AK Party, and he sought ways to establish connections with the U.S., particularly with President George W. Bush. He felt he needed legitimacy and backing to his political career, mostly due to fear of the ultra-secularist Turkish military. A month after the elections, in December 2002, Erdogan secured a meeting with President Bush, which was the beginning of his American journey.

Erdogan at first had almost no Turkish-American connections besides Egemen Bagis who first became his translator, then a parliament deputy and eventually the minister for EU Affairs and chief negotiator of Turkey in accession talks with the European Union. (He was also caught red-handed taking bribes from Reza Zarrab (a Turkish sanctions evader who turned state’s evidence) for his role in circumventing the American and UN embargo against Iranian oil, which led to his resignation in 2013.)

Erdogan understood that he needed to rely on others for his dealings in the U.S., not only with the Turkish diaspora but also other Muslims in the U.S. Initially, Erdogan tried to work with the Gulen movement’s already established connections in the U.S. as he had not trusted the Turkish bureaucracy in the U.S. including the Turkish Ambassador and other Ministry of Foreign Affairs service members and the Turkish military members serving in NATO or assigned to work in the U.S. Erdogan often called these people “monşör” in Turkish referring to the French “monsieur”; this meant the elite “white” Turks whom he thinks oppose his rule. Erdogan knew he could not rely on Gulen for very long, as Gulen represented Turkey’s traditional Sufi Islam, and Erdogan adhered a form of political Islam along with traditional Turkish Nakshi Islam. While both Erdogan’s and Gulen’s bases were close to each other, having supported each other as Islamic movements against the secularist establishment in the country for a long time, everyone understood that their comprehension of religion when it comes to politics and education was completely different.

Erdogan lacked widespread support in the U.S. when he first became the Prime Minister in 2003. Additionally, the American Muslim establishments were not completely sure about Erdogan, who was recognized as the person who betrayed Necmettin Erbakan. Erbakan, the leader of the Welfare Party, where Erdogan started his political life, had already built worldwide connections with the global Muslim Brotherhood movements and other Islamic establishments. As Erdogan had turned against Erbakan, the major American Muslim groups were disposed to take their time and observe Erdogan at the beginning of his rule.

However, Erdogan was ambitious, and he needed permanent backers of his policies who would advocate for him no matter what. To this end, Erdogan poured millions of dollars for lobbying to influence American policymakers. For example, it was reported in 2009 that lobbyists operating with financial assistance from Turkey had more interactions with members of Congress than lobbyists representing any other foreign country spending over $3,000,000 on lobbying firms in 2007-2008.

Turkey’s expenditures through Erdogan on the lobbying firms in the U.S. continuously increased with a peak just after the December 2013 anti-corruption operations, after which Erdogan needed the necessity of clearing his name through false narratives. (This eventually led to a federal trial in New York where Erdogan’s former middleman in the Iranian oil-to-gold scheme became the star witness explaining in
fact how Erdogan ordered the circumvention of the Iranian embargo. Furthermore, Erdogan’s effort to lobby in the U.S. also increased after the 2016 coup attempt as he attempted to rally American support behind his rule, imprisoning thousands who had nothing to do with the coup attempt. According to the Center for Responsive Politics, Turkey spent over $6 million throughout 2018, while Turkish non-government organizations spent $1.4 million, whereas they had spent respectively $7.3 million and respectively $543,000 in 2017.

However, the formal lobbying channels were not enough for Erdogan, and he was not happy with the results in the U.S. in terms of the support he was getting from American Muslims and the general public. From this regard, in addition to formal lobbying to increase his influence, Erdogan adopted new policies for broader support in the U.S., which included increasing his soft power through a variety of means.

One of the first steps Erdogan took was the mobilization of American Muslim groups like CAIR, ISNA, and ICNA, which were established mostly for solidarity reasons. Erdogan opted to reach out to those groups as the leader of the new Islamic world. These groups included many American Muslims who had moved to the U.S. years before and became prominent.

Erdogan’s move was not a simple attempt to ask the support of those groups, but a coordinated campaign with the backing of the Turkish state apparatuses and finances, including the Turkish government establishment and intelligence operations in the U.S. as well as other civil society groups established by Erdogan like the THO or MUSIAD. It also included taking control of older institutions, foundations, and mosques which already existed before Erdogan.

Furthermore, as presented in this report, most of the well-established American Muslim groups and Turkish institutions controlled by or close to Erdogan started to interact with each, most of the times being present at each other’s events, ranging from panels and conferences to fairs and Ramadan iftar dinners. This attempt at religious alliance included many of these groups being invited and present during Turkish state visits when Erdogan or other senior Turkish state officials came to the U.S.

As discussed in this report, some of the American Muslim groups decided to rally behind Erdogan, often without being able to comprehend Erdogan’s real intentions. They may have believed he was a sincere and just Muslim and thus opened their platforms in the U.S. not only to Erdogan, but also other Turkish establishments developed under Erdogan. In return, Erdogan promised to represent the Islamic world, particularly after the coup in Egypt as the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood members found refuge in Turkey. Erdogan also openly rallied against Israel and supported HAMAS as a form of “Pan-Islamist (Neo-Ottomanist) Foreign Policy.”

Beyond playing to the leadership of the ummah or Muslim community of believers, Erdogan also started to support American Muslim groups financially, often using the means of the Turkish state through sponsorships, advertisements, and direct exchange of cash or checks. Furthermore, at this point, members and supporters of these groups were often invited to Turkey for a variety of reasons, including meetings, education, or just plain vacations, often all paid by Turkey as detailed in this report.

In addition to reaching out to American Muslims and relying on their existing networks in the U.S., Erdogan also decided to establish his own institutions as a long-term investment whereby he would be able to influence Turkish-Americans, American Muslims and more importantly American politicians, universities and think tanks and maybe American public opinion. While Erdogan opened a number of high-profile institutions, some of which are subjects of this report, his supporters also began to slowly take over Turkish mosques, foundations, and local papers.
Among the newly established, opened or taken over institutions are:

• Diyanet Center of America (DCA) and the main Diyanet Mosque in Lanham, MD
• Turkish Heritage Organization (THO)
• The Turkish-American National Steering Committee (TASC)
• The Independent Industrialists and Businessmen’s Associations (MUSIAD)
• TURKEN Foundation
• KAGEM DCA, Diyanet Women, Family, Youth and Education Center
• Turkish American Religious Foundation (TARF)
• Zakat Foundation
• ForumUSA newspaper

American Muslim organizations that collaborate and coordinate with Turkey and Erdogan:

• The United States Council of Muslim Organizations (USCMO)
• MAS-ICNA Conventions
• Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR)
• Islamic Circle of North American (ICNA)
• International Institute of Islamic Thought (IIIT)
• Muslim Legal Fund of America (MLFA)
• Muslim American Society (MAS)
• American Muslims for Palestine (AMP)
• Islamic Society of North America (ISNA)
• Zaytuna College
The next step in Erdogan’s game was the facilitation of the newly elected Trump administration through a variety of means. The first happened through President Trump’s former national security adviser, General Michael Flynn, who, from August to November 2016 worked for a Turkish front company owned by Ekim Alptekin, chairman of the Turkish-American Business Council, a close ally of Erdogan with underworld connections, while serving as the military advisor of then-candidate Trump. General Flynn’s firm, the Flynn Intel Group, was paid $530,000 for his work through a contract signed on August 9, 2016, with a Netherlands company named Inovo, owned by Alptekin.

In return, General Flynn wrote an op-ed in The Hill on August 11, 2016, titled “Our ally Turkey is in crisis and needs our support” and asking the extradition of Gulen by naming him as “a shady Islamic mullah” and “radical Islamist” and arguing “Washington is harboring Turkey’s Osama bin Laden” from Turkey’s point of view.

The second incident happened when General Flynn met with Erdogan’s son-in-law, the Minister of Finance and Treasury Berat Albayrak, and with Minister of Foreign Affairs Mevlut Cavusoglu in September 2016 to “discuss a plot to kidnap and extradite” Gulen from his Pennsylvania house in exchange for $15 million. During the sentencing of Flynn, the judge told General Flynn, referring to his dealing with Turkey, “arguably you sold your country out.”

Later, it was revealed on October 15, 2019, that Mr. Giuliani, as the president’s lawyer, “repeatedly urged President Trump to arrange for the deportation of a Turkish cleric, Fethullah Gulen, calling him a violent extremist who needed to face justice in Turkey,” in 2017, according to a former White House official.

The third incident involved Rudy Giuliani, the former mayor of New York City, and President Trump’s personal lawyer. Reza Zarrab, the Turkish-Iranian gold trader who worked with Erdogan to circumvent the American embargo against Iranian oil, hired Mr. Giuliani’s firm, Greenberg Traurig LLP, among his defense team. Additionally, the same firm was also a “registered agent of the Turkish Government.” Mr. Giuliani worked extensively to terminate the Zarrab case in an effort to assist Erdogan, whom he knew he was behind the criminal scheme. Meanwhile, Mr. Giuliani, held a secret meeting with Erdogan in Turkey to discuss the Halkbank case as he was acting as an agent of Turkey. (Halkbank is the Turkish state-owned bank involved in the oil-to-gold scheme)

Judge Berman wrote in notes he prepared for a press interview, “I am still stunned by the fact that Rudy was hired to be – and he very actively pursued – being the ‘go-between’ between President Trump and Turkey’s President Erdogan in an unprecedented effort to terminate this federal criminal case in the middle of the case.”

Judge Berman continued, “had Rudy succeeded, he and the two presidents I mentioned, would have helped very significantly the country of Iran – which was the beneficiary of the conspiracies to avoid USA sanctions against Iran, i.e., the very heart of the allegations in this case.”

Later, it was revealed on October 15, 2019, that Mr. Giuliani, as the president’s lawyer, “repeatedly urged President Trump to arrange for the deportation of a Turkish cleric, Fethullah Gulen, calling him a violent extremist who needed to face justice in Turkey,” in 2017, according to a former White House official.
As Erdogan seemingly grasped the control of the Turkish National Intelligence Agency (MIT) with the assignment of his long-term right-hand man and confidant Hakan Fidan on May 25, 2010, he started to increase his intelligence operations not only in the U.S. but around the world as well. Erdogan was not shy about this, and he and his advisors openly talked about their intentions to the public and media. For instance, NBCNEWS reported on September 27, 2018, stating, “despite being a NATO ally, Turkey has vowed to target opponents of President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on foreign soil, including in the United States.”

Similarly, American Enterprise Institute scholar Michael Rubin asked in a Newsweek article on November 18, 2016, “Why is Turkey Spying on the U.S.?“ According to Rubin, when Erdogan and Fidan decided to carry out unknown intelligence operations, “the MIT veterans argue—correctly—that Erdogan risks their long-term relationship with the CIA by running operations in the United States.” However, according to Rubin, “rather than heed their advice, Erdogan’s response has just been to transfer, reorganize and purge to put political loyalists in place” to carry out espionage and intelligence operations in the U.S.

Rubin gave a specific example of the cash delivery method the Turkish intelligence was using at the time: “there have been several diplomatic pouches delivered to the Turkish Embassy filled with cash, according to people who heard some of the couriers and Turkish diplomats brag. More cash was reportedly delivered when Erdogan last visited the United States,” asking “What is the purpose of the cash transfers? Are some of the law firms and registered foreign agents acting on behalf of the government of Turkey receiving more money than they declare? Or is money going to support organizations that are acting as unregistered foreign agents or channeling cash into campaigns?”
Erdoğan has been using politically neutral state resources to mobilize support in the U.S. for himself and his party. As we will see, Erdoğan is using Turkish government agencies, officials, and Turkish affiliates in the U.S., which are, like the religious affairs bureau or Diyanet, supposed to be politically neutral, to spy on overseas Turks he views as opponents and influence American policy.

Erdoğan has engaged in adroit manipulation of Islam for his personal aggrandizement. For example, he invested $110 million in the Diyanet Center (DCA), building a massive mosque and center in Maryland to boost his influence and reach among American Muslims and to represent himself as the leader of the Muslim community or ummah in the U.S.

A portion of the Turkish-American diaspora loyal to Erdoğan has worked with Turkish government agents and affiliates in the U.S. and like-minded American Muslims to carry out influence operations favorable to Erdoğan.

Erdoğan’s American supporters have sometimes gone as far as committing illegal acts, as when Erdoğan supporters joined Turkish security officials attacking the civilians protesting Erdoğan outside the home of the Turkish ambassador in Washington, DC, on May 16, 2016.

Turkish officials, journalists close to Erdoğan, Turkish-Americans who support Erdoğan, and Turkish-owned businesses in the U.S. may be engaging or open to engage in espionage activities on behalf of the Turkish Intelligence Agency (MIT) willingly or unwillingly, voluntarily or without being asked due to their enthusiastic support of Erdoğan or due to fear of reprisals to their family members in Turkey.

Erdoğan has been using Turkish government institutions, private and state-owned businesses, and Turkish-American individuals to finance and support American Muslim organizations, their events, conferences, and other activities directly and indirectly, often with high visibility by Erdoğan himself speaking at some of those events. American Muslim organizations may have failed to document the financial support they receive from Turkey, some of which have apparently been paid in cash.

Turkish government affiliates or NGOs listed in this report may be disguising different lobbying activities and the sources of their funds and other financial activities through charities and American Muslim organizations without registering as required under FARA as foreign agents.
INTRODUCTION

The Turkish Presidency of Religious Affairs, referred to as the Diyanet, is the official and constitutional governmental institution successor to the Ottoman establishment of the Shaykh al-Islam representing the highest religious authority in the name of Islam and the State. It is a massive institution supervising 90,000 mosques in Turkey and thousands overseas. Diyanet, both in Turkey and abroad, has around 145,000 personnel, representing a doubling of staff since Erdogan came to power, including 100,000 imams, 40,000 Qur’an and faith course teachers, 3,000 preachers, and 1,250 muftis (senior imams in charge of cities, towns, departments or units). “Diyanet’s share of government spending has increased by about a third, and its staff has doubled, to nearly 150,000.”

These figures are based on President Ali Erbas’ recent media brief. President Erbas also stated on January 30, 2018, that Diyanet would hire 6,000 more personnel in the upcoming months. In addition, there are over 2000 Diyanet personnel assigned overseas.

Diyanet was established in 1924 with the new Turkish Republic and its new constitution under article 136, which states “The Presidency of Religious Affairs, which is within the general administration, shall exercise its duties prescribed in its particular law, in accordance with the principles of secularism, removed from all political views and ideas, and aiming at national solidarity and integrity.”

Thus the Diyanet is, in theory, a non-political body. However, we shall see that since 2010, it has become a powerful arm of the AKP.

A Turkish law passed in 1965 explained the duties and objectives of the Diyanet as “to execute the works concerning the beliefs, worship, and ethics of Islam, enlighten the public about their religion, and administer the sacred worshipping places.”

The Diyanet began as a purely domestic institution, but by 1971 had expanded its operations abroad due to Turkish migration to different countries around the world.

Today Diyanet operates both in Turkey and in 102 countries through Turkish Embassies and Consulates via religious counsels and Diyanet Imams and other officers.

The principles and objectives of the Diyanet include:
- To be objective and unbiased with all political opinions, thoughts, and activities in Turkey and abroad.
- To embrace the whole society by accepting the differences in the richness of Turkey.
- To provide services to strengthen social stability, peace, national unity and solidarity, and to caution against activities of various destructive, harmful, and sectarian movements.
- To guide people about dangerous, harmful, and unethical behaviors and habits which lead to social instability.
- To adopt an attitude understanding the traditions, expectations, and sensitivities of the society.
- To provide religious services decorated and illuminated by knowledge and good conduct, benefiting from technology and past experiences.
- To transform and facilitate the knowledge founded by the Turkish Faculties of Theology and other universities around the world.
The principles and objectives of the Diyanet continued:

- To have educated Diyanet officers to understand and lead society and live an exemplary life and implement the good through their deeds and words.\textsuperscript{55}
- To ensure Turkish citizens living abroad would not be assimilated but would live their daily lives in harmony with their cultural heritage.
- To promote Turkey’s knowledge and experience in religious studies.
- To ensure that the religion of Islam is understood correctly (abroad), to monitor the discussions involving faith practices and understanding among the European Union Countries and to present reliable information to the Western public regarding these matters.\textsuperscript{56}

PERSONNEL AND BUDGET

The President of Religious Affairs leads Diyanet. The current president is Dr. Ali Erbas, who was appointed by President Erdogan in 2017. We will discuss him in more detail below. In Diyanet’s organizational structure, there are five deputy presidents, each heading one of several departments or divisions including the Foreign Relations General Directorate with the sub-divisions including International Turkish people departments, Euro-Asia Countries department, International Education and Guidance Department, Muslim Countries and Populations department and Inter-faith and Culture Relationships department. Additionally, Diyanet has local structures inside Turkey in every city, town, and village.\textsuperscript{57}

Diyanet also has a sister foundation named “Turkish Diyanet Foundation” (TDV), which was established in 1975 to collect money and aid through a variety of means to support Diyanet and carry out humanitarian aid activities. TDV has established itself both in Turkey with branches over 1000 locations\textsuperscript{58} and around the globe within 135 countries,\textsuperscript{59} including the U.S.\textsuperscript{60} Diyanet has one of the largest budgets among Turkish bureaucratic institutions, and its budget has quadrupled since 2006\textsuperscript{61}, in addition to frequent supplemental budgets and irregular increases, unlike other institutions. In 2017, Diyanet’s official budget was 6.5 billion Turkish Liras (approximately 2 billion dollars based on average exchange rates). However, the allocated amount was not enough, and the Turkish Treasury Department supplemented Diyanet with an extra 350 million Turkish Liras in addition to the allocated budget.\textsuperscript{62}

Furthermore, the President of Diyanet has the TDV’s budget at his command, which was also used for mostly Diyanet related activities and was around $800 million in 2016.\textsuperscript{63}

In 2018, Diyanet’s budget was increased by 13% to 7.8 billion Turkish Liras\textsuperscript{64} which was more than the total of eleven ministries’ budgets including the Ministry of Culture and Tourism, the Ministry of Economy, the Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources and the Ministry of Science, Industry, and Technology.\textsuperscript{65}
Diyanet Center of America (DCA) is a non-profit organization funded by the Turkish government that is based in Lanham, Maryland serving the needs of the Muslims in the Washington Metropolitan Area. The center holds regular Friday congregational prayers, Ramadan dinners, religious holiday celebrations and various other social, cultural, and religious activities.

The organization was established as the Turkish American Islamic Foundation in 1993, and as the scope of services expanded it was renamed to the Turkish American Community Center (TACC) in 2003. After the completion of a comprehensive construction project, the center was renamed to its assumed business name of Diyanet Center of America, which receives major support from Presidency of Religious Affairs (Diyanet), an institution of the Government of Turkey. The result of the construction project is a small village that will be an important cultural hub for all visitors and residents of Washington DC area.
HISTORICAL EVOLUTION OF DIYANET UNDER THE AKP

Erdogan has always given special attention to Diyanet during his tenure; however, the disapproval of the secular state institutions, including the constitutional court and the military were always a concern for him, delaying his reshaping of Diyanet until 2010. While Diyanet, in general, and historically, stayed away from internal politics and focused on its formal duties, in 2010 just seven months before the general elections, it found itself in the middle of a controversy. Turkey’s Higher Education Council (YOK) allowed female university students to attend classes wearing headscarves, contrary to past policy.

Then-Prime Minister Erdogan openly suggested that Diyanet should be consulted. He was expecting a positive response. Diyanet President Ali Barkdakoglu - appointed by Turkish President Ahmet Necdet Sezer, who was known with his strong secularist stand – surprised Erdogan, stating that “the headscarf was not a formal requirement of the religion and involving Diyanet with this issue was against the secularism principle of the constitution.”

After Mr. Bardakoglu was fired, Prof. Mehmet Gormez was appointed as the President of Diyanet. He remained in that position almost seven years until his retirement at 58 on July 31, 2017. Ten months before the firing of Diyanet’s president Bardakoglu, Erdogan passed a new law on January 7, 2010, Act 6002, making both strategic and at the same time, structural changes at Diyanet’s position within the Turkish State’s hierarchy. Diyanet was, before the stated amendment, a general directorate under a ministry, and with the new law, the Presidency of Diyanet was established, and the President’s status was elevated to “undersecretary of Prime Ministry” which is the highest appointed bureaucratic position in Turkey. With this structure, now, the President of Diyanet was directly tied to the Prime Ministry, which provided Diyanet a greater autonomy and a higher representation status among the Turkish state hierarchy.

The new amendments to Diyanet –related legislation also established new overseas duties and enacted new obligations to launch institutions in foreign countries. The new law also enacted the founding of 24-hour broadcasting Diyanet TV and Radio stations, which became an important tool for Diyanet and the Turkish State years to come. Diyanet also centralized its Friday sermons, enabling the Imams to read the same sermon during Friday prayers, which became an essential social and political influence mechanism at the hands of the government.
after the coup attempt, requested the imams and assistant imams to run to their mosques and start reciting the “salah” or call to prayer, which lasted almost twenty for hours after the coup attempt and frequently repeated to advise and remind people to stand up against the coup attempt. In fact, “salah” was recited all over Turkey constantly from the minarets and loud speakerphones with the message of the Diyanet president “asking the citizens to counter the coup without applying violence” until President Erdogan indicated the threat was over and asked Diyanet to cease. Additionally, Diyanet has prepared a special Friday sermon after the coup attempt for July 21, 2016, Friday prayer, which mentioned the coup attempt advising national unity and praising the people who countered the coup attempt.

The best example of how the Friday sermons were used to support the politicians happened after the infamous corruption operations of the Turkish National Police against Erdogan’s inner circle on December 17, 2013, when a sermon on “bribes” was scheduled and distributed before the operations started, Diyanet immediately changed the sermon with a new one titled “Understanding the Quran” and to make sure that the Imam’s got the message, all imams in Turkey were sent SMS messages about the new sermon telling them not to read the “bribes” sermon. Additionally, the verses and hadiths referencing to bribes and corruption were advised not to be cited during Friday sermons, including the famous hadith of the Prophet Muhammed indicating “both the giver and the receiver of a bribe end up in hell.”

Now that Diyanet law was amended by providing Diyanet new authorities and better representation, its budget, and personnel numbers were amplified more than ever at the same time increasing Diyanet’s global reach drastically.

This change was observed by several international researchers, as well. For example, Svante Cornell evaluated this situation in his article titled “The Rise of Diyanet: the Politicization of Turkey’s Directorate of Religious Affairs” by stating “the Diyanet, originally created by the Turkish state to exercise oversight over religious affairs, is now firmly under the control of President Erdogan, and has turned into a supersized government bureaucracy for the promotion of Sunni Islam.” As Cornell notes, “the Diyanet has ignored Turkey’s non-Sunni Muslims, including around 15 million Alawites.” During the coup attempt in Turkey on July 15, 2016, Diyanet played a critical role by asking citizens to counter and resist the coup. Diyanet, immediately after the coup attempt, requested the imams and assistant imams to run to their mosques and start reciting the “salah” or call to prayer, which lasted almost twenty for hours after the coup attempt and frequently repeated to advise and remind people to stand up against the coup attempt. In fact, “salah” was recited all over Turkey constantly from the minarets and loud speakerphones with the message of the Diyanet president “asking the citizens to counter the coup without applying violence” until President Erdogan indicated the threat was over and asked Diyanet to cease. Additionally, Diyanet has prepared a special Friday sermon after the coup attempt for July 21, 2016, Friday prayer, which mentioned the coup attempt advising national unity and praising the people who countered the coup attempt.

A recent editorial in the Economist addressed this issue under the title of “Turkey’s religious authority surrenders to political Islam” by stating that though “designed as a check against political Islam, the Directorate (Diyanet) has become one of its main platforms.” The article concluded that while “the Diyanet has walked a fine line to help safeguard Turkey’s identity as a country that is both Muslim and secular” for over a century, the tolerant and Sufi Islam is under threat, and “despite its original purpose, the Diyanet is not helping.”

“Turkey’s religious authority surrenders to political Islam” by stating that though “designed as a check against political Islam, the Directorate (Diyanet) has become one of its main platforms.” The article concluded that while “the Diyanet has walked a fine line to help safeguard Turkey’s identity as a country that is both Muslim and secular” for over a century..., the tolerant and Sufi Islam is under threat, and “despite its original purpose, the Diyanet is not helping.”
Diyanet institutions are mainly staffed by graduates of Imam Hatip schools. These are vocational and professional educational institutions established in 1951 to promote and unify the education of Imams and preachers. Students, while attending these schools, both go through regular middle and high school curriculums in addition to the religion and faith-related classes to prepare them to be Imams and preachers.

Historically, the Imam Hatip schools have been a very sensitive and political issue in Turkey. Some considered Imam Hatip Schools as the “backyards” of the AKP, indicating that Erdogan’s party deliberately using these schools to produce students who would support his ideals. (Do you want to say something about whether this is true? How these schools have evolved since 1951?) The AKP government has put a special emphasis on the Imam Hatip schools and increased their numbers and budgets around the country dramatically and kept constantly building new ones, including 128 new Imam Hatip school constructions in 2018 making the total number of these schools in Turkey over 4,000. In fact, in 2017, in 191 towns, Imam Hatips were the only available high schools forcing the students at those locations to attend these schools. While only a fraction of the graduates of these schools become Imams or preachers, many graduates continue their educations, particularly in social science or law faculties.

Erdogan, himself a graduate of Imam Hatip high school, has often rallied and promoted attendance at these schools by stating, “Imam Hatips are the apple of Turkey’s eye.” Finally, Imam Hatip Schools have evolved around a heated political discourse in Turkey, and Erdogan has managed to use these schools to increase his influence among his base and religious circles of Turkey.

Diyanet has established a large-scale official presence abroad, particularly where many Turkish people live, through hundreds of mosques and dozens of schools it maintains. Currently, Diyanet has official Counselors assigned in fifty-two countries including Germany, the United States, Belgium, United Kingdom, the Netherlands, France, Switzerland, Sweden, Denmark, Austria, Russia, Azerbaijan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Macedonia, Bulgaria, Georgia, Albania, and Mauritania. Additionally, Diyanet also maintains faith attaches in thirty-eight locations around the world.Officers, Imams, and assistant imams at Diyanet-affiliated mosques and Imams in Europe are paid through Diyanet Turkey via official channels.

Through the institutions Diyanet runs, including the mosques and courses, Diyanet not only can reach the people who frequent the mosques for daily prayers, but also provide courses and tutoring to the communities they serve therefore reaching a wide spectrum of the populations they serve. For example, DITIB, Turkish-Islamic Union for Religious Affairs, is the body founded by Diyanet to serve the Turkish diaspora in Germany. DITIB maintains 970 mosques in Germany with officially assigned and paid Imams, preachers, and assistant Imams from Turkey. Similarly, ATIB, Austria
Turkey Islamic Foundation, Diyanet’s official arm in Austria, carries out corresponding duties in Austria through 63 mosques. Diyanet has two different institutions in the Netherlands, the Turkish Islamic Cultural Federation, and the Islamic Foundation Netherlands.

Diyanet has eight mosques in Sweden run by the Sweden Diyanet Foundation, over 60 mosques in Belgium through Belgium Diyanet Foundation, 210 mosques, and over 200 imams in France through the DITIB France, French-Turkish-Islamic Union for Religious Affairs. Additionally, TDV has been working on the construction of twenty-nine different mosques in eleven different countries.

In the United States, Diyanet is represented by the Diyanet Center of America (DCA), an operating title for the Turkish American Community Center (TACC). The TACC was originally established in 1993 as a non-profit organization located in Lanham, Maryland to provide religious, social and educational services to Turkish immigrants and Muslims living in the U.S. Diyanet activities in the U.S. are officially maintained by the faith counsel at the Turkish Embassy and the general director of the DCA both of whom are appointed by the central Diyanet authorities in Turkey. DCA runs 26 around the U.S. in addition to the Diyanet Center of America with the main mosque situated on a 16.5-acre property in Lanham, Maryland, which is about ten miles from Washington, D.C. This mosque was built by the Turkish government with a price tag of $110 million and opened by President Erdogan in 2016.

INTERNATIONAL SPYING IMAMS OF DIYANET

Another important controversy revolves around the new generation of spy imams, particularly in the West. Several European countries, including Germany, Belgium, Austria, Netherlands, Switzerland, Norway, and Sweden, have carried out investigations of Turkish Imams, appointed and paid by Diyanet, for spying on behalf of Turkish Intelligence (MIT) against Turkish citizens living in their countries. This applies to Turks, who are considered as the enemies of the Erdogan regime, particularly the followers of Fethullah Gulen. Erdogan’s international network of “Imam spies” has become an essential tool to collect intelligence and information on the dissidents of Erdogan.

Susanne Schröter, an expert on European Islamic movements, has recently said that DITIB, Diyanet institutions in European countries, has become “an extended arm of the Turkish president, Erdogan.”

“Several European countries...have carried out investigations of Turkish Imams, appointed and paid by Diyanet, for spying on behalf of Turkish Intelligence (MIT) against Turkish citizens living in their countries... Erdogan’s international network of “Imam spies” has become an essential tool to collect intelligence and information on the dissidents of Erdogan.”
The Diyanet is not shy about the imams collecting intelligence for Ankara. A report titled “Diyanet gathers intelligence on suspected Gulenists via imams in thirty-eight countries” was published via Hurriyet Daily on December 07, 2016. According to Diyanet official statements revealed during a public parliamentary commission brief established to investigate the coup attempt in 2015, its imams collected intelligence in thirty-eight different countries on “the activities of suspected followers of the U.S. based Islamic preacher Fethullah Gulen, widely believed to be the mastermind of the failed July 15 coup attempt.” The Diyanet told the members of the parliamentary commission that Diyanet imams and other officers included religious attaches collected intelligence and wrote reports on Gulenists in “Abkhazia, Germany (three reports from Dusseldorf, Cologne and Munich), Albania, Australia (two reports from Melbourne and Sydney), Austria (two reports from Salzburg and Vienna), Azerbaijan, Belarus, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria (two reports from Plovdiv and Sofia), Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Georgia, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Sweden, Switzerland, Italy, Japan, Montenegro, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, Kosovo, Lithuania, Macedonia, Mongolia, Mauritania, Nigeria, Norway, Poland, Romania, Saudi Arabia, Tajikistan, Tanzania, Turkmenistan and Ukraine.”

Additionally, Diyanet shared sample files with the Parliament members, including the pictures of individuals allegedly linked to the Gulen movement, Gulen-linked schools, businesses, foundations, associations, and media outlets. Diyanet representatives told the commission that Diyanet mosque officials, religious coordinators, and religious services counselors prepared fifty reports from the intelligence and information they gathered abroad as of December 2016.

Given the fact that there are probably thousands of overseas Turkish mosques run by the Turkish Imams who are appointed by the Turkish Government and whose salaries are paid by the Diyanet, this large network of imams constitutes a ready to use network of government agents who could easily be facilitated for intelligence gathering activities among the Turkish communities through the Turkish National Intelligence.

Because the Turkish Imams are Turkish government officers, it is almost impossible for them to refuse orders coming from Ankara, for instance, orders to spy. Not carrying out the orders of Erdogan and his deputies coming through the MIT means a brutal purge. Even many judges were fired or arrested because they didn’t act upon the requests provided by the MIT when they were arresting or releasing the suspects. Under the conditions in Turkey after the coup attempt in 2015, it is virtually impossible to expect an officer to deny the requests coming through the MIT knowing the fact that a denial would result in firing and likely an arrest.

Also, many of the Imams, as well as all other officers assigned to work overseas or in Turkey, particularly after 2014, were chosen among the people who were considered one hundred percent loyal to Erdogan.
Germany has had several spy imam cases recently. German investigators in North Rhine-Westphalia stated that thirteen imams in their jurisdictions had provided information to Ankara on thirty-three Turkish people and eleven Turkish organizations, including Gulen-affiliated organizations. Similarly, three other imams in neighboring Rhineland Palatinate also passed information about the Turkish communities in their cities. In fact, German authorities raided apartments of four Turkish imams suspected of spying to search for evidence in February 2017. The Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office (GBA) of Germany said in a statement after the raids that “the imams had acted on an order issued on September 20, 2016, by the Turkey-based Diyanet religious authority.”

Halife Keskin, the head of Diyanet’s foreign relations department, “allegedly called on the Turkish diplomatic missions to gather information on the followers of Islamic preacher Fethullah Gulen.” According to German investigators, a copy of the order from Diyanet was provided to Karlsruhe authorities by an insider. The document included the statement that Keskin “commissioned imams in Germany to investigate Gulen supporters.”

A DW (German Deutsche Welle broadcast company) report published on February 16, 2017, revealed “a larger effort by Diyanet in Germany and Europe to report back to Ankara on the Gulen movement.” The reports obtained by the DW included reports written by “religious attachés at Turkish diplomatic missions in Munich, the Netherlands, Austria, Switzerland, and Belgium.” For example, one of the reports included the activities organized by the Gulen movement in Salzburg, Austria, claiming how a “Gulen affiliated group successfully infiltrated (the Turkish community) in the name of cultural integration by organizing swimming classes for women.” Ironically, the same organization was awarded an “Integration Award” by the Austrian authorities in 2015 for its activities among the community.

Similarly, a report titled “Turkey’s MIT agency menacing ‘German Turks’” published on August 21, 2016, indicated that “Welt am Sonntag” quoted an unnamed “security politician” as saying that the MIT had at its disposition in Germany most of the 800 regular agents it had in Europe as well as a network of 6,000 informants across Germany - far more than previously known.
In Sweden, Ozer Eken, the chairman of a lobbying organization linked to the AKP, was surreptitiously recorded when he was forcing a member of the Gulen organization to provide information on other supporters. Eken said, “What I can tell you is that if you help the state, the state is going to help you.” He also added, “You are going to be arrested, but your wife will be arrested too, they are going to take you your wife as a hostage.” Based on this incident, Emre Oguz, a former Turkish journalist, told Radio Sweden that “The Imams (who are paid by the presidency of religious affairs, Diyanet) must report about people who go to the mosque. I know that. I’ve talked to imams before the coup attempt. It was a special task for them. Imams who do not want to report are themselves reported. So now all imams follow directives from Turkey.”

In April 2017, the Belgian authorities canceled the ‘recognition license’ of the Turkish Diyanet-run Fatih mosque, the second largest mosque in Belgium, on espionage charges. According to the news reports, the Flemish minister, Liesbeth Homans, took action after stating, “Turkish-sponsored mosque is ‘nest of spies’” on Twitter. Belgian authorities specified that “the imam of the Fatih mosque was allegedly involved in espionage on Kurdish-Turks and supporters of the Gulen movement and the imam was allegedly connected to Turkish intelligence services.” After this incident, Belgian authorities rejected the visa applications of twelve Turkish imams who would be assigned to work at the Diyanet mosques in Belgium.
In the Netherlands, Yusuf Acar, the chairman of the Turkish Diyanet’s Dutch mosque and the Religious Affairs Attaché of the Turkish government in The Hague, was accused of spying for Turkey. Acar allegedly collected names of people who were associated with the Gulen movement and passed them to Turkey. Acar, in his statement to a newspaper, claimed that “as attaché, I collected information that anyone can find on the internet.” However, it was later understood that “the Dutch Religious Affairs Foundation asked 145 mosques in the country to draw up profiling lists and sent these lists to Religious Affairs Attaché Yusuf Acar in The Hague.” Furthermore, Acar reportedly banned people who were deemed the members of Gulen organizations from entering the Diyanet mosques by posting lists on the doors of the mosques.

The Christian Democratic Party (CDA) Deputy Pieter Heerma called for an action against Acar calling him “Turkey’s long arm” and requested his deportation. After the “spy imams” scandal erupted in the Netherlands, the Dutch Foreign Ministry reportedly declared Acar persona non grata and the Minister Koenders requested Acar to leave the Netherlands immediately. Turkey, in an effort to not to escalate the situation, promptly reassigned Acar to Turkey.

In December 2016, in the Netherlands, a polling station at a Diyanet mosque in Amsterdam was accused of pressuring Turks voting abroad in the Turkish elections. The Amsterdam municipality visited a polling station at “a Turkish mosque in the Dutch capital after the mosque was accused of pressuring voters with posters of what is believed to be a religious movement controlled and paid by the Turkish government” as the Turkish people living in the Netherlands voted. According to the Dutch authorities, “the polling stations must be politically neutral so that voters’ decisions aren’t influenced.” The polling station reported for violations was located at a Diyanet mosque. According to Siebe Seitsma from the Amsterdam municipality, posters and fliers were not allowed to ensure political neutrality. A Dutch woman named Elise Steilberg, who visited and took a picture of the scene posted on Twitter that “there were Turkish flags in the mosque and a Turkish radio station was playing.”

In Austria, where 600,000 people with a Turkish background live, Diyanet’s official organization ATIB, Austria Turkey Islamic Foundation, was accused of espionage through “numerous secret documents from almost every European embassy that were leaked to Peter Pilz,” an Austrian Green Party politician. Pilz said that ATIB members were reported to be working “together with the Turkish intelligence agency MIT by means of gathering intelligence and reporting suspicious Turks living abroad.” According to the report, the mosque associations in Austria are directly funded by the Turkish government, and the imams, officers, educational institutions and teachers, are under the influence of Ankara. Pilz also added that “the Islamic Religious Society in Austria (IGGÖ) is said to be under the direct control of the AKP.” Austrian government ordered auditing of the “cultural association” ATIB based on the allegations. According to Pilz, the documents he acquired stated that Erdogan has been using Diyanet and affiliated Imams in thirty different states. He said that he “will present the secret documents throughout Europe. Erdogan would have to deal with thirty states at the same time.”

In March 2017, Bulgaria expelled a Turkish consular officer associated with Diyanet, saying, “he was a threat to national security; while his post involved social services, he was allegedly intervening in religious affairs.”
In Norway, Yusuf Yüksel, the general secretary of Oslo-based Den Tyrkisk Islamske Union (Turkish Islamic Union) affiliated with the Turkish government and the Presidency of Religious Affairs (Diyanet) was “reportedly involved in unlawful profiling activities of unsuspecting people of Turkish origin across Norway.” Yüksel, on July 31, 2016, shared a message on Facebook with the group of “norsktyrkere” (Norwegian Turks) asking the group members to spy on members of the Gulen movement. He asked them to “inform on FETO terrorists whom you know.” Similarly, Musa Gelici, the Turkish Imam of Oslo’s Tyrkisk Islamske Union (a Diyanet affiliate), an affiliate of Norsk Tyskar Islamske Stiftelse, (Norway Turkish Islamic Foundation), who is also a Diyanet officer called Gulen organization members in Norway as terrorist militants on July 16, 2016 in one of his Facebook messages.

As a result of these posts and harassments by Diyanet attaches and Imams in Norway, “Turkish passports of some Turks living in Norway were unlawfully revoked by the Turkish government” because their names were shared with the Turkish government. Additionally, several of the Turks affiliated with the Gulen movement were also threatened after the above messages were posted by Diyanet members.155

In Romania, following the July 2016 coup attempt, Osman Kilic, the religious affairs counselor of the Turkish Embassy, was asked to ‘map out’ the Gulen network in Romania. Kilic sent his report to his superiors at Diyanet in Ankara on September 27, 2016, from Turkey’s Counsellor for Religious Affairs in Bucharest. The report included the extent of the Gulen Movement’s activities in Romania, including “a list of 11 schools, kindergartens and one university that are part of the Lumina Educational Institutions, which have been active in Romania since 1994.” Some Turkish members of the “Gulen Movement” had their passports canceled. 156

On June 28, 2017, the then-president of Diyanet Mehmet Gormez, during an official meeting in Bosnia and Herzegovina with the grand mufti of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Husein Kavazovic, warned Bosnian Muslims to target the Gulen movement supporters in that country and called on “Muslims worldwide to protect themselves and their children from structures” of the Gulen movement.157

In Perth, Australia, in April 2017, Suleyman Arslan, the Turkish imam and member of the board of Diyanet-funded and operated Suleymaniye Mosque, asked his congregation and the worshippers praying at his mosque to spy on the Gulen movement. Arslan was seen and heard in a video captured at the Suleymaniye Mosque asking the prayers to report “every kind of information” regarding Gulen supporters’ activities in Australia to the Turkish consulates. 158
While there have not been any direct allegations in the U.S. accusing Diyanet affiliated officers or Imams spying on behalf of the MIT on the Turks living in the U.S., it would be very naïve not to expect similar activities in the U.S. as Diyanet's orders to its attaches and officers included all International posts.

Journalist and think tanker Michael Rubin investigated the issue of Turkish espionage focusing on the “special operations” of the MIT in the U.S. Rubin wrote that Erdogan reorganized the MIT structure abroad and put political loyalists in place to ensure reliable flow of intelligence particularly in the U.S. when “the MIT veterans argued—correctly—that Erdogan risked their long-term relationship with the CIA by running operations in the United States.” According to Rubin, Erdogan’s new MIT special operations “signals not only continued Turkish covert operations in Syria and Iraq but, according to Turkish sources, in Europe and the United States as well.”
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In 2008, before the building of the Center, the Turkish Diyanet Foundation (TDV) described itself as owning two parcels in the vicinity of the proposed center. The TDV purchased the land in 1993. The property was described as composed of two adjacent pieces. The first one is 10.78 acres, and the second is 3.69 acres.

According to the DCA website, after the proposed land was acquired in Lanham, Maryland, an area with significant Turkish and Muslim populations, the local Turkish American community held regular Friday congregational prayers, iftar dinners, Eid celebrations, and various activities in a modest building adjacent to a small masjid on this location between 1993 and 2008. In 2008, members of the TACC with a group of fellow Muslims living in the Washington D.C. area cooperated to commence planning an Islamic Center, which became the Diyanet Center of America. In 2009, Diyanet Center’s project proposed by a Turkish architectural company, HASSA, was approved by Dr. Mehmet Gormez, then-president of Diyanet, and by then-Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan. The construction of the center started on September 23, 2012. On May 15, 2013, an official ceremony was held with the participation of Turkish Prime Minister Erdogan and other dignitaries for the laying of a ceremonial stone on the mihrab (the prayer niche) section of the mosque. Diyanet Center of America complex received $110 million from the Presidency of Turkish Religious Affairs (Diyanet) to complete the project.

In 2009, the administrator board included Mehmet Pacaci as the president, Cahid Kara as the vice president, Adem Buyukacar as the general secretary, Ilker Yas as the treasurer, Erhan Fettah as the public relations officer, and Hamit Yazici and Ugur Altintas as board members.
As of 2013, Dr. Yasar Colak, the President of DCA and the Religious and Social Affairs Counselor at the Turkish Embassy, was assigned as the President of the TACC. After the construction started in 2012, TACC's board members increased in number and included Ebuzer Yurteri as Vice President, Adem Buyukacar as general secretary, Huseyin Koca as treasurer, Erhan Fettah as the PR chief and ten other Turkish board members.173

Construction of the DCA was completed on October 30, 2015.175 The TACC, with the completion of the Diyanet America Center, has principally become the Diyanet Center of America (DCA), and its website http://www.taccenter.org was shut down around the same time. The President of TACC, Yasar Colak, became the President of the Diyanet Center of America with the closure of the TACC.176

A picnic activity flier from 2008, could be used at the TACC segment.
On April 2, 2016, Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan inaugurated the Diyanet Center of America (DCA), the Turkish-funded Islamic complex, including culture centers and one of the largest mosques in the United States, with two minarets and a grant dome. President Erdogan defined the complex as “a place to serve American Muslims and spread Islam’s message of love and compassion.” Erdogan described the Diyanet complex as a traditional and historic Turkish social and spiritual complex (kulliye as it was called during Ottoman times) with religious and educational compounds. The majority of the project was funded by Diyanet, as well as Turkish-American non-profit organizations. Erdogan said the kulliye was “built in the Ottoman tradition with touches of Seljuk architecture.” Erdogan added the Diyanet site - once home to “a small container used as a mosque” where he attended an iftar dinner during a U.S. visit - “now has turned into a center of civilizations.”

DCA's official webpage introduces the complex through Diyanet's three fundamental services: “to guide the overseas Turkish population in religious matters; to promote cooperation among Muslim countries and Muslim minorities in religious services and education; and to provide social support to those in need, regardless of their religion, nationality or race.” Diyanet with its qualified and devoted staff “provides these services with an incredible sense of vigor and enthusiasm, and has promoted religious education, religious services, and social and cultural events in over 100 countries across the world” and “immensely proud of all that it's achieved in those countries.” The Diyanet complex, in line with the traditional and historic Islamic concept of kulliye, features a grand mosque built in the classical Ottoman architectural with a touch of Seljuki architecture, a museum, several exhibition halls, an auditorium, a guest house, a school, art studios and gallery, a library, a basketball court, a fitness center with a swimming pool, a Turkish bath (hamam), 10 traditional Turkish homes, an Ottoman-style garden with fountains and a 310-vehicle underground garage scattered around 16.5 acres.
DCA defines its vision as “to create a highly esteemed organization that leads in advocating for the religious, moral and spiritual values of the Muslim society in America, and to make a contribution to peace and tranquility for all mankind, and to be a prestigious mediator on Islamic issues.” And DCA explains its mission as “to enlighten society about religion with factual and updated knowledge based on essential Islamic sources and to provide guidance to society about faith, worship, and moral principles and to improve relations on the basis of justice, peace, tolerance, and mutual understanding.”  

**In addition to its mission and vision, DCA also listed core principles on its website:**

1. Committed to providing religious services without regard to politics.

2. Relies on true knowledge based on the Qur’an and the authentic traditions of the Prophet and takes into consideration various religious interpretations, tendencies, and traditions and evaluates them in the light of mainstream understanding and rational approach.

3. Aims to preserve all of the differences in belief and culture in an atmosphere of freedom and mutual respect.

4. Committed to protecting the Muslims’ religious and cultural roots in the face of assimilationist policies.

5. Supports freedom of religion and freedom of expression.

6. Advocates dialogue between faith communities both in America and the world.

7. Seeks the preservation of the historical and cultural heritage of other religions based on Islam’s exalted historical tolerance.

8. Condemns all types of violence and terror and considers them to be crimes against humanity regardless of who the perpetrator and victim may be.

9. Supports equal and complementary rights and responsibilities for men and women.
Dr. Yasar Colak was the president of DCA until the end of 2017. At the beginning of 2018, Dr. Colak was assigned back to Ankara. Currently, Fatih Kanca, the Social and Religious Services Counsellor at the Turkish Embassy in Washington, D.C, is the acting President of DCA. Among the members of the board of directors of the DCA in addition to the president, Prof. Ahmet Aydilek as the Secretary-General, Ahmet Kilic as Vice President, Kevser Ozer as public relations officer, Sibel Ozkan as treasurer and Mustafa Tuncer and Ali Tos as members of the board.

There are several departments established under the board of directors of the DCA. The Department of Religious Services includes the imams and chaplains along with the religious service coordinators. Ali Tos is the executive imam, and Mehmet Ali Araci and Tarif Sharim are his assistants. Azime Erbudak is the female chaplain. Sami Erdem is the preacher. Efe Poturoglu is the legal advisor at the department of the executive directorate. The department of education includes an executive director, Ahmet Aydilek and six additional school and class coordinators, including Raida Alvi, Kevser Ozer and Mehmet Ali Araci. The department of social services is led by social services and relief coordinator Seema Sahin. The department of intercultural relations is led by Holly Gobelez. Amir Ahmed is the hiring coordinator at the department of human resources. In addition to the listed departments, there are also departments of finance, prevention and security, sports activities, maintenance and cleaning and media, marketing, and IT.

The DCA also oversees and coordinates the Turkish mosques around the U.S. Currently; there are twenty-six mosques run by the Diyanet in the U.S. The representatives and imams of the mosques regularly meet in Washington DC for coordination meetings held by the Social and Religious Services Counsellor at the Turkish Embassy.

1. Diyanet Mosque of Atlanta Ahiskan Turks in Alpharetta, GA
2. Diyanet Mosque of Bergen in Cliffside Park, NJ
3. Diyanet Mosque of Brooklyn Crimean Turks in Brooklyn, NY
4. Diyanet Mosque of Brooklyn Eyup Sultan in Brooklyn, NY
5. Diyanet Mosque of Burlington Selimiye in Burlington Twp., NJ
6. Diyanet Mosque of Charlotte Ahiskan Turks in Stallings, NC
7. Diyanet Mosque of Dayton Ahiskan Turks in Dayton, OH
8. Diyanet Mosque of Dayton Osman Ghazi in Dayton, OH
9. Diyanet Mosque of Delaware in New Castle, DE
10. Diyanet Mosque of Karachay Turks in Paterson, NJ
11. Diyanet Mosque of Kentucky Ahiskan Turks in Louisville, KY
12. Diyanet Mosque of Levittown Yunus Emre in Levittown, PA
13. Diyanet Mosque of Long Island Mawlahna in Port Jefferson Station, NY
14. Diyanet Mosque of Massachusetts Imam Bukhari in Indian Orchard, MA
15. Diyanet Mosque of New Haven in New Haven, CT
16. Diyanet Mosque of Paterson Mawlan on Sussex Street, Paterson, NJ
17. Diyanet Mosque of Philadelphia Ahiskan Turks in Philadelphia, PA
18. Diyanet Mosque of Portland Ahiskan Turks in Portland, OR
19. Diyanet Mosque of Queens Mimar Sinan in Sunnyside, NY
20. Diyanet Mosque of Rochester Turkish Society in Rochester, NY
21. Diyanet Mosque of South New Jersey in Monroeville, NJ
22. Diyanet Mosque of Springfield Ahiskan Turks in West Springfield, MA
23. Diyanet Nour Mosque of Connecticut in Thomaston, CT
24. Diyanet Ulu Mosque of Paterson in Paterson, NJ
25. Diyanet Mosque Florida under construction
26. Diyanet Mosque San Francisco under construction
While the DCA hosts a variety of official meetings, panels, training sessions, and conferences at its Maryland facilities, many local Muslims also rent the facilities for weddings, meetings, and other gatherings. DCA offers its facilities for public use at very reasonable prices attracting many activities to the center. In fact, the DCA facilities have recently become very well-known for local weddings, celebrations, wedding photography, and Diyanet religious engagement (nikah) or religious marriage ceremonies by Diyanet Imams. However, DCA only allows Sunni imams if renters bring their own. DCA also rents its residential houses, including a VIP house and rooms in the traditional Turkish houses.

Similarly, non-Turkish Americans visit the DCA to see the mosque or museums or to shop. A recent reviewer on Yelp wrote about the complex very favorably stating, “this is probably the most beautiful mosque I’ve been to. The architecture is amazing. It's breathtaking. Each time I go, I'm still in amazement. It's a great place to go, even if you aren’t Muslim. I’ve felt welcomed every time I’ve been.”
During the coordination summit, apart from the meetings at the DCA complex, the Turkish imams and female chaplains also visited the main campus of All Dulles Area Muslim Society (ADAMS) in Sterling, VA, and the International Institute of Islamic Thought (IIIT) of Herndon, VA. Finally, the Imams and female chaplains attended a presentation titled “Religious Life in the U.S. and the Muslim-American Experience: Historical Processes and the Indigenization Debate” by Dr. Ahmet Selim Tekelioglu who is a research fellow with the Diyanet Islamic Research Institute (DIRI). Tekelioglu provided information about the demographics of American Muslim communities and the Muslim institutions established by the Americans. Tekelioglu also focused on the African American Muslim experience in the U.S. 208

Similarly, on November 14, 2017, the 4th Diyanet officers’ coordination meeting was held at the Diyanet Center with the participation of male and female religious officials working under the Presidency of Religious Affairs. During this meeting, several decisions were made related to the services of the Diyanet mosques and officers.

According to the DCA webpage, the main objective of the meeting was “to discuss different aspects of religious services, alongside the educational and social activities organized” in the Turkish-American Diyanet centers. The opening of the program was held at the Turkish Embassy building in Washington, DC., and Serdar Kilic, the Ambassador of Republic of Turkey to Washington D.C., addressed all imams and female chaplains “allegorically naming all religious leaders as ‘ucbeyleri/frontier chiefs’ to highlight the importance of their mission to help Turkish immigrants in the United States.”207

The president of Diyanet Center America also serves as the coordinator for “Diyanet imams and female chaplains who serve Turkish American and broader communities in more than 25 religious centers across the United States.” Dr. Yasar Colak, the President of DCA and the Religious and Social Affairs Counselor at the Turkish Embassy, and his deputy Fatih Kanca held an official coordination meeting with the imams and female chaplains of the Turkish American mosques at the DCA campus between March 17 – 19, 2017.206
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According to the DCA webpage, the main objective of the meeting was “to discuss different aspects of religious services, alongside the educational and social activities organized” in the Turkish-American Diyanet centers. The opening of the program was held at the Turkish Embassy building in Washington, DC., and Serdar Kilic, the Ambassador of Republic of Turkey to Washington D.C., addressed all imams and female chaplains “allegorically naming all religious leaders as ‘ucbeyleri/frontier chiefs’ to highlight the importance of their mission to help Turkish immigrants in the United States.”207
The meeting conclusions included the necessity of the education of Turkish youth and children based on the regional needs, “our values education” programs should be adopted with additional support and staff, establishment of Friday sermon commission and the distribution of the pre-written sermons to the U.S. mosques, the fact that the sermons should address both the Turkish and at the same time U.S. Muslims, re-planning of the religious services based on the regional needs, enrichment of the services and activities offered by the Turkish mosques by establishing cultural and educational services, facilitation of “youth clubs” aiming to increase the youth interactions with the Mosques, encouraging female chaplains to get involved in the issues related with women and families and a new request of increasing the number of female and male officers in the U.S. due to the large geographical area served and the population density.

A similar coordination meeting with the Imams and chaplains assigned to the Turkish-American mosques was organized in October 2015 in the DCA center by Dr. Yasar Colak, the President of DCA and the Religious and Social Affairs Counselor at the Turkish Embassy. New York Religious and Social Affairs attaché Hasan Mollaoglu was also present during the meetings. Apart from regular coordination meetings, the Imams and chaplains also attended a panel in which the CAIR (Council on American-Islamic Relations) President Nihad Awad spoke about “Islamophobia in the U.S., how to deal with it, and the efforts of American Muslim organizations against Islamophobia.” The Ambassador of the Republic of Turkey to Washington D.C., Serdar Kilic, also addressed the attendees and praised their services in the U.S.

In addition to inviting the Imams to the DCA, official Diyanet delegations coming to Washington D.C. often visit different mosques and visit their Imams and congregations at their locations. For example, when the President of Diyanet was in Washington, D.C. in January 2017, he visited the Diyanet Mosque of Paterson Mawlana and South Jersey Murat Mosque, meeting with the boards, imams, and congregations of the mosques.

Turkish Language Classes
by KAGEM DCA

Every Thursday between 11:00am-2:00pm
KAGEM DCA House
7021 197th Avenue, Lanham, MD 20706 DCA Complex
Program open to everyone older than 10 Years-old
Starting at February 1, 2018, Thursday
www.dianetamerica.org/events/turkish
AFFILIATED DIYANET INSTITUTIONS

Diyanet has established several institutions under the umbrella of DCA, mostly hosted at the DCA and funded by Diyanet. These institutions usually act as the organizers of DCA events based on the subjects. While these organizations will be studied separately in detail, they are:
• KAGEM-DCA, Diyanet’s Women, Family, Youth, and Education Center
• Diyanet Islamic Research Center (DIRI) at DCA
• Ibn Haldun University (Branch hosted at DCA, a private university in Turkey)

EVENTS, TRAINING, AND PANELS

DCA regularly holds a variety of classes inviting local communities from different backgrounds. Many of these courses are organized with the cooperation of other Turkish NGOs, several of which are also Turkish state-backed organizations. These activities are also supported by the Turkish Ambassador to the US Serdar Kilic. For example, on July 13, 2016, Ambassador Kilic hosted the students who were attending DCA Summer school from different states at the Turkish Embassy in Washington, D.C.

ACTIVITIES

DCA consistently organizes a variety of social, educational, religious, and cultural activities targeting both Turkish and American communities to reach a wider audience and increase their outreach. Some of the activities are organized by Diyanet only, others with other Turkish or U.S. institutions and organizations. Diyanet, very successfully by relying on Turkish government funds, used ample resources to institutionalize its facilities for these kinds of outreach activities.
KAGEM-DCA is one of the most prominent among these institutions. KAGEM-DCA holds the following events and classes:

- Turkish language classes
- Paper Marbling (Ebru) workshops
- Women’s Qur’an Halaqa (reading Qur’an)
- Little learners for kids ages 3+
- Arabic Classes
- Kids Club for the ages 7 – 12
- Young women’s club
- 2017 Summer Season Educational Programs
- 2017 Character Education Summer program
- Friday night meetings
- Orphan Sponsorship Program
- Adult Calligraphy Workshop
- Muslim Soup Kitchen and Cooking Clubs
- Annual Women Wellness Workshop
- Sunday Seminars
- Youth Camps, i.e., Turken Foundation – KAGEM DCA winter camp
- KAGEM-DCA Youth Meetings ages 17-25
- Thanksgiving Youth Camp
- April Cooking Club with Yvonne Maffer
- DCA Hifz Program
- KAGEM DCA at International Bazaar in D.C.
- Zakat Foundation of America Eid Festival at DCA
- Community Story Time: Amina’s Voice via KAGEM-DCA by Hena Khan
- Yaqeen Institute for Islamic Research & KAGEM DCA panel
- “Wake-Up Call for Civil Liberties Event” with National Coalition to Protect Civil Freedoms (NCPCF) featuring Omar Suleiman and Jonathan AC Brown
- “The Opening Ceremony: Surah Al-Fatiha” program at KAGEM-DCA house by Ustadh Saif Omar from Fawakih Institute
- “Portrait of a Prophet” by Shaykh Hassan Lachheb, Dalia Mogahed, Moutasem Atiya and Baraka Blue at DCA via Celebrate Mercy and Al-Madina Institute
- Meeting with “BRIDGE America,” a DC-based NGO working with “the International Rescue Committee (IRC)” to help with the settlement of refugee families in the Washington Metro area
- Diyanet Islamic Research Center at DCA panel titled “Approaches to Ottoman Empire in World History: Religion, Politics, and World Order”
- “Muslim Youth in the U.S. & Challenges Ahead” presented by DCA, Tri-State Imam Council and Turkish American National Steering Community (TASC)
- “Refugee Women on the Axis of the Middle East and Europe from a Female Perspective” by DCA and KAGEM
- Oral History Series “Understanding the Past, Charting the Way Forwards” with Dr. Hisham Altalib, the President of the International Institute of Islamic Thought (IIIT) by Diyanet Islamic Research Institute
- Diyanet Islamic Research Institute panel on Alexander Russell Webb by Dr. Celal Emanet
- Workshop- Islam, Cosmopolitanism, and Globalism by Diyanet Islamic Research Institute
- “The Struggle of Muslim Youth for the Soul, Islam, and Atheism”
- Book release with Imam Abdul-Rahman Yaki of ICNA Northeast Massachusetts, “Introduction to Islamic Marital Counselling” at the DCA
- Meet the author by KAGEM-DCA, Saba Syed, author of “An Acquaintance.”
- American Computer Science League competition workshop at DCA via KAGEM-DCA
- Film Screening by Jerusalem Awareness Association (Kudus Bilinci Derneği) and KAGEM-DCA “Here We Are Forever”
- Community Appreciation Luncheon “the Future of Our Youth” by Islamic Relief USA and KAGEM-DCA with Rami Nashashibi, Jonathan Brown, and Sami Catovic.
- Graduate Student Colloquium “History, Memory, Identity” Diyanet Islamic Research Institute with Ali Vural Ak Center for Global Islamic Studies at George Mason University
- The Islamic Research Center panel with Dr. Ovamir Anjum on “Islam and the Secular Academy in the U.S.” at DCA
- Comedy show at DCA with Jeremy McLellan
- Panel by KAGEM-DCA “Beyond Bilal” by Ahmad El Amin
- The First Turkish-American Youth Academy “New Horizons in Human Rights: Experiences and Challenges” at DCA via Turkish Youth and Sports Ministry, Youth Commission for Diplomacy and Collaboration and Ibn Haldun University

In addition to the above cultural and education activities, DCA regularly invites speakers to its facilities. This kind of invitations and events aim to reach out to the experts being invited by associating them and their organizations with Diyanet and DCA. A few examples:
EVENTS, TRAINING, AND PANELS

Finally, DCA organized a panel titled “Establishing a Mosque in America: Charting a Meaningful Future” and opened a booth at the 42nd Annual ICNA-MAS Convention in Baltimore, Maryland, on April 14, 2017. Panel speakers included Imam of ADAMS Center Imam Mohamed Magid, President of Prince George’s County Muslim Council Br. Jameel W. Aalim-Johnson, board member of KAGEM and founder of Young Leaders Institute Sr. Nadia Hassan, Spokeswoman and Outreach Manager for CAIR-MD Director Dr. Zainab Chaudry, and board member at DCA and a Professor at University of Maryland, College Park Ahmet Aydilek.

FRIDAY KHUTBAH (SERMON) INVITATIONS

Diyanet invites unaffiliated Sunni imams to give Friday sermons at its DCA mosque. These invitations establish connections and associations between DCA and the imams, along with their affiliated institutions. Normally, the Friday khutbahs are given by Turkish imams and usually, by the President of DCA, unless there is a visiting dignitary such as the President of Diyanet or other important Imams from Turkey. In general, historically, DCA President Dr. Yaşar Colak delivered Friday sermons, but when the Diyanet presidents were in the U.S., they addressed the congregations for Friday sermons.

Here are a few examples of the US-based imams’ appearances at DCA.

- Khutbah by Ermin Sinanovic, Director of Research and Academic Programs at the International Institute of Islamic Thought (IIIT) – November 24, 2017, & February 9, 2018
- Khutbah by Tarif Shraim, Chaplain at the University of Maryland - July 28, 2017, & January 19, 2018
- Khutbah by Ayman Aishat of Muslim Legal Fund of America – December 20, 2017
- Khutbah by Osama Abu Irshaid, The American Muslims for Palestine board member - December 1, 2017
- Khutbah by Shaykh Mohammed Faqih of AlMaghrib Institute - July 7, 2017
- Khutbah by Imam Essa Wood, Furqan Project’s southeast Zone Representative at Murray State University - June 30, 2017
- Khutbah by Suhaib Webb, Resident Servant at the Islamic Center at NYU - February 3, 2017

Friday sermons have been at the center of heated debate in Turkey. Many argue that Diyanet’s prepared, distributed, and obligatory Friday sermons have been politicized with modifications to support President Erdogan and radicalized with references to Jihad as it is understood and practiced by the Salafi jihadis, which has never been an issue in the past. DCA being funded and controlled by Diyanet, it would be naïve to expect the DCA sermons to be free of Turkish politics. For example, in Turkey, Diyanet distributed a Friday sermon about Turkey’s Olive Branch Operation in Afrin and called the “armed struggle as the highest level of jihad” to support President Erdogan’s actions in Syria in a context of “Holy War.” This sermon was also delivered by the President of Diyanet, Dr. Ali Erbas, at a mosque in Hatay, Turkey. However, the Prophet Muhammed called the offensive jihad as the “lesser jihad” on the contrary to the “greater jihad” defined by the Prophet Muhammed as the struggle to be a good Muslim.

Consequently, the decision to synchronize Friday sermons during the DCA and affiliated mosques’ Imams meeting in Washington, D.C., indicates an effort to control the Friday sermons in the U.S. by Diyanet and the Turkish Government.

Additionally, this tendency is also supported by the actions of the President of Diyanet, Ali Erbas, when he spoke about the coup and labeled the Gulen group as “the malicious terror group” in January 2018 while visiting the U.S. in Washington D.C. This departed from one of the most important historical policies of Diyanet, not involving itself in politics.
Turkish-American Religious Foundation is an operating name of the Diyanet Center of America and the Turkish American Community Center (TACC) in the U.S. TARF is a non-profit organization primarily focusing on the establishment and functioning of the regional American - Turkish Diyanet owned and ran mosques in addition to providing religious, social, cultural and educational services to Turkish immigrants and Muslims with several branches in the United States.

TARF, in the U.S., operates just like other Diyanet foundations established around the world, including its sister foundation in Germany, DITIB, and other European foundations. The representatives and officials of the TARF have been primarily Turkish government officers assigned to the U.S. TARF does not maintain a central web page, while some of its regional branches have dedicated local websites. Branch web pages refer to the Diyanet Center of America webpage as needed to address the central TARF.

Based on the foreign not for profit corporation annual report filed on April 5, 2018, to the U.S. Government with a document number F15000004683, TARF was officially listed as “Turkish-American Religious Foundation Inc.” with the current mailing address at 2525 Massachusetts Ave. NW, Washington D.C. 20008, which is the address of the Turkish Embassy, Washington, D.C.

Mehmet Ulutas acted as the registered agent for the TARF in 2018. His filed address was 8811 W. 34th Ct, Hialeah, FL 33018.

According to the foreign not-for-profit corporation annual report, the officers working for the TARF were:
Fatih Kanca, Chairman and President. His address was registered at 2525 Massachusetts Ave. NW, Washington D.C. 20008, the address of the Turkish Embassy. Fatih Kanca is officially the Social and Religious Services Counsellor at the Turkish Embassy in Washington, D.C., and the acting President of the Diyanet Center of America.

Vice-Chairman or President is Sinan Dedeler. His address on file is 825 3rd Avenue, 28th floor, New York, NY 10022, which is the address of the Turkish Consulate General in New York. Fatih Kanca is the religious attaché of the Diyanet assigned to the Turkish Consulate General in New York.

Secretary of the TARF is Mehmet Ali Araci, who is an imam and Hajj coordinator for the Diyanet Center of America. His address on file is 9704 Good Luck Rd. Lanham, MD 20704.

Yener Hendenoglu – who seems to run a trucking company - was registered as the director with an addressed filed at 203 Fountain Avenue, Burlington, NJ 08016, which is the address of Diyanet Selimiye Mosque in Burlington Twp., NJ. Yener Hendenoglu is the President of the New Jersey Burlington Country Selimiye Mosque association.

Dilaver Usmanov was also registered as a director with an address filed at 4604 Bardstown Rd, Louisville, KY 40218, which is the Diyanet Mosque of Kentucky Ahiskan Turks. Usmanov is a representative of the Ahiska Turkish Mosque.

Similarly, according to the foreign not for profit corporation annual report filed on April 8, 2017, and April 11, 2016, the TARF listed the Embassy of Turkey in Washington, D.C. as its principal place of business at 2525 Massachusetts Ave. NW, Washington D.C. 20008. Also, the names on the form 990s filed in 2016 by the TARF match in the following forms.

In 2017 and 2016, the name of the registered agent was Mehmet Ulutas, as it was in 2018. In 2017 and 2016, the President of the TARF was Yasar Colak, who was the Social and Religious Services Counsellor at the Turkish Embassy in Washington, D.C. and the President of Diyanet Center of America.
American Business Association in Washington, D.C., and MUSIAD USA.304

TARF has been building mosques through its local affiliates in the U.S., and the Diyanet has both arranged its activities and assigned Imams and officers to run the mosques by the local TARF offices. For example, on July 14, 2009, a Turkish news web page posted an article detailing the plans to open three mosques in the U.S. through the TARF in New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut. Dr. Gazi Erdem, religious attaché of the Diyanet assigned to the Turkish Consulate General in New York, told reporters that with the funds collected from Turkish and American people, they were opening the Diyanet Mosque of New Haven305 at a price tag of $576,000. Erdem also added that they also purchased a church for $900,000 in New York’s Long Island and converted it to the Diyanet Mosque of Long Island Mawlana.306 Erdem also added that he had requested new Imams from Turkey for both mosques and TARF New Haven and Long Island branches were established to construct and oversee these mosques. Additionally, he also talked about his plans to open the third mosque in New Jersey’s Cliffside Park,307 which was later on opened as the TARF Bergen Diyanet Mosque.308

Adem Sakarya was registered as the general secretary of the TARF at 825 3rd Avenue, 28th floor, New York, NY 10022,291 which is the address of the Turkish Consulate General in New York.292 Adem Sakarya was the acting religious attaché of the Diyanet assigned to the Turkish Consulate General in New York293 until 2018.

Mustafa Tuncer was registered as a director at the TARF with an addressed filed at 711 Interchange Blvd, Newark, DE 19711, which is the business address294 of Mustafa Tuncer, who is the president of the Turkish American Businessman Association,295 MUSIAD USA296.

Hasan Guclu is the second registered director at the TARF with an address filed at 9704 Good Luck Rd. Lanham, MD 20704, the Diyanet Center of America.297 Hasan Guclu298 is the Executive Assistant to the President of the Diyanet.299

Additionally, based on the filings with the Divisions of Corporations at the Florida Department of State on October 21, 2015, the TARF listed Yasar Colak as the Chairman, Hasan Mollaoglu, as the Vice-Chairman, Adem Sakarya, Mustafa Tuncer and Hasan Guclu as directors. The only different name for the years 2016 and 2017 was Hasan Mollaoglu, who was the religious attaché of the Diyanet assigned to the Turkish Consulate General in New York.300

Also, the forms submitted to the Florida Department of State was filed by Efe Poturoglu,301 a partner specializing in immigration law with Saltzman & Evinch, PLLC, which “provides a variety of legal services to foreign and domestic clients in the private and public sectors.”302 Efe Poturoglu303 also represents the Turkish Resource Center of North America in Washington, D.C., the Turkish
Similarly, TARF established the Turkish American Religious Foundation-Virginia Mosque for the construction of the Norfolk Mosque. Mustafa Cuce is the Chairman of the Board of TARF-Virginia, and he is also listed as the representative and person in charge by the Diyanet. TARF-Virginia was opened on November 18, 2017. The TARF board of the directors posted an invitation signed by the TARF and DCA in addition to announcing on Facebook the fact that the new mosque would be run by the Diyanet. “We are going to have the grand opening of our masjid which will be continuing its services under the responsibility of our Presidency of Religious Affairs, on November 18, 2017, at 11 am with the attendance of our valuable brothers and sisters like you. On behalf of the administration that I am representing and our whole community, I would like to express that we will be extremely happy to see you with us on this very exciting day.” TARF-Virginia collected donations through PayPal, and the President of Diyanet, Ali Erbas, visited the Virginia Beach mosque on January 18, 2018.

On January 17, 2018, Diyanet Center of America posted a tweet stating, “Members of TARF (Turkish American Religious Foundation) and TACC (Turkish American Community Center) selected the new board members for the next two years on the Election Day of 2018.”

Finally, the TARF has always been officially led by the Social and Religious Services Counsellor at the Turkish Embassy in Washington, D.C. Also, historically, the Social and Religious Services attaché at the Turkish Consulate in New York has been the Vice President of the TARF. The treasurer of the TARF was always Mustafa Tuncer, who is the president of the Turkish American Businessman Association, MUSIAD USA. Other members were usually Turkish businessmen living in the U.S.

The address of incorporation listed on federal and state forms for TARF has always been either the Turkish Embassy in Washington D.C. (2525 Mass Ave) or the Turkish Consulate in New York (825 3rd Ave). TARF has always acted and been managed as an official Turkish State institution while it was incorporated as a private entity. TARF was filed as a foreign entity at the state level; however, at the federal level, there is no evidence that TARF has registered under the Foreign Agents Registration Act (FARA).
ForumUSA began its publication in the U.S. in June 2003 as a Turkish-American monthly published newspaper with the objective of being the voice of a rapidly growing Turkish-American population. ForumUSA is a community newspaper published both in Turkish and English distributed in Connecticut, Florida, New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania and reaches other subscribers through distribution points or mail. ForumUSA is also online. The “Global Daily News” portal and newspaper was established by the owners of ForumUSA in February 2018 to publish in English focusing on Turkish-American relationships, ethnicity/race in the U.S., and news related to Muslims in the U.S.

ForumUSA maintains close relationships with the Turkish Embassy in Washington, D.C., Turkish New York Consulate General, and official representatives of Federation of Turkish American Associations, ATA, and other Turkish associations affiliated with its readers according to its website.

In May 2015, ForumUSA was acquired by Mustafa Tuncer, mentioned above as a Turkish businessman in the U.S. and the President of the Independent Turkish American Businessman Association, MUSIAD-USA. Tuncer is currently the owner and publisher of ForumUSA, and he also writes op-ed articles for his newspaper. Tuncer describes his mission as “to better and more appropriately convey the facts about the 17-25 December 2013 corruption operations (against President Erdogan’s close circles) and the July 2016 coup attempt in Turkey, which targets the New Turkey” to the American and Western public through his media. In April 2018, Tuncer also announced his (ultimately unsuccessful) candidacy to be a deputy (member) of the Turkish Parliament from President Erdogan’s political party, AKP, in his hometown Sakarya for the upcoming elections in June 2018.

Since Mustafa Tuncer acquired ForumUSA, the newspaper has started to take a clear and strong stand to support and back the policies of President Erdogan. For example, the paper’s headline in December 2016 reads as “support to Erdogan: You are not alone!” and continues claiming that the Turkish economy is targeted to cripple Erdogan’s government after the unsuccessful coup attempt.
Similarly, ForumUSA started a campaign called “the U.S. Turks are mobilized: Our Taxes should not support the terror” to support President Erdogan’s position in Afrin and the Olive Branch operation. Tuncer also pens strong op-eds to support President Erdogan. For example, in an article he published in his newspaper on December 7, 2016, he claims that the European Parliament’s decision to pause the Turkish-EU succession process is a deliberate economic coup against Turkey. ForumUSA also covers its activities involving other Muslim organizations in the U.S., including the 43rd ICNA-MAS fair. ForumUSA featured an article detailing the 43rd ICNA-MAS fair and listed the Turkish organizations which attended the fair, including the DCA, Ibn Haldun University, Turken Foundation, Zakat Foundation, and Turkish American Steering Committee (TASC). The Global Daily News also opened a booth during the ICNA-MAS fair.

ForumUSA also maintains close ties with the Diyanet and the DCA. For example, ForumUSA covered the Diyanet’s coordination meeting and its new policy on preparing and editing central Friday sermons for the Diyanet mosques around the U.S. in its April 2018 issue.

MUSAID-USA is known for its close relationship with President Erdogan and considered one of the main Turkish lobbying backing his policies. Tuncer, MUSAID-USA president, as well as the owner of ForumUSA, unsuccessfully tried to post ads at Washington D.C. metro stations on the first anniversary of the coup attempt in Turkey. The Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority refused to allow posters for its metro and bus stops prepared by the Independent Turkish American Businessman Association, MUSAID-USA, for being “too political.” Mustafa Tuncer was very upset with the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority’s decision and called the ban through his newspaper as an “unacceptable embargo” and a “great international clash,” which would not change their commitment to the cause nor deter them from addressing the struggle in Turkey.

ForumUSA publishes Ramazan special issues during the holy months of Ramadan. These magazines, mostly focusing on issues related to Islam and society including fasting and prayers during Ramadan generally feature articles written by the Diyanet Imams assigned to the Turkish-American Diyanet mosques in addition to the President of Diyanet and the Turkish Ambassador in Washington D.C. For example, for both of the 2016 and 2017 Ramadan specials, Turkish Ambassador to Washington D.C. Serdar Kilic wrote articles. Additionally, the President of Diyanet, Mehmet Gormez, had articles in both 2016 and 2017 issues. Additionally, for these issues, Yasar Colak, the President of DCA and the Religious and Social Affairs Counselor at the Turkish Embassy wrote the introductory articles. In these two special issues, almost all the Diyanet Imams working for the American Turkish mosques wrote articles covering a variety of subjects including the Imams and preachers of the Diyanet Center of America, Diyanet Mevlana Paterson Mosque, Long Island Mevlana Mosque, Atlanta Turkish Mosque, Delaware Diyanet Mosque, Diyanet Mosque of Brooklyn Crimean Turks, KAGEM DCA director, Diyanet Mosque of Dayton Osman Ghazi and many others who work for the Diyanet.
Turkish Heritage Organization (THO) is, in theory, a Washington, DC-based NGO founded in 2014 by a group of Turkish-American entrepreneurs “to promote dialogue around issues of importance in the US-Turkey bilateral relationship as well as Turkey’s role in the international community.” THO was established as a nonpartisan, nonprofit 501(c)(3) and IRS exempt organization. THO activities involve six subjects related to the Turkey-U.S. relationship, including security, education, energy, economy, humanitarian aid, and technology.

But Erdogan’s son in law Berat Albayrak’s hacked emails reveal the story behind the establishment of THO and how the Erdogan family established this NGO to facilitate lobbying and PR as a hidden arm of the Turkish government. It has run afoul of US authorities for this reason.

Indeed, THO’s founder and first president Halil Ibrahim Danismaz had to leave his position at THO and the U.S. after being “interviewed by the FBI about his work for the Turkish government.” According to a hacked mail sent by Ibrahim Uyar, the president of the Turkish American Steering Committee, to Berat Albayrak, the FBI accused Danismaz and Uyar “of trying to intervene in American politics on behalf of President Erdogan and working as a secret agent in the name of the Republic of Turkey.”

Ali Cinar has been the president of THO since November 2016, when Danismaz was forced out. The official THO team also includes Executive Director Elvir Klempic, program manager Pinar Gezgenc, communications manager Savannah Lane, and contributor Sarah Houston. According to the THO 990 forms, Goksen Elkas and Ayhan Ogmen worked as directors, and Yenal Kucuker was the executive director of THO in 2015 and 2016. Their names were not on the organization’s webpage at the time of writing.

THO routinely organizes panels focusing on issues closely related to Turkey’s political stance and objectives. THO’s events calendar listed around three panels a month including a roundtable for the Turkish Foreign Minister on June 4, 2018, a panel discussion on Turkey’s snap elections and the impact on U.S.-Turkey relations on May 31, 2018, Washington’s shifting Syria policy for U.S.-Turkey relations on April 23, 2018, a teleconference panel on Turkey’s Operation Olive Branch in Syria on March 20, 2018, “Future of Syria: Syrian Kurds and Realities in the Region” on October 16, 2019, and “Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus: Perspectives on Defense, Energy and Economy in the Region” on September 26, 2019.

THO, in addition to its meetings, produces statements and reports, covering mostly US-Turkey relationships from the Turkish government’s angle such as THO’s statement on President Trump’s Jerusalem declaration on December 8, 2017, or THO’s statement on the visa crisis and the U.S.-Turkey relations published on October 9, 2017. THO also produces weekly newsletters distributed online and via email covering the week’s important events, panels, and US-Turkey related news. THO also has an advisory board comprised of mostly U.S. academics and political scientists focusing on the Middle East and the region, including Michael M. Gunter, Mark Meirowitz, Robert Olson, Parag Khanna, F. Stephen Larrabee, Herbert Reginbogin and others. In May 2015, THO announced through a public statement three new advisory board members: Dmitri Trenin of the Carnegie Moscow Center, Frederick Starr of the Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS), and Stephen Larrabee of the RAND Corporation.
THO FUNDING

THO, on its webpage, indicates that it is entirely supported by private donations. THO 990 tax forms reported $1,135,000 revenue in 2015 and $763,000 in 2016. However, the supporters of the THO are exclusively Turkish companies, which happen to be either Turkish state-owned businesses or private companies with close ties to President Erdogan, including Turkish Airlines (THY), Turkish Emlak Bank Investment Company, Kalyon Group, IGA, Aydin Group, Nurol Group, and others.357

The founder of the THO, Halil Ibrahim Danismaz, used to work for the THY. But in his own terms, he got paid for almost doing nothing. Among the hacked emails of Berat Albayrak, an email358 dated August 7, 2011, that Danismaz sent to Berat Albayrak, indicates that Danismaz’s position at the THY was a cover. He also brought up the same issue in another email dated July 16, 2014, asking Albayrak if his position at the THY was becoming a problem.359 Danismaz wrote to Berat Albayrak that “nobody could fire him, and he would get paid even without showing up at work as long as the AKP would rule.”360

There are two significant characteristics of the Turkish companies supporting THO. The first is the fact that all of the companies listed as the funders of the THO historically supported the AKP, President Erdogan’s party, and maintained close ties with President Erdogan. These companies practically represented the shift of the financial capital in Turkey towards President Erdogan’s close circles and AKP supporters by being granted mega construction projects or the purchase of state-owned companies most of the time through shady processes creating shady business moguls.361 Projects awarded to these individuals and companies included $20 billion Akkuyu Nuclear Power Station,362 the New Istanbul Airport project at $35 billion,363 the purchase of Bogazici and Akdeniz power distribution companies, metro projects364 and many others.365

The other common characteristic of these companies is the fact that several of the owners were among the suspects in the infamous 17-25 December 2013 anti-corruption and bribery operations366 carried out by the Turkish National Police targeting the inner circles of President Erdogan including his son Bilal Erdogan368. For example, Kalyon Group’s owners and Cengiz Group’s owner Mehmet Cengiz were among the suspects.369 Similarly, Emlak Konut’s chief executive Murat Kurum was arrested in the first phase of the anti-corruption operations.370

Among the supporters of the THO is IGA, a construction company founded in 2013 to construct and operate the new Istanbul Airport,371 a consortium of companies whose owners are close friends of President Erdogan.372 (Cengiz group is part of the IGA consortium.) The corruption scheme was set up in a way to guarantee the award of high-profile government projects to President Erdogan’s close friends, some of whom are among the THO supporters list, in return for supporting President Erdogan’s projects financially. For example, the businessmen subject to the anti-corruption operations were forced by President Erdogan to contribute $50 to 100 million to a financial pool373 to establish Turkuvaz Media,374 hence known as “the pool media” led by President Erdogan’s son in law’s brother Serhat Albayrak.375
We know through the hacked emails of Berat Albayrak (President Erdogan’s son in law and Turkish Minister of Energy and Natural Resources) which were released by WikiLeaks376 that Danismaz was in touch with Albayrak and President Erdogan’s son Bilal Erdogan from September 2007 until March 2016 during which period they exchanged 337 emails.377

In an email378 titled “Lobby and Media” dated June 5, 2012, which Danismaz sent to Berat Albayrak and Esra Albayrak (Berat’s wife and President Erdogan’s daughter) he explained his strategy of establishing a lobbying and media organization in the U.S. in detail with two attached PowerPoint presentations.

Danismaz claimed in his email that there were not any organizations representing “their sensibility” in the U.S. referring to President Erdogan and the AKP. He added that if needed, he could present his plan about lobbying activities in the U.S. to President Erdogan. Two attached PowerPoint presentation files included details about Danismaz’s strategies and a roadmap about a lobbying and media organization to “attempt to infiltrate Capitol Hill and the U.S. security establishment through front organizations and lobbyists under the guise of journalism.”379 The presentations were written in Turkish.

The first presentation started with the title of “the newly shaping political era between Turkey and the U.S.” and “the necessity of amplified lobbying.” Danismaz, in his first slide, stated that there was a need for a shift in lobbying activities of Turkey in the U.S. He explained that the reasons behind this shift were Turkey being a model country among the Muslim countries, the future of upcoming Syrian conflict, the natural gas, and oil in the region and the U.S. desire to work with the Muslim countries which have influence in the region. Danismaz claimed that Turkey has no alternatives based on his reasoning, and he stated that in the new future, Turkey – U.S. relationships would encompass many more dimensions and would intensify.380

Danismaz continued that as a necessity of the new era, Turkey should reconsider and empower its classical lobbying tactics in the U.S. by presenting the economic, cultural, and educational connections between Turkey and the U.S. and pointed out the importance of defense systems and military equipment trade. In the next slide, Danismaz listed the most influential lobbies in the U.S. according to him, which were the Western Europeans, Armenians, Jewish, Greek, and Arabic lobbying activities. He then listed four Turkish influencing powers in the U.S., including American defense interests in the region and military equipment export to Turkey, hired professional lobbies, the Gulen movement, and Turkish Associations. Danismaz also stated that Turkish lobbying power in the U.S. was very limited, the listed actors’ profiles differed extensively, and that they never coordinated their activities.

Danismaz suggested that a new lobbying medium in the U.S which would use the Jewish and Western European lobbying activities as the model on behalf of Erdogan’s Turkey.
At the end of his presentation, Danismaz also offered a roadmap for the powerful lobbying activities he envisioned:

- Prominent American political actors and government insiders/high-level bureaucrats must be invited to Turkey to speak at a thought platform they would establish.
- The American politicians speaking at the proposed panels must be paid generously, and the panels and payments must be continuous.
- A newly established shared understanding through the invited American politicians would shape the future of the U.S.–Turkey relationships.
- The relationships established through these activities would pave the road for an effective lobbying power in Washington, DC.
- As a target, Danismaz aimed at establishing strengthened relationships with at least 20-25 high-level American politicians and 15-20 high-level administrators of global American companies through the same channels.
- The envisioned organization not only would make the propaganda of Turkey in the U.S. but also would force a shift from military-based connections towards multi-dimensional political and economic relationships.

In the next and final slide, Danismaz explained the logistical needs for his project, which included:

- A budget of $1.5 – 2 million a year.
- Establishment of offices with experts in both countries.
- Mobilization of contacts in the U.S. to establish connections with American media elites who could introduce the new organization and its members to high-level U.S. politicians.
- Political backing from Turkey to ensure the support of Turkish media, diplomacy, and security sectors when needed.

Danismaz attached his second PowerPoint file as an appendix presenting his vision to implement the plan he detailed, which he labeled “Establishment of a special media medium to use in Turkish lobbying activities.”

- Hiring famous and prominent journalists through freelance contracts and facilitating their access to prominent U.S. politicians and official circles.
- Establishing connections with high-level politicians through the stated medium.
- Instead of paying for lobbying, the new organization should reimburse honorariums and royalties (through freelance contracts)
- Therefore, circumventing tax laws, possible impediments in other laws, and ethical barriers by using a “camouflaged shell organization to create a conduit for a problem-free funds-transfer” to operate as a covert lobbying organization. 

Danismaz then detailed his vision on a periodical journal with influential articles through the connected journalists and others not “as an objective but as a tool to reach the desired ends.” He also stated that a group of experts representing the proposed journal should handle the connections with American politicians and bureaucrats. Danismaz also strategized that the payments for the targeted subjects for lobbying should be concealed through the fees for writing articles. He also added that there were not any “legal limitations for writing articles or any upper limits for the payments.” Danismaz, additionally, suggested in the next slide that “American politicians should be invited to Turkey and paid honorariums for their talks in different meetings,” basically suggesting “to skirt lobbying laws by hiring journalists who could obtain access to American political and bureaucratic circles including members of Congress.”

While there are no indications in the hacked emails of Berat Albayrak about the email or envisioned lobbying and media organization, Danismaz suggested to establish in the U.S., two years after the email, in 2014, the Turkish Heritage Foundation was established. It had similar goals to those detailed in Danismaz’s email, with Danismaz becoming the first president of the new organization.
However, the establishment of the THO through President Erdogan’s inner circles was clearly “a scheme that is borderline illegal,” according to one analyst of Turkish politics who did not want to reveal his identity. Similarly, American Enterprise Institute scholar Michael Rubin wrote that “THO should be considered a foreign agent of Turkey because of some of the activities exposed in the emails.” According to Rubin, “A US-based organization worked as a front for the Turkish government without a FARA [Foreign Agent Registration Act]-registration.”

Oddly enough, when the Daily Caller article on the THO was published pointing to the Turkish government’s activities through the THO, Danismaz sent an email to Berat Albayrak copying the Daily Caller story and commented at the top of the email message, “our story,” without denying the contents of the article.

Steven A. Cook, a senior fellow for the Middle East and Africa studies at the Council on Foreign Relations, wrote on Twitter asking, “Hacked emails demonstrate that the Turkish Heritage Organization is working on behalf of the Turkish presidency. Isn’t that a violation of its 501(c)3 status?”

Finally, it is safe to assume that President Erdogan decided to go with Danismaz’s proposal after the 17-25 December 2013 corruption and bribery investigations against his inner circles to increase his lobbying power in the U.S. through the THO. This accompanied increased lobbying contracts and spending by the Turkish government in the U.S. Erdogan wanted to further his interests in the U.S. by creating alternative narratives to avoid the corruption and bribery allegations against himself and his family members. A similar conclusion was also drawn by Dr. Aykan Erdemir, a former member of the Turkish Parliament and a senior fellow at the Foundation for Defense of Democracies, who said “Erdogan’s effort to gain influence through various Turkish American organizations such as the Turkish Heritage Organization goes back to his 2013 rift with Fethullah Gulen, a Turkish religious leader who lives in the United States.”
It was revealed through the hacked emails of Berat Albayrak via an email Ibrahim Uyar sent to Albayrak that Halil Ibrahim Danismaz was under FBI investigation, which was the reason he left the U.S. and his position with the THO. Ibrahim Uyar is a founding member and the former Vice Chairman of the Independent Industrialists and Businessmen Association, MUSIAD-USA, a business organization with close ties to President Erdogan.

Uyar, too, was scrutinized by the FBI. Based on the hacked emails of Berat Albayrak, Uyar sent an email to Albayrak on September 8, 2016. The subject of the email was “an important matter.” According to Uyar, two FBI agents interviewed him at his business. The agents asked questions about MUSIAD-USA, the Turkish American National Steering Committee (TASC), co-chaired by Halil Mutle, who is Erdogan’s cousin, and President Erdogan.* Uyar wrote to Albayrak that “he was accused of attempting to infiltrate into the circles of American politicians on behalf of President Erdogan and spying (or working as a secret agent) on behalf of the Turkish government in the U.S.” by the FBI. Uyar added that the FBI investigated their (referring to the other people interviewed) activities in the U.S. for the last two years and wanted to question Uyar due to a tip they received.

Uyar, then, continued stating that Murat Guzel (a board member at MUSIAD-USA), Mustafa Tuncer (the president of MUSIAD-USA), Halil Ibrahim Danismaz (the founder and former president of THO) and his assistant Emre Eren were also under FBI investigation and they were interviewed by the FBI, too. Uyar also revealed that he had spoken to Serdar Kilic, the Turkish ambassador to the United States, who asked him to keep the FBI investigation secret and not to release anything to the media.

Murat Guzel, who owns Natural Food Group and Nimeks organic food company, was among the Turks interviewed by the FBI. Guzel is known for his ties to the Democratic National Committee and served at the National Democratic Ethnic Coordinating Council. He also contributed around $300,000 to the committees supporting Hillary Clinton for the 2016 presidential race. Guzel kept close ties with Democratic politicians. He has shared pictures with then-President Obama and other prominent Democratic leaders on his Facebook page and Twitter. Guzel also wrote an op-ed in The Hill titled “Hillary Clinton can expand the American Dream to immigrants” to support the Clinton campaign. In addition to his interactions and financial support to Democratic politicians, Guzel is known as a fierce supporter of President Erdogan. In an email Guzel sent to Berat Albayrak on November 19, 2014, he seems to be reporting to Albayrak in the issues they previously discussed. In this email, Guzel wrote to Albayrak, “to stand behind Erdogan and do whatever we can do against the evil powers is not just an act of compassion but rather an ‘Islamic obligation’ upon all of us.”

Similarly, a reply email by Ibrahim Kalin, President Erdogan’s spokesperson, to Guzel on November 21, 2015;\cite{408} it was revealed that Guzel paid former Congressman Dan Burton to write an op-ed\cite{409} for the Washington Times titled “Why Turkey matters” to support the Erdogan government. Guzel stated in his email that he was able to have the op-ed written and published with a little amount of money.\cite{410}

A report published by the Washington Free Beacon on November 1, 2016, claimed that “Top Hillary Clinton campaign officials were warned (in the summer of 2015) that Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan would make contributions to the campaign through American proxies to gain favor.”\cite{411}

The new President of the THO, Ali Cinar was among the names about whom the DNC campaign officials were warned. Cinar, like his predecessor Danismaz continued to pledge to the DNC based on the hacked emails of the Clinton campaign chairman John Podesta.\cite{412} According to an email sent by Michael Werz (a senior fellow at the Center for American Progress\cite{413} focusing on emerging democracies, including Turkey, who worked with John Podesta,\cite{414}) to John Podesta on August 19, 2015, titled “Flagging Turkish campaign donations;” the DNC campaign was warned about President Erdogan’s intentions to invest in their campaign. Werz wrote to Podesta, who then forwarded it to Hillary Clinton, that “John heard this second hand but more than once. It seems Erdogan faction is making substantial investments in U.S. to counter opposition (CHP, Kurds, Gulenists, etc.) outreach to policymakers and USG. Am told that the Erdogan crew also tries to make inroads via donations to Democratic candidates, including yours. Two names that you should be aware of are *Mehmet Celebi* and *Ali Cinar*. Happy to elaborate on the phone...”\cite{415}

Ali Cinar, at the time of the warning, had already given to Hillary Clinton $2,700 on May 3, 2015.\cite{416} Cinar also gave an additional $2,000 to Hillary Clinton on August 24, 2016,\cite{417} and $500 more on September 6, 2016.\cite{418} Cinar also gave $1,080 to the Democratic National Committee on July 19, 2016,\cite{419} as reported by the Washington Free Beacon.\cite{420}
While the THO is supposedly an independent and bipartisan organization according to its mission statement, there is ample evidence that it is managed through President Erdogan’s orders and inner circle.

First of all, as we have seen, the THO was established after Halil Danismaz’s proposal and presentations to President Erdogan through President Erdogan’s son-in-law Berat Albayrak, President Erdogan’s daughter and Berat Albayrak’s wife Esra Albayrak and President Erdogan’s son Bilal Erdogan. The activities of the THO overlap with the initial proposal Danismaz made to President Erdogan.

Secondly, the funding of the THO indicates a direct involvement of President Erdogan. All of the state and private companies listed as the sponsors of the THO are known with their close ties to President Erdogan. In fact, many of the companies are owned by people who are close friends of Erdogan. The companies listed under the THO support list happens to be the companies receiving lavish state contracts awarded by the government. For example, one of the supporters is the IGA, a construction company founded in 2013 to build and operate the new Istanbul Airport, one of Turkey’s most expensive public projects. Istanbul Airport project consortium includes Limak, Cengiz, Mapa, Kolin, and Kalyon construction groups, which are known to be receiving government contracts during the tenure of President Erdogan. These five companies alone were awarded government contracts by the Erdogan government worth 36 billion Turkish Liras. The Cengiz construction group was awarded eight government projects in 2017 alone worth around 8 billion Turkish Liras. The Kalyon group was awarded 7 billion Turkish Liras worth of projects in 2017.

A French energy organization SUEZ recently published research on world public construction bids based on World Bank statistics which revealed the fact that President Erdogan’s favorite companies, the supporters of the THO including Makyol, Cengiz, Kalyon, and Kolin, are among the top ten companies in the world which received the most government awarded project contracts, a total of $150 billion between 1990 and 2017; particularly, after 2002 when the AKP started to rule Turkey.

Consequently, this clear trend of being awarded lavish government contracts by the Erdogan government comes at the price of a hidden understanding, which is in return to support President Erdogan and his activities. An established pool by these companies with contributions of $50 to 100 million to purchase the Turkuaz media group was the subject of the December 17-25, 2013 corruption and bribery investigations. Therefore, it is clear and obvious that these companies were instructed to fund the THO by President Erdogan to support objectives in the U.S. and to lobby on his behalf.
Thirdly, Danismaz, in his capacity as the president of the THO, carried out espionage activities by collecting information about the people who are considered as opposing President Erdogan and sent reports to Berat Albayrak. For example, on May 7, 2014, Danismaz sent an email\textsuperscript{429} to Berat Albayrak with an attachment labeled “report” with accounts and records of the people who were close to the Gulen Movement at the THY. This extensive report including names and narratives involving THY operations all over the world. Danismaz, when sending the report, wrote at the last line of his email “top secret,” and instead of writing Berat’s and Bilal’s names, he used pseudonyms of Brad and Billy for Berat Albayrak and Bilal Erdogan.

It was also revealed from Danismaz’s emails that he had been reporting to Berat Albayrak about the people who were not supporting President Erdogan in the U.S. for at least ten years. On April 8, 2008, Danismaz sent an email to Albayrak titled M. Sahpolat. In the body of the email, he wrote that Sahpolat is a Gulen supporter, and he visits the NYC Cultural Center run by the Gulen Movement. Danismaz attached screenshots from the human resources department at Canpolat’s job, which included all his personal information such as his Social Security number, addresses, education, previous jobs, family, and salary details.\textsuperscript{430}

Similarly, on April 27, 2014, Danismaz sent an email to Mustafa Varank, the adviser to President Erdogan, about a person named Atilla Pak. Danismaz reported to Varank that Pak was close to Besir Atalay, and that he was trying to get money from the Turkish government despite the fact that he is “an extreme enemy of the AKP.” Danismaz advised Varank not to grant any money to Pak. In the same email, Danismaz also reported about three more people including Ali Baba, a person close to Kilicdaroglu and an Alevi/Christian; Cenk Coktosun, a bar bouncer who curses Erdogan frequently and Ekmel Anda, the owner of posta212 newspaper who hosts

Turkish tycoon Ali Koc – formerly anti-Erdogan- when he travels to New York.\textsuperscript{431} On July 25, 2014, Esra Albayrak sent an email\textsuperscript{432} to Berat Albayrak asking about a person named Resat N. Erenci to see if he had any connections with the Gulen organization. An hour after receiving his wife’s email, Berat Albayrak forwarded it to Danismaz.\textsuperscript{433} The next day, Danismaz replied with detailed information about Erenci, Erenci seemed to not to have any connections to the Gulen group.\textsuperscript{434} On November 14, 2015, Danismaz sent an email\textsuperscript{435} to Berat Albayrak regarding Gonul Tol who is the founding director of The Middle East Institute’s Center for Turkish Studies.\textsuperscript{436} Danismaz, in his email, demanded that Tol’s funding from Turkey should be canceled because she and her husband Omer Taspinar’s views were against President Erdogan and Turkey.\textsuperscript{437} Danismaz asked from Berat Albayrak on September 15, 2016, to carry out an investigation about a person named Baris Sarikaya because he had suspicions about him.\textsuperscript{438}
Another aspect of the THO seems to be the fact that it is acting as a shell organization on behalf of the Erdogan family and Turkish government based on the email traffic of Berat Albayrak and Halil Danismaz. The following email from David Zaikin to Danismaz proves that Danismaz was involved in tasks and responsibilities beyond the THO and the fact that the THO was being facilitated as a shell organization to cover spy-like or espionage activities to some extent.

From: dz@energymining.org
>> Date: October 6, 2015 at 8:49:50 AM EDT
>> To: Danismaz@turkheritage.org
>> Cc: danismaz@gmail.com
>> Subject: IK

IK hasn’t responding for 2 days. RA is crying. RA needs to hear who to see in Nigeria, when, did IK call to other 2 countries. We need cooperation, docs. This is impossible

>> Sincerely,
>> David Zaikin

RA in this email refers to Robert Amsterdam, who is the owner of the law firm Amsterdam & Partners representing President Erdogan in the U.S. and hired to investigate the Gulen Movement’s activities. IK refers to Ibrahim Kalin, the speaker and chief adviser of President Erdogan. Danismaz was complaining because he did not get paid. And, Danismaz was going to meet with three different PR companies in DC, and he was aware of the fact that Berat Albayrak was too busy. However, he needed to intervene to make progress on the issues they were working on, he wrote.

Fourthly, there is a clear trend of a hierarchical structure of how the THO was established and managed when Berat Albayrak’s emails are examined. The founder of the THO, Halil I. Danismaz, always communicated with Berat Albayrak. He often included Bilal Erdogan and Esra Albayrak in the email chain to seek the approval of the steps he was taking or informing about the projects and tasks he assumed. Danismaz also regularly provided feedback about the people living in the U.S. who are considered as the enemies or opposition of President Erdogan. Berat Albayrak, on the other hand, often used instructive language when communicating with Danismaz by using imperative forms of the verbs in Turkish. For example, on November 7, 2015, Albayrak forwarded David Zaikin’s email to Danizmaz who helped to set up the THO initially, and instructed Danismaz in a clear order form “CC me and email IK (Ibrahim Kalin) as urgent.” This kind of language in Turkish bureaucracy is extremely rare other than in the military and ministerial level positions and indicates a strong hierarchical commitment and structure.

From this perspective, on November 28, 2016, American Enterprise Institute scholar Michael Rubin wrote an article analyzing THO activities in the U.S., reaching the conclusion that “Rather than promote Turkish heritage, the organization basically acted as an unregistered wing of the Turkish government and its ruling political party.” Rubin argued that based on the leaked emails, Berat Albayrak directly instructed THO President Danismaz in “who and what to attack verbally and in print” in the U.S. to promote Erdogan’s point of view, particularly during the Gezi protests. Rubin also wrote that there has been “evidence that the THO was engaged in espionage” against the Turkish community deemed opposing President Erdogan in the U.S. Rubin claimed that according to sources familiar with the case, the THO was “allegedly reporting home on the political perspectives and ethnicity of ethnic Turkish and Kurdish owned business in the United States. To create a database of such information has chilling implications.”
Similarly, Danismaz reported to Berat Albayrak on September 6, 2015, in an email titled Aqua and explained that he had a long meeting with Robert Amsterdam and David Zaikin. They prepared an extensive plan. He wrote that he asked them to give him a precise date. Amsterdam told him, please speak to “Mr. President directly and promise him on my behalf that we will finalize this case in 9 to 12 months victoriously.” Amsterdam also insisted that before he shows up in front of the TV cameras, he had to speak to President Erdogan. Danismaz continued reporting that after he sets the dates, he would bring Robert Amsterdam to Ankara to meet with Ibrahim Kalin regarding the case in Turkey. “If you would like, you can meet with Amsterdam, too,” Danismaz wrote and added they were planning to work with the Herald Group in DC.450

This email alone clearly proves that President Erdogan and his close networks facilitated the THO and Danismaz through his choice of the president of the THO to manage different operations they were running in the U.S., instead of working with the Turkish Ambassador and the personnel at the Embassy of Turkey in DC. Not working with the Turkish Embassy and Ambassador about the issues they were discussing in the emails Danismaz exchanged with Berat Albayrak also confirms Michael Rubin’s analysis on how the THO was being used as a front and shell organization for the activities President Erdogan could not facilitate through the official Turkish bureaucracy even though he had already assigned officers loyal to himself by then.

Another email551 Danismaz sent to Berat Albayrak shed light on the emails discussed above and why maybe Robert Amsterdam was working about an issue in Nigeria, which was not explained in the email.552 On June 14, 2013, Danismaz forwarded to Berat Albayrak titled “Important / RUSH / Follow up. The email553 body in Turkish was:

From: MEHMET KARATAS (Genel Mudurluk () - Özel Kalem Muduru)
Sent: Thursday, June 13, 2013, 4:24 PM
To: OFFICE OF CEO
Cc: NIHAN GURSOY (Yer Isletme Bsk. (Hub Kontrol Merkezi Nobetci Md.) - Vip-Cip Muduru); ZERRIN CUHADAR (Yer Isletme Bsk. (Vip-Cip Md.) - Yolcu Hizmetleri Sefi); RABIA SIBEL YILMAZ (Yer Isletme Bsk. (Vip-Cip Md.) - Yolcu Hizmetleri Sefi); FAIK DENIZ (Kargo Bsk. () - Kargo Bolge Muduru(Yd)); HALIL IBRAHIM DANISMAZ (Pazarlama ve Satis Bsk.(2.Bolge) (New York Md./Ps) - Pazarlama Sf.); FATMA SAYGI GENCAY (Genel Mudurluk (Ozel Kalem Md.) - Ozel Kalem Sefi)
Subject: Re: ÖNEMLÝ RUSH / TAKÝYP
Vip emniyey murat cimen gönderiden haberlardir.
Mehmet KARATAS
Ozel Kalem Muduru/Chief of Staff

In this email, the special secretary of the Turkish Airlines (THY) CEO Mehmet Karatas wrote to a THY officer that “the rush delivery of 25 boxes of packages via 14 JUN TK03 IST-NYC flight is appropriate. Additionally, there would be an envelope that the flight crew needed to pick up. He added; REQUIRED PERMISSIONS FROM THE POLICE DEPARTMENT ARE ACQUIRED, AND THE CAPTAIN WAS INFORMED ABOUT THE ENVELOPE. Please take the necessary actions. Have a nice working day. Consignee (the person receiving the packages and the envelope) is Halil Ibrahim Danismaz, THY New York marketing chief.” 454
Additionally, the Nigerian connection Danismaz discussed with Robert Amsterdam raises further questions. In a leaked wiretap, the special secretary of the Turkish Airlines (THY) CEO Mehmet Karatas was heard speaking to Mustafa Varank, the Chief Advisor of Prime Minister Erdogan, complaining about the fact that the THY was transferring weapons to Nigeria, and they did not know who was being killed, the Christians or Muslims, and they did not want to bear responsibility, if the Muslims were being killed. Karatas also asked Varank to figure out what was happening by speaking to the Director of the Turkish National Intelligence (MIT).

This incident was highly debated in Turkey, raising questions if the Erdogan Government was arming the Boko Haram terrorist organization in Nigeria. Clearly, Danismaz’s involvement with Robert Amsterdam, Amsterdam’s involvement with an unknown issue related to Nigeria (as discussed previously: IK hasn’t responded for 2 days. RA is crying. RA needs to hear who to see in other 2 countries. We need cooperation, docs. This is impossible) and the secret cargo sent from Istanbul to New York indicates a broader and secretive web of operations Danismaz was carrying out on behalf of President Erdogan. Danismaz also immediately after receiving this email forwarded it to Berat Albayrak with one word only, “FYI” never mentioning of the details regarding the cargo. The delivery of the envelope is also highly questionable as the captain was informed about the envelope indicating the fact that that envelope’s content was critically important.

Danismaz forwarded another email on January 2, 2014, to Berat Albayrak, Bilal Erdogan and Serhat Albayrak, brother of Berat Albayrak and the CEO of Turkuvaz media group. This email which Mehmet Karatas sent to Danismaz explaining how to secure Internet-connected devices step by step, raises the existence of questionable activities as the same people in the email chain of the THY cargo incident were included.

“This email clearly defines that the boxes involved a kind of cargo which required the permission of the Turkish National Police. In Turkey, such permission is only required for the transfer of explosives, weapons, ammunition, and or materials used to produce explosives. This incident was highly debated in Turkey, raising questions if the Erdogan Government was arming the Boko Haram terrorist organization in Nigeria. Clearly, Danismaz’s involvement with Robert Amsterdam, Amsterdam’s involvement with an unknown issue related to Nigeria (as discussed previously: IK hasn’t responded for 2 days. RA is crying. RA needs to hear who to see in Nigeria, when, did IK call to other 2 countries. We need cooperation, docs. This is impossible) and the secret cargo sent from Istanbul to New York indicates a broader and secretive web of operations Danismaz was carrying out on behalf of the Erdogan government.
In the morning of the December 17, 2013 corruption and bribery investigations in Turkey, President Erdogan called his son Bilal Erdogan and informed him that the police were raiding his inner circles' houses, and he needed to clean up their Istanbul villa and hide the cash in their house based on the wiretappings leaked. Erdogan called Bilal five times that day, instructing his son how to move and hide their stashed cash and to learn if they had successfully hidden the money. Erdogan also sent his daughter Sumeyye Erdogan and son-in-law Berat Albayrak to help Bilal to hide the cash. Allegedly, that day Erdogan family had to hide over 1 billion dollars in cash and at the end of the day, when Bilal was reporting to his father that they could not find a place for the 30 million euros left, they decided to buy eight villas from prestigious Sehrizar Villas project at the Bosphorus in Istanbul.

Apart from the corruption operations, the existence of extraordinary amounts of hard cash at Erdogan’s villa and his leaked phone calls with his son became a major headache for Erdogan, refusing to go away. Erdogan and his supporters, including his media, were never able to explain the cash and kept claiming that the leaked wiretappings were edited and fake. In order to persuade the public, Erdogan sought to get forensic reports analyzing the wiretappings and to claim that the recordings were doctored. However, Erdogan’s headache was not going away as Turkish sound analyzers and experts had already examined the recordings and decided that the recordings were not fake. Atila Ozdemiroglu, a Turkish composer, arranger, and sound expert, released his preliminary examination results and findings on his Twitter account stating “one can easily recognize if recorded talks were montaged from different sources, room sound, and ambient noise changes, + I analyzed the recordings again. There is no montage other than adding the [five separate] conversations. One can understand this from the ambient noise.”

According to the hacked emails of Berat Albayrak, Erdogan and his supporters sought to reach U.S.-based forensic sound analysts to discredit Erdogan’s recorded phone calls. Danismaz led the efforts to acquire forensic reports in an attempt to prove that Erdogan’s wiretappings with his son were fabricated. On February 26, 2014, Danismaz sent an email to Berat Albayrak, Serhat Albayrak, and Bilal Erdogan with the transcripts of phone calls between Erdogan and his son stating “FYI; we will get originally (in literal Turkish; signed in wet ink) signed forensic criminal expert reports.” President Erdogan’s advisor Metin Kulunk provided the transcripts of the phone calls.

The same day Danismaz told Berat Albayrak that they were getting forensic reports to discredit the calls, Metin Kulunk emailed two reports to Berat Albayrak. The first report was acquired from Robin Lai, an audio engineer at John Marshall Media. The second report was written and signed by Kyle Cassel, an audio engineer at Kaleidoscope Sound in New Jersey.
On February 28, 2014, Danismaz sent a third forensic report to Berat Albayrak, Serhat Albayrak, and Bilal Erdogan, analyzing phone calls from the forensic laboratory of Catalin GRIGORAS and Jeff M. SMITH stating in the body of his email “the criminal report of the wiretappings.” One of the striking about the report Danismaz acquired from Grigoras and Smith is the fact that he used the pseudonym of “Mike Buerke” based on the email he sent to Berat Albayrak. Danismaz also summarized the findings of the last report he sent in another email in Turkish sent a few minutes after the previous email with the report.

On March 1, 2014, Danismaz sent an email to Berat Albayrak, Serhat Albayrak and Bilal Erdogan titled “some emails sent regarding the report, PLEASE DON’T SHARE WITH THE PRESS” stating “if they claim that the tapes were authentic, they need to prove their authenticity. We should follow this argument in the press and social media. If they find the original recording, that means they would also reveal their own real identities. They would refrain from this. And as long as they run away, the tapes are ‘officially’ fake.” The next day, Danismaz sent another email titled “about the sound engineers” to Berat Albayrak, Serhat Albayrak, and Bilal Erdogan, stating that there is immense pressure on the sound engineers via emails questioning the authenticity of their reports. Danismaz also mentioned his intentions to pay a $2000 retainer fee to the engineers to make sure they do not accept any sound examination jobs from Turkey. Danismaz also sought the experts’ opinions regarding the news on the wiretappings and counter-arguments against the reports in the media and reported the points of the audio analysts to Berat Albayrak and Bilal Erdogan.
Crafton, the owner of Kaleidoscope Sound, also issued a statement denying the report Danismaz acquired stating, “One of our staff engineers, Kyle, was paid $50 for 30 minutes of his time to answer the simple technical question, “Has this been edited?” The answer to that question was yes... We regret that we unknowingly got involved in this, and we hope this clarification will allow us to get back to doing what we do best: helping artists make a piece of music sound as good as it can.”

The third report prepared by Catalin Grigoras and Jeff Smith indicated that the recording included five different recordings edited together and was downloaded from YouTube and could not be used for forensic examinations. However, Erdogan's media in Turkey used this forensic report to prove the recordings were fake and montaged by mistranslating the contents of the report.

Finally, Danismaz's attempts to provide false or biased reports to Turkey to discredit the phone calls, his effort to help Erdogan denies the calls he made to his son on the day of the corruption operations, his ongoing efforts to get the reports, his emails with Berat Albayrak and Bilal Erdogan at each step of the process and his providing the reports and strategy they needed to follow even though they knew and understood that the recordings were genuine show that Danismaz acted as a loyal agent of Erdogan family in the U.S.
ANTI-SEMITISM AND HOSTILITY TOWARDS THE U.S.

Danismaz and THO activities have been inherently anti-Semitic and involved enmity towards the U.S. considering the U.S. as the puppet of the Jewish people and relating the regional problems to the Palestinian conflict and the existence of Israel/ mostly based on the political Islamist ideology Erdogan and his supporters inherited from Erbakan in the past and through their recent interactions and coordination with the Muslim Brotherhood elements around the world.

An email sent by Danismaz on June 26, 2014, to Berat Albayrak, Bilal Erdogan, and Serhat Albayrak revealed a lot of evidence. In his email, Danismaz wrote that “all the establishments we believed who were national (patriot and genuine Turkish) came out to be non-national people in different colors which will tire us extensively in the near future. Now we all know and realized that “Izzettin Dogan and Fetullah Gulen, CHP and MHP, Dogu Perincek and BDP, Hurriyet and Zaman, Ekrem Demirli and Ertugrul Ozkok, Bank Asya and Yapi Kredi, Mustafa Koc and Akin Ipek…..(this list is longer)” are the people and organizations who are working for the same “boss.” Because of this, whenever Turkey secures its chances to be among the largest industrialized countries, “the American Neo-Cons, right-wing Israeli groups and the British Zionist Barons” attack us at the same time. May Allah protect our Nation, help our Reis (“chief “or “head” referring to President Erdogan), and grant us the opportunity and honor to become his companions.”

As can be seen in Danismaz’s email, Erdogan's problems mostly stemming from his corruption at the time are automatically tied to the American neo-conservatives and the “Zionist lobby” without any questions. Erdogan’s newspapers and supporters in Turkey have adopted a similar approach, turning the Turkish population against the U.S. and trying to have the Turkish people believe that the December 17-25, 2013 anti-corruption operations were a trap by the U.S. and that the July 15, 2015 coup attempt was organized by the CIA and the neo-cons to topple President Erdogan. This argument has intensified since the opening of the Zarrab case in New York federal court.
THE ZAKAT FOUNDATION OF AMERICA (ZF)

Zakat Foundation was founded by Halil (Khalil) Demir in 1981 in Chicago as a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization. According to its mission statement, ZF is a “trusted zakat (alms-giving) and sadaqah (voluntary charity) donations resource center for Muslim donors.” Zakat, which means charity, is the third pillar of Islam and mandatory for Muslims who have means to contribute to society. The ZF means to advance zakat donations from Muslims as a vehicle for social change by “alleviating the immediate needs of the poorest communities, as well as providing emergency relief, post-disaster rehabilitation, sustainable development, education, healthcare, orphan sponsorship, and seasonal programs” including Ramadan dinners and Qurbani (ritual animal sacrifice) distributions. ZF’s approach of utilizing zakat and sadaqah donations for its operations is unique among other humanitarian organizations. ZF works in over forty locations around the world and has offices, centers, and schools in Turkey.

Zakat Foundation’s founder and executive director is Halil Demir, and Dr. Hasan Arslan is the president; both are from Turkey. The treasurer is Aidah Abdallah, and Dr. Mehmet Tarhan (also from Turkey) and Sr. Saoussen are the board members.

Both ZF and its founder Halil Demir have close relationships with Turkey and President Recep Tayyip Erdogan. In fact, Halil Demir has continuously been present at the programs held or attended by President Erdogan in the U.S. Demir even met with President Erdogan personally during the 71st Session of the UN General Assembly in New York in September 2016. According to ZF, President Erdogan “commended organizations such as ZF who have mobilized Muslims in the United States to help make a positive difference in the world” after a meeting of “engaging in a dialogue of mutual understanding and shared purpose” with Halil Demir and the Deputy Prime Minister of Turkey in Chicago at the offices of ZF. Demir was present during President Erdogan’s address at the Marriott Marquis Hotel in New York on September 21, 2017, when fighting broke out after a group of demonstrators attempted to protest Mr. Erdogan. ZF was also present at the opening of the DCA Turkish mosque in Maryland with President Erdogan.
Halil Demir worked as the Benevolence International Foundation (BIF’s) public relations officer before the BIF was designated as a financier of terrorism in 2012 by the U.S. Department of the Treasury for funding al-Qaeda. The Treasury Department said that as a U.S. tax-exempt not-for-profit organization, Benevolence International Foundation (“BIF”) stated that its purpose was to carry out humanitarian relief projects throughout the world when it was first established in the State of Illinois on March 30, 1992. BIF operated around the world, including Bosnia, Chechnya, Pakistan, China, Ingushetia, Russia, and other countries.

According to Congressional testimony by Jonathan Schanzer, (Joint Hearing before House Foreign Affairs Committee; Subcommittee on Terrorism, Nonproliferation, and Trade and the Subcommittee on the Middle East and North Africa,), Zakat Foundation’s founder and executive director Halil Demir signed the IRS 990 forms in 2000 for Benevolence International Foundation (BIF). The forms stated, “Books are in care of Halil Demir.”

On November 19, 2002, Enaam Arnaout, BIF’s Chief Executive Officer and a member of the Board of Directors, was “indicted in the United States for operating BIF as a racketeering enterprise and providing material support to organizations, including al Qaida, which are engaged in violent activities.” Substantial evidence acquired by the U.S. documented the close relationship between Arnaout and Usama bin Laden, dating from the mid-1980s. In fact, among the evidence was a letter in which bin Laden indicated that “Arnaout was authorized to sign on his behalf.”

ZF has closely worked with the Turkish Foundation for Human Rights and Freedom and Humanitarian Relief (IHH), which has close ties with al-Qaeda, ISIS, and HAMAS. For example, the Caipirinha Foundation, now renamed as “the Cultures of Resistance Network” employed Zakat Foundation “as a fiscal sponsor for an IHH grant” based on the records on its webpage using the Zakat Foundation to transfer funds to the IHH.

One of the most important aspects of the IHH and Zakat Foundation relationship is the Gaza Freedom flotilla initiative, which the IHH led. On May 31, 2010, as the six-vessel IHH aid convoy approached Gaza to break the Israeli-Egyptian blockade of the Gaza Strip, Israeli soldiers raided the Gaza Freedom Flotilla (the blue flotilla incident). During the raid, the Israeli commandos killed ten people on board the Mavi Marmara causing a deep rift between Turkey and Israel. Turkey had to withdraw its ambassador from Israel. The organizers are known to be close allies of Mr. Erdogan.
In fact, the Zakat Foundation is one of the supporters of the Free Gaza Movement. In 2012, Zakat Foundation, while soliciting donations for Gaza, described the IHH Mavi Marmara incident when citing how difficult it was to deliver aid to Gaza; “the heroic efforts of the Mavi Mara flotilla have thus far been thwarted.” Surprisingly, this page was removed from Zakat Foundation’s website in 2014.

Moreover, the IHH and its executive director Bulent Yildirim have been known for their close ties to global jihadist elements including Hamas and the Muslim Brotherhood. IHH and Zakat Foundation have historically worked and partnered on many projects. According to the Summer 2003 Zakat Foundation official newsletter, Zakat Foundation had sponsored at least “two truck convoys traveling from Turkey to Mosul, Kirkuk, Afghanistan and Baghdad carrying at least $120,000 worth supplies in coordination with IHH.” A photo on ZF’s website taken in Afghanistan clearly indicates that the aid was distributed by the IHH members on the ground with IHH marked vests.

Halil Demir and ZF partnered with the “Muslim Hands” organization in the Dominican Republic in 2010. Muslim Hands is known with its affiliation of “the Union of Good” organization, which was designated by the U.S. Department of Treasury in a statement dated November 12, 2008; “the Union of Good is an organization created by Hamas leadership in late-2000 to transfer funds to the terrorist organization.” Treasury stated that the primary purpose of the Union of Good is to “strengthen Hamas’ political and military position in the West Bank and Gaza, including by: (i) diverting charitable donations to support Hamas members and the families of terrorist operatives; and (ii) dispensing social welfare and other charitable services on behalf of Hamas.”

According to a 2016 Wall Street Journal report, Zakat Foundation’s U.S. bank accounts at three financial institutions were shut down. ZF, in its defense, claimed, “the banks didn’t provide a reason for the closures.” However, it is a known procedure for American financial institutions, including Bank of America and Wells Fargo, in similar cases as cited in the WSJ article to shut down bank accounts due to suspicious activities as a measure to prevent money laundering, terrorist financing, and sanctions violations.

General Counsel Beverly Perez stated that due to account closures, they were unable to fund a program supporting orphans in northern Lebanon for months adding “when our financial transfers were delayed, we lost our local representatives.”

ERDOGAN’S LONG ARM IN THE US: Turkish Influence Operations Among American Muslims
Z.F maintained close relationships with Turkish representatives in the U.S. and visiting Turkish delegations. For example, Turkish Ambassador to Washington D.C. Serdar Kilic hosted a Ramadan iftar dinner at DCA. The executive director of Zakat Foundation Halil Demir, along with other Ambassadors, directors of CAIR, USCMO, MUSIAD-USA, and TASC were invited to the official dinner. Demir was hosted at the VIP table with the Turkish Ambassador and the directors of CAIR and USCMO.

In January 2018, the President of Religious Affairs of Turkey (head of Diyanet) Dr. Ali Erbas carried out an official visit to Washington DC with a delegation from Turkey. While Dr. Erbas was in DC, he met with Halil Demir in addition to visiting the International Institute of Islamic Thought (IIIT), Georgetown University, Turkish Embassy in DC, and some of the Turkish mosques and meeting with the executive directors of CAIR and MUSIAD-USA.

On July 17, 2016, a group of Turkish people and American Muslims, including the Zakat Foundation of Halil Demir and the USCMO executive director Oussama Jammal protested the coup attempt in Turkey in front of Turkey’s Chicago Consulate General building. During the demonstrations, both Demir and Jammal addressed the crowd to support President Erdogan. A year later, at the same place, a similar protest was carried out on the first anniversary of the coup attempt on July 17, 2017. Among many others, Halil Demir and Oussama Jammal were present during the demonstrations.

Halil Demir organized and hosted an event during the 2016 MAS convention on December 27, 2016, at the Chicago chapter of Zakat Foundation and invited the Turkish community representatives along with Serdar Kilic, the Turkish Ambassador to Washington DC.

Turkish Consul General Umut Acar in Chicago visited Zakat Foundation in November 2015 and was given a plaque by Halil Demir.
Similarly, on September 2, 2016, Turkey’s Deputy Prime Minister Numan Kurtulmus visited the Zakat Foundation. Turkish Ambassador to Washington DC Serdar Kilic and Turkish Consul General of Chicago Umut Acar accompanied the Deputy Prime Minister to the Zakat Foundation. Kurtulmus addressed the participants during lunch at the Zakat Foundation, talking about the coup attempt in Turkey. After the lunch, Ambassador Kilic, Consul General Acar, Turkish Parliament members Ravza Kavakci Kan and Sena Nur Celik and Halil Demir had a meeting with Deputy PM Kurtulmus.543

Halil Demir and the executive director of MUSIAD-USA met with TURKEN foundation officials on September 23, 2016. TURKEN Foundation is a Turkish-American NGO led by President Erdogan’s children established in the U.S.

Zakat Foundation frequently advertises in ForumUSA, a Turkish-American print and online newspaper with close ties to President Erdogan. Also, Halil Demir was interviewed for the June 2016 issue about Zakat Foundation’s activities around the world.544
Zakat Foundation maintains close ties to the Muslim Brotherhood and Hamas affiliated organizations\(^5\) and often sponsors their events even though these kinds of sponsorships are against its mission. For example, ZF was the platinum sponsor for the 2014 and 2015 American Muslims for Palestine (AMP) conferences.\(^5\) Additionally, Halil Demir made a speech at the 2015 AMP conference.\(^5\)

Zakat Foundation was also the main sponsor of the 13th MAS-ICNA conference in December 2014\(^4\), the first time a Turkish-American organization participated in a MAS-ICNA conference.\(^4\) Zakat Foundation representative told the audience, “we are part of the Muslim community in America. We must find common solutions to our shared problems.” ZF also opened a booth and adopted “All for Turkey” as a slogan during the conference.\(^5\)

Similarly, Zakat Foundation participated at the 2015 MAS-ICNA conference with a large booth campaigning for its winter kit relief project, raising awareness of emergency relief and orphan sponsorship programs.\(^5\) Zakat Foundation and Halil Demir also participated in the 2016 MAS-ICNA convention along with the Turkish-American National Steering Committee (TASC), Diyanet Center of America (DCA), Serdar Kilic, the Turkish Ambassador to Washington DC and guest of honor Sumeyye Erdogan Bayraktar, one of President Erdogan’s daughters.\(^5\) During the convention, TASC screened a documentary about the coup attempt in Turkey, and Halil Demir was seen sitting close to President Erdogan’s other daughter Sumeyye Albayrak and the Turkish Ambassador Serdar Kilic.\(^5\) ZF and Halil Demir again opened a large booth at the 2017 MAS-ICNA conference.\(^5\)

Additionally, ZF has also continuously participated in ICNA-MAS conferences. For example, ZF described its involvement with the 2015 ICNA-MAS conference “as in previous years, Zakat Foundation of America (ZF) team headed to Baltimore, MD and took part in this important event that attracts thousands of Muslim Americans in search of enlightenment, spiritual guidance, and a reconnection with their community.”\(^5\) ZF again was in Baltimore in 2017 for the annual ICNA-Mas conference and during the conference, “ZF heavily promoted the Orphan Sponsorship Program (OSP)” in addition to its global relief programs.\(^5\) ZF participated in the MAS-Milwaukee convention in April 2015. According to ZF, “the MAS-Milwaukee convention was a great opportunity for ZF to build and strengthen ties with the Muslim community outside of the Chicago area.”\(^5\) ZF was similarly present at the 2017 Mas-Chicago conference, where Halil Demir presented Zakat Foundation with excellence awards.\(^5\)
ZF was “a proud sponsor of the 53rd annual Islamic Society of North America (ISNA)” convention in Rosemont Chicago in September 2016. Historically, ZF participated and opened booths at other ISNA conferences as well, including the 48th Annual ISNA Convention in Rosemont, IL, on July 4th Weekend 2011 or the ISNA 2014 convention.

There are twenty-nine front groups associated with the Muslim Brotherhood based on a document titled “An Explanatory Memorandum on the General Strategic Goal for the Group (Muslim Brotherhood) In North America circa 1991” presented by the FBI during the Holy Land Foundation trials. The Zakat Foundation has worked and cooperated with two of the groups listed in the document presented to the court. For example, the Islamic Center of North America (ISNA) openly advertises the Zakat Foundation on its webpage as a trustworthy charity for zakat donations as of May 2018. ISNA also endorsed the Zakat Foundation as a charitable organization with “a strong history of immediate and effective responses to national and international disasters” in addition to being featured in several of the Zakat Foundation promotional videos. Furthermore, in February 2013, Zakat Foundation hired Safaa Zarzour, the former Secretary-General of ISNA. And Zakat Foundation sponsored several events to raise money, which included an event in 2012 with the ISNA Secretary-General Safaa Zarzour and AMP chairman Hatem Bazian. The other organization in the list the Zakat Foundation has partnered with and cooperated with is the Muslim Students Association (MSA). For example, the Zakat Foundation published an MSA brochure titled “How to start a successful halaqa group in your Masjid” on its webpage without giving its source. Similarly, ZF included more MSA publications such as “How to Help Neighbors in Need” and “Starting a Food Pantry.”
ZF partnered with the American Relief Agency for the Horn of Africa (ARAHA) on November 9, 2013, when “one of the two deadliest tropical cyclones in Somali history hit the Puntland and Lower Shabelle regions and stayed for two devastating days” to deliver humanitarian aid supplies to the region. The director of ARAHA Sheikh Abdisalam Adam is known for his ties to the Muslim Brotherhood.

In 2007, the Zakat Foundation published “The Zakat Handbook: A Practical Guide for Muslims in the West.” The book is also available in a pdf format at ZF’s website. In this book, the ZF heavily referenced Yusuf al-Qaradawi’s book titled “Fiqh az-Zakât.” ZF writers introduced the book during the first referencing as “a noted source for contemporary cases is the celebrated Dr. Yusuf al-Qardawi’s Fiqh az-Zakât…. This book relies heavily on Shaykh Yusuf’s monumental service to contemporary Muslims in Fiqh az-Zakât.” Al-Qardawi is known as the spiritual leader and the voice of the Muslim Brotherhood. He currently lives in Doha and was sentenced to life in prison in absentia in Egypt “for alleged involvement in acts of violence in 2015.”

Gaza-based “Unlimited Friends Association for Social Development (UFA)” is an aid organization closely associated with Hamas and its senior leadership. UFA is known to work closely with the Zakat Foundation, as can be seen in the banner below.
USCMO was officially established on March 12, 2014, at an event at the National Press Club in Washington, DC, as an umbrella group to serve as a representative voice for Muslims. USCMO’s priority was “to build on Muslim citizenship rights by conducting a census of American Muslims to create a database that will be used to enhance political participation in upcoming elections.” The announcement was made by USCMO Secretary General Oussama Jammal, CAIR National Executive Director Nihad Awad, and the Executive Director of Muslim Legal Fund of America (MLFA), Khalil Meek. Eight American organizations participated in the initial launch include the founding members.

- American Muslims for Palestine (AMP)
- Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR)
- Islamic Circle of North America (ICNA)
- Muslim Alliance in North America (MANA)
- Muslim American Society (MAS)
- Muslim Legal Fund of America (MLFA)
- Muslim Ummah of North America (MUNA)
- The Mosque Cares (Ministry of Imam W. Deen Mohammed)

Oussama Jammal is the Secretary-General of USCMO. He is also the director of the Muslim American Society - Public Affairs and Civic Engagement and the vice president of the Mosque Foundation.

USCMO, its founding members, and its secretary-general are figures with known ties to the Muslim Brotherhood and HAMAS networks. Jammal is reportedly the main figure in the U.S. working directly with Turkey and President Erdogan, according to interviews with three sources familiar with the matter. Jammal is also active and influential among American Muslim communities. He uses his position and social media to promote and endorse Erdogan and his policies, as well. USCMO acts as the main support and lobbying group for Erdogan among US Muslims.

In August 2014, a USCMO delegation led by Secretary-General Oussama Jammal with Osama Abu-Irshaid (National Director of American Muslims for Palestine, AMP, a founding member of the USCMO), and Naeem Baig (President of the Islamic Center of North America, ICNA, a founding member of the USCMO) met in Ankara with President Erdogan and other AK Party leaders. Mr. Jammal also met with Erdogan during the USCMO delegation reception in New York on September 22, 2016.
USCMO organized its first international conference, “The First International Conference of Muslim Councils in the Western Hemisphere,” on February 1-3, 2016, in Arlington, Virginia. The conference was described as “a major initiative for Muslims in Western nations – in Washington, D.C.” Turkish government-owned Turkish Airlines sponsored USCMO’s first conference, which has also become one of the “top sponsors” of the annual MAS-ICNA conventions.

Mr. Jammal and USCMO have openly expressed support for Erdogan and Turkey in the United States. For example, on April 20, 2015, USCMO released a statement to support Turkey regarding 1915 Turkish-Armenian Events, the euphemism for the Armenian genocide. Similarly, the USCMO and Mr. Jammal spoke up strongly in support of Erdogan when the coup attempt happened in Turkey on July 15, 2016, releasing a press statement titled “USCMO stands in solidarity with the people of Turkey against the attempted military coup.”

Similarly, Turkish Daily Sabah, run by Erdogan’s family, published an article on May 25, 2015, titled “US Muslim NGO’s praise Turkey and President Erdogan for support to Morsi,” praising both Mr. Jammal and USCMO for their stand with the Turkish President.

The article addressed the USCMO as “one of the largest Muslim associations in the United States,” and “has strongly condemned an Egyptian court’s recent decision to impose the death penalty on Egypt’s first democratically elected President Mohamed Morsi and praised Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan for his support.” The article added that “Oussama Jammal, secretary-general of the U.S. Council of Muslim Organizations, praised Turkey for its strong support for Egypt’s first elected president.”

Mr. Jamal, on September 23, 2019, during the Turkish American National Steering Committee (TASC) meeting in New York, where Erdogan also delivered a speech, hailed Erdogan’s leadership as;

“You give us a sense of pride, an honor to meet a president and a leader and […] a wonderful human-being with patience, love, worries and cares for Muslim ummah.

You set the bar so high. Many of today’s Muslim leaders will fail to attain. Mr. President, we can see how your country is hosting, supporting, and helping other Muslims in Turkey and around the world. We can also see how other Muslims countries are killing, injuring, and devastating the lives […]”

Erdogan said, addressing American Muslim community leaders in the same meeting, “I am seeing that U.S. Muslim community is becoming more organized every passing day and trying to act in cooperation.”

In return, Siraj Wahhaj, an African-American imam of Al-Taqwa mosque in Brooklyn, New York, said: “We need a centralized leadership” pointing to the leadership of Erdogan, “I have a feeling that the leadership is coming from Turkey” and added, “We love you here in New York.”
Mr. Jammal often leads meetings and demonstrations to support Erdogan. For example, on June 16, 2016, in front of the Turkish Chicago Consulate, Mr. Jammal led a press conference with twenty other academicians to condemn the coup attempt in Turkey. Jammal, through the USCMO organized a mass rally and demonstration just outside the White House on December 16, 2017, to criticize the decision of President Donald Trump to officially recognize Jerusalem as the capital of Israel and his plan to relocate the United States Embassy from Tel Aviv.

Twenty-eight different groups participated in the rally along with Halil Mutlu, the director of the Turkish American Steering Committee (TASC), CAIR National Executive Director Nihad Awad, and the Chairman of Islamic Circle of North America (ICNA), Mohsin Ansari. The most striking aspect of the demonstration was the fact that Turkish President Erdogan’s defiance against the U.S. was praised by the speakers and the demonstrators by chanting, “Recep Tayyip Erdogan, true leader of Ummah [Muslim believers].”

MUSIAD (the Independent Industrials and Businessmen’s Associations), known as Erdogan’s business association in Turkey, has a US branch, MUSIAD USA, that also works directly with the USCMO. For example, the MUSIAD USA spokesman Ahmed Cetin Guzel was listed as a USCMO board member and principal of the TACS (Turkish American Cultural Society).

In fact, before this rally, on December 6, 2017, the Turkish official Anadolu Press Agency published an article on American-Muslim leaders and civil-rights groups slamming President Donald Trump’s forthcoming decision to recognize Jerusalem as the capital of Israel. Leaders from the U.S. Council of Muslim Organizations (USCMO), the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR), and American Muslims for Palestine (AMP) voiced concerns about plans to move Washington’s embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem.
Another significant event that happened in the United States related to Erdogan illustrates these ties. After the boxing legend Muhammad Ali, a convert to Islam, died, Erdogan, with a delegation from Turkey, including the head of the Diyanet, the Turkish Religious authority, Mehmet Gormez, decided to attend his memorial service in Louisville, Kentucky.  

According to the news reports, Erdogan wanted to address the dignitaries and those attending the funeral, lay a piece of cloth from the Ka’ba (the center of the Holy Mosque in Mecca) on Muhammed Ali’s coffin and to have his head of Diyanet recite verses from the Qur’an. However, all of these requests were denied. Erdogan became extremely upset and decided to leave the funeral and memorial service abruptly earlier than planned. Erdogan and the Turkish government delegation departed for Turkey without participating in the full funeral ceremony. Erdogan was clearly upset that he was not allowed to speak at the service.

Sources familiar with the matter and who were part of the decision-making process told the backstory. Speaking on the condition of anonymity, two participants said that President Erdogan’s office reached out to them as they were planning to attend the funeral and memorial services and told about Erdogan’s request to be present during the services. The planning committee accepted Erdogan’s presence as a foreign dignity. Erdogan’s office has never made any other such requests. However, when Erdogan arrived with his convoy and a large number of security details (there were also clashes with the U.S. secret service and Erdogan’s security), Erdogan demanded to take the first row for the prayer and as he moved by, disturbed many people on his way. After that, he requested the organizer’s permission to lay a piece of cloth from the Ka’ba and address the attendees, recite some verses from the Qur’an and give a check to the family in front of the cameras.

The family and organizers decided not to honor Erdogan’s requests, citing “Erdogan’s request was specifically to pray. When you get there, you shouldn’t bait and switch.” When this message was passed to Erdogan, he got extremely upset with his bodyguards, also making an abrupt move to depart. “The brothers behind Erdogan and his delegation made sure with their attitudes they were backing our decision,” according to the source. At that point, the organizers were also not sure if they were causing an international incident with the ongoing conflict. However, “all brothers who were part of the family and congregation said “NO” openly, the source related. “We felt if that he shouldn’t have disrespect Muhammed Ali and his family as he was not a part of his life at any point in history.” While the situation was very bitter between the organizers and the Turkish delegation, the organizing committee decided to invite Erdogan to Muhammed Ali Center for an afternoon meal at 4:00 pm, where they wanted to explain the situation. During the meal, Erdogan openly expressed his frustration, and when the family addressed the issue of selling eighty percent of Muhammed Ali’s marketing rights, his name and likeness and the fact that the company was also part of the memorial services, Erdogan said “you shouldn’t have sold the rights, it was a mistake.” Erdogan then left the center after giving the check to the center he intended to give during the funeral.
After Erdogan left Louisville, Kentucky earlier than planned, he was scheduled to come back to the U.S. to attend the 71st session of the UN General Assembly in New York on September 20, 2016. After his UN meetings, Erdogan met with representatives of the Muslim community in the US, particularly with the USCMO leadership and members who were apparently actively involved in setting up meetings with the American Muslim communities and Turkish delegations. Additionally, some of the high-level representatives with whom Erdogan met during Muhammed Ali’s funeral were also invited to the same meeting by the Turkish President’s office, and these sources were interviewed under the condition of anonymity.

Based on the Turkish Presidency announcements, Erdogan attended the meeting with a large delegation from Turkey including the Deputy Prime Minister Veysi Kaynak, Minister of Foreign Affairs Mevlüt Çavuşoğlu, Minister of Family and Social Policies Fatma Betül Sayan Kaya, Minister of Energy and Natural Resources Berat Albayrak, Turkey’s Ambassador to Washington, D.C., Serdar Kılıç, Deputy Chairman of the Justice and Development Party (AK Party) Yasin Aktay, AK Party Istanbul Deputy Ravza Kavakçı, Deputy Secretary-General and Spokesperson of the Presidency İbrahim Kalın.

The USCMO members and other US Muslims attending the meeting included the Secretary General of the US Council of Muslim Organizations, USCMO, Oussama Jammal, Executive Director of the Zakat Foundation Halil Demir, Executive Director of the Muslim American Society Mazen Mokhtar, theologian and Spiritual Leader of American-Albanian Bektashis Eliton Pashaj, Executive Director of the All Dulles Area Muslim Society Mohamed Magid, Moutasem Atiya of Al Madina Institute, President of the Diyanet Center of America Yaşar Çolak, Ahmed Shehata of the Egyptian American Organization for Democracy and Human Rights, Executive Director of the Council on American-Islamic Relations Nihad Awad, Executive Director of Muslim Legal Fund of America Khalil (Eric) Meek, Mir Masoom Ali of the Brooklyn Bangladeshi Community, Zahid Bukhari of ICNA, President of the Adams Center Syed Moktadir, National Director of ISNA Sayyid Syyed, Chairman of the TURKEN Foundation Behram Turan, Chairman of the Islamic Relief Khaled Lamada, Ayman Hammous and Lana Safah of the Muslim American Society, Secretary General of ICNA Muhammad Tariq Rahman, Moviz Asad Siddiqui of ICNA Relief, Director of the New Brunswick Islamic Center Sami Catovic, President of the Center for Egyptian-American Dialogue Abdul Mawgoud Dardery, Yasir of Boston Muslim Community, Mohamed Elsanousi and Imrana Umar of the Adams Center, Coordinator for Egyptians Abroad for Democracy Worldwide Mohamed Ismail, President of Helping Hand for Relief and Development Faryukh Raza.

USCMO Secretary General Oussama Jammal shaking hands with Mr. Erdogan. The front row included USCMO Secretary General Oussama Jammal, Executive Director of the Muslim American Society (MAS), Mazen Mokhtar, CAIR Executive Director Nihad Awad.
What was striking about this meeting is the fact that most of the attendees were among the founding and council members of the USCMO, and this was the reason Erdogan was greeted by Oussama Jammal, the Secretary-General of the US Council of Muslim Organizations, (USCMO).

Additionally, the sources who spoke on the condition of anonymity stated that Erdogan was greeted and treated “like a Sultan,” which struck some as very un-American. The scene was described by the source as: “Erdogan sat on the chair very comfortably in a way I have never seen before from a head of state, including my interactions with Mr. Obama. Most strikingly, Erdogan kept talking very bitterly about the coup in Turkey and his support to the Palestinian Muslims by constantly criticizing Israel and never mentioning anything about universal justice or human rights or universal Islamic values.”

After his short address, Erdogan openly asked for the support of American Muslim communities to further his objectives in the United States. He asked them to lobby on behalf of Turkey whenever possible and to reflect his stand against his enemies in the U.S., particularly regarding Fethullah Gulen. The person present at the meeting said he was struck by the fact that “no one in the meeting questioned what Erdogan was asking and basically by staying silent after his demands, I could easily see that everyone agreed what he was asking or didn’t dare to confront him.”

Erdogan then asked the attendees if they wanted anything from him. Several people took their turns “thanking Erdogan and telling him that they would support his agendas here in the U.S.” and many people also “to me strikingly, openly asked for financial support from Erdogan.” In return, Erdogan replied back; “We have been very generous and provided you financial means through different mediums, and we will keep financing. Please see this brother for your needs. Erdogan pointed to someone whom I didn’t know personally,” the source attending the meeting said. “While there was no money exchange in the room, it was very much striking to talk about the finances and rallying for Erdogan,” said the source who was present at the meeting.

The USCMO, its Secretary-General Jammal, and the members of the USCMO are directly involved in supporting Erdogan and his policies in the United States without a FARA registration. Erdogan and his Turkish American establishments have been closely interacting and supporting the USCMO activities by either directly becoming the financial supporters of the USCMO or related establishments events as discussed in this report but at the same time obviously providing finances through different and indirect means.

“no one in the meeting questioned what Erdogan was asking and basically by staying silent after his demands, I could easily see that everyone agreed what he was asking or didn’t dare to confront him.”
MAS-ICNA Convention is one of the largest and most diverse Islamic conventions in North America. Both MAS and ICNA, organizers of the conference, and several speakers and some of the attendees have been known for their ties to extremist Islamist organizations, including the Muslim Brotherhood, HAMAS, and others. For example, the leader of the Islamic Center of Passaic County, Imam Mohammad Qatanani, claimed to be currently fighting a deportation order due to his previous conviction in Israel for his membership in Hamas.609 And Jamal Badawi, a founding member of MAS, was listed as an unindicted co-conspirator in the 2008 Holy Land Foundation terrorism finance case.610 There were many others.611 Annual MAS-ICNA conventions are important due to the support of Turkey and pro-Erdogan organizations, particularly after 2014. For example, the President of the Presidency of Religious Affairs (Turkish Diyanet), Mehmet Gormez, addressed the 13th Annual MAS-ICNA Conference via a recorded video message on December 29, 2014, declaring the construction of Turkish Diyanet Center of America as “a gift for all Muslims.”612 The main sponsor of the 13th MAS-ICNA conference was the Turkish backed American Zakat Foundation, founded by Halil Ibrahim Demir.613 2014 was the first time a Turkish-American organization participated in a MAS-ICNA conference. Zakat Foundation representative told the audience, “we are part of the Muslim community in America. We must find common solutions to our shared problems. Here many of the Muslims were unaware of the Turkish-

Armenian dispute, and we have distributed brochures for them to be informed,” and continued with the slogan “All for Turkey” which was adopted by the Zakat Foundation.614

As the Turkish government-backed organizations increased their support and relationships with the MAS-ICNA convention and other American Muslim organizations, in December 2016, the Islamic Circle of North America (ICNA) announced through its website that “Turkey will have a large presence at the annual Islamic convention in Chicago.” ICNA stated that President Erdogan’s daughter and the Vice-Chair of the Women and Democracy Association (Kadem) Sumeyye Erdogan Bayraktar will attend and address the summit as the guest of honor to give a talk titled “Overcoming the problems that ummah face: Turkish model.” ICNA’s announcement also specified that the Turkish presidency, several Turkish agencies, NGOs, Turkish state-media TRT World, and Daily Sabah would organize events during the summit in Chicago.615
The following Turkish government agencies and organizations participated in the 15th MAS-ICNA convention.616
- Diyanet Center of America (DCA)
- Anadolu Agency (AA)
- the Prime Ministry Disaster and Emergency Management Authority (AFAD)
- Turkish International Cooperation and Coordination Agency (TİKA)
- Women and Democracy Association (KADEM)
- the Foundation for Political, Independent Industrialists’ and Businessmen’s Association (MÜSİAD)
- Economic and Social Research (SETA)
- The Turkish-American National Steering Committee (TASC)
- Turkish Airlines (THY)

In fact, Turkey significantly increased its support not only for the MAS-ICNA convention but also to its founding members as well. The Turkish Zakat Foundation and its executive director Halil Demir617 and Turkish Airlines generously financed several MAS-ICNA conventions beginning in 2014. Several Turkish NGOs and Government organizations listed above-opened booths and displays.

Ms. Erdogan was introduced by the controversial Imam Suhaib Webb before she addressed the crowd. Suhaib Webb is the former imam of the Islamic Society of Boston Cultural Center619 and a resident scholar and educator of the Bay Area chapter of the Muslim American Society (MAS).620 Mr. Webb tweeted the same day that “he was honored to introduce Ms. Erdogan and thankful to the Turkish Presidency for their concern towards justice and tolerance.” Mr. Webb, while openly condemning terrorism, was based on FBI documents, a close companion of al-Qaeda operative Anwar Awlaki.621 In fact, the two together successfully participated in a fundraiser in California in 2001, raising $100,000 just two days before 9/11 to pay for the defense of H. Rap Brown (known as Jamil al Amin), who murdered a sheriff’s deputy and wounded another deputy in Georgia. Brown was found guilty of the murder622. The Islamic Society of Boston Cultural Center (ISBCC) confirmed that Imam Webb had, in fact, worked with Anwar Awlaki; however, it claimed it didn’t know his ties to the terrorist organization.623

Likewise, Erdogan’s representation by his daughter Sumeyye Erdogan Bayraktar at the 2016 MAS-ICNA convention allowed MAS-ICNA supporters to extend their outreach to Turkey and was at the same time a great opportunity for Erdogan to reach out to the American Muslim communities to seek for recognition and support. Both the Diyanet Center in Maryland and other Turkish NGOs close to Erdogan eagerly advertised Ms. Erdogan’s attendance at the conference. For example, the Turkish-American National Steering Committee (TASC) announced on Twitter, “Our President’s daughter Sumeyye Erdogan Bayraktar will be speaking at the convention at 2:30 on Monday 26th December. Please join us.618
The Turkish Daily Sabah, owned by Erdogan’s family, wrote an article describing the scene. Ms. Erdogan’s arrival at the hotel was supposed to be discreet according to Sabah; however, she was greeted by a crowd of 200, most of whom were not Turkish. Sabah reported that those “people were American Muslims whose families had come from Palestine, Syria, Iraq, and Somalia. They were there to welcome a person whom they perceived to be representing their hero, Turkey.”

Ms. Erdogan talked to the 7,000 plus audience about the coup in Turkey. According to her, “Turkey has had a long journey through incredible oppression and unfair practices, through marginalization of the majority, through the skimming off of resources, to reach where it is today.” Ms. Erdogan claimed that “the coup was terrifying and dreadful, and the aftermath is, to say the least, complicated, [yet] democracy and justice rules in Turkey.” Finally, she concluded her address by expressing the following “as American Muslims you live in a country founded on principles of religious freedom. While occasionally America may stray from these founding principles, Inshallah, it will continue to honor these principles for all of its citizens.”

Furthermore, Salah Sarsour, a former fundraiser for Hamas, was spotted in a video shared by the MAS-ICNA Facebook account, apparently as head of security for Ms. Erdogan. Mr. Sarsour, apparently, started to provide his services as soon as Ms. Erdogan arrived at the convention site. In the video, Mr. Sarsour is seen directing other security details while closely following Ms. Erdogan and interacting with people who are approaching Ms. Erdogan at the presence of the Turkish Ambassador to the U.S.
Mr. Sarsour is an American Muslims for Palestine National board member. An FBI memo dated November 5, 2001, addressed to the Department of Treasury Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC), stated that Mr. Sarsour’s brother Jamil Sarsour confessed after his arrest, due to his involvement with HAMAS (providing financial and other assistance to HAMAS fugitives and military activists) on October 23, 1998, his brother Salah Sarsour has been involved in “fundraising activities of HLFRD (Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development)” in Richardson, Texas on behalf of HAMAS. Mr. Sarsour was arrested and spent eight months in Israeli prisons for supporting Hamas in 1995. His brother Jamil Sarsour stated that Mr. Sarsour became a close associate of Adel Awadallah, Hamas’s Izzedeen al-Qassam Brigade’s West Bank commander, the armed military wing of Hamas.

Matthew Levitt, the director of the Stein Program on Counterterrorism & Intelligence at the Washington Institute for Near East Policy and a former FBI and U.S. Treasury official, wrote in his book titled “Hamas: Politics, Charity, and Terrorism in the Service of Jihad” that Jamil Sarsour, Mr. Sarsour’s brother, told Israeli authorities that he and Mr. Sarsour used their Milwaukee furniture store’s bank account to transfer money to Adel Awadallah. After Israeli agents killed Adel Awadallah in 1998, Jamil Sarsour said during that interview that my brother Salah Sansour “was very sad because they were good friends” with Adel Awadallah. “He decided he wanted to vindicate their deaths and decided to plan an attack against Israel.” Mr. Sarsour also told Al-Jazeera TV during an interview that the 2015 AMP conference he was chairing “aims to keep up with and support the Palestinian people’s continuous intifada.”

Turkey also had a very heavy presence at the 16th annual MAS-ICNA Convention in Chicago beginning December 28, 2017. Turkey was represented by Mehdi Eker, the deputy chair of Turkey’s ruling Justice and Development (AK) Party, who also spoke during the convention. Throughout the convention venue, President Erdogan’s pictures with an excerpt from his speech “the World is Bigger than Five” and “Quds is our Red Line” were showcased. Erdogan said “the World is bigger than five, much bigger than one”, when addressing the United Nations General Assembly on December 21, 2017, rejecting a U.S. decision to recognize Jerusalem as the Israeli capital and the U.S. veto to cancel out the Security Council (the “five” being U.S., Russia, China, the U.K., and France) resolution.
to condemn Mr. Trump’s decision to recognize Jerusalem as the capital of Jerusalem. Additionally, Erdogan sent a video message to the 16th annual MAS-ICNA Convention cautioning Muslims about the rising Islamophobia and Racism in the West and warning the U.S. President Mr. Trump and Israel not to increase tensions in the region by moving the U.S. Embassy to Jerusalem. The “Rabia sign” representing the Muslim Brotherhood solidarity in Turkey adopted by President Erdogan and his party, the AKP, was also placed as a statute on the left side of the table as Erdogan’s remarks for the 16th annual MAS-ICNA Convention were recorded.

Mr. Eker, the deputy chair of the Justice and Development (AK) Party, spoke at a panel titled: “What Does Jerusalem Mean to Me?” with the following abstract: “Jerusalem and Al-Aqsa mosque hold a special place in the hearts of all Muslims. Join us as we learn why this issue transcends racial and ethnic boundaries and why Muslims love Jerusalem.”

Turkey was also represented at the convention by the Turkish Ambassador to the United States and the booths of Turkey’s international television platform TRT World, Turkish Disaster and Emergency Management Agency (AFAD), and the Turkish American National Steering Committee (TASC). Mr. Eker and his delegation visited the booths, talked with the visitors, and distributed baklava to the guests.
The Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR) is a tax-exempt charity and a “grassroots civil rights and advocacy group.” According to CAIR’s website, CAIR is America’s largest Muslim civil liberties organization with regional offices nationwide. CAIR’s vision is described as “to be a leading advocate for justice and mutual understanding.” CAIR’s mission is “to enhance understanding of Islam, encourage dialogue, protect civil liberties, empower American Muslims, and build coalitions that promote justice and mutual understanding.” CAIR’s executive director is Nihad Awad.

CAIR and its executive director Nihad Awad have been among the leading figures aggressively supporting Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan and his policies in the United States. CAIR is also among the founding members of the United States Council of Muslim Organizations (USCMO). Mr. Awad is among the members of the USCMO board. Both CAIR and Mr. Awad have attracted controversy in the U.S.

Nihad Awad, Palestinian by descent, supports Hamas based on his own statement during a panel at Barry University in Florida, in March 1984. “I used to support the PLO, and I used to be the President of the General Union of Palestinian Students which is part of the PLO here in the United States, but after I researched the situation inside Palestine and outside, I am in support of the Hamas movement more than the PLO.” Awad also asked Moammar Gaddafi for funding in 2011.

CAIR’s links to Hamas, a specially designated terrorist organization and its associations, were uncovered based on the evidence presented during the 2007 trial of the Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development, in which “CAIR was designated as an unindicted co-conspirator,” according to a September 2013 report by the US Department of Justice’s Office of the Inspector General.
Turkish Political Islamists’ connections and interactions with the Muslim Brotherhood go back as early as 1996 through Necemettin Erbakan, Erdogan’s teacher and mentor.\textsuperscript{657} However, Turkey, predominantly President Erdogan and AKP circles, warmed up and became friendlier with the Muslim Brotherhood domains\textsuperscript{658} during Egypt’s President Mohamed Morsi’s tenure from June 2012 to July 2013 and specifically after President Morsi was removed from office during the 2013 Egyptian coup d’état by General Abdel Fattah el-Sisi. Similarly, HAMAS and its supporters started to consider President Erdogan as one of their chief supporters among world leaders after the Mavi Marmara (the blue flotilla) incident involving six ships were carrying humanitarian aid and other materials to break the Israeli blockade of the Gaza Strip.\textsuperscript{659} Consequently, throughout these two incidents, the coup in Egypt and the attempt to break the Israeli blockade, Erdogan and his representatives easily approached the Muslim Brotherhood and HAMAS affiliated groups or individuals to further their connections, by establishing worldwide networks and providing safe havens and logistical support\textsuperscript{660} to the Muslim Brotherhood and HAMAS affiliates.

Additionally, there are several people in the inner circle of Erdogan, who often interact with CAIR and support its activities. Among them is Ibrahim Kalin, a special adviser to President Erdogan and the presidential spokesperson\textsuperscript{661}. Additionally, Erdogan’s close friend and supporter Texas-based Imam Yusuf Ziya Kavakci and his daughter, Merve Kavakci, a former Turkish politician, an avid devotee of Erdogan and Turkish Ambassador to Malaysia,\textsuperscript{662} are both members of CAIR. CAIR and its representatives also have started to establish close connections with the Turkish government and Erdogan. The initial public connections started with the promotion of the Diyanet Mosque construction ceremony on May 15, 2013, when Turkish Prime Minister Tayyip Erdogan placed a ceremonial stone on the 15-acre construction site in Maryland, and this was featured on CAIR social media accounts.\textsuperscript{663}

Mr. Awad’s first appearance in the Turkish sphere happened in February 2012 during the launch ceremony of the “Salamworld,” an Islamic version of Facebook, in Istanbul, Turkey. Salamworld was described to attract Muslims from around the world to have a ‘halal’ online space where they can communicate with each other.\textsuperscript{664} Mr. Awad was one of the keynote speakers addressing the attendees. According to a DW report,\textsuperscript{665} he said that he hoped a social media by and for Muslims could facilitate activism. “Now I hope Salamworld will take social media to a higher level, what’s needed here is for Muslims to present a vision for the world.”\textsuperscript{666} He continued in describing his vision as to be “based on dignity, peaceful coexistence and a zone free of haram, or that which is forbidden in Islam is being created here, at Salamworld’s shiny new headquarters on the top of a hill overlooking the Bosphorus.”\textsuperscript{667}
Mr. Awad also said during his address that the Arab Spring movements in the region should follow the Turkish example and praised the Turkish leader’s progressive activities in their countries as constituting an example for the other leaders in the region as an influential model.668

On December 6, 2013, Mr. Awad attended and spoke at the 4th International Young Businessmen Congress in Istanbul, Turkey. The Congress was organized by the Young Turkish Independent Industrialists’ and Businessmen’s Association (Young-MUSIAD).669 MUSIAD is known for its pro-AKP and Erdogan stance and led by Erdogan’s close associates.670

Similarly, on November 6, 2014, a Turkish delegation representing MUSIAD visited CAIR headquarters to invite CAIR members and U.S. Muslims to MUSIAD’s upcoming International Fair and International Business Forum Congress, between November 26-30 in Istanbul.671 CAIR announced this visit through its website and social media accounts, “the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR), the nation’s largest Muslim civil rights and advocacy organization, recently hosted a delegation of Turkish business leaders at its Washington, D.C., headquarters.”

CAIR National Executive Director Nihad Awad hosted the Turkish delegation and stated: “We welcome the invitation for American Muslims to strengthen business ties with Turkey and to share our nation’s economic potential with a strategic partner in the region and worldwide.”672 CAIR also indicated in its statement that the “events would be held in conjunction with a meeting of the Standing Committee for Economic and Commercial Cooperation of the Organization of the Islamic Cooperation (COMCEC), the main multilateral economic and commercial cooperation platform of the Islamic world.”673

Mr. Awad worked with the Turkish Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu directly to craft a 10-year action plan for the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC). OIC is considered the 2nd largest intergovernmental organization after the UN with 57 member states and credibility as the voice of the Muslim world.674
In November 2014, Turkey officially hosted the “First Latin American Muslim Leaders Religious Summit,” including 76 religious leaders from more than 40 countries in Istanbul. The summit was financed and hosted by the Turkish Department of Religious Affairs (Diyanet) with the working title of “Building Our Tradition and Future.”

Muslim representatives from Argentina, Brazil, Cuba, Venezuela, Peru, and Colombia attended and discussed issues regarding the Muslim minorities in South America. Mr. Awad was also invited to represent CAIR, and he addressed the summit as the Executive Director of CAIR.

As CAIR’s Turkish connection started to become stronger, and the interactions between the two increased, CAIR decided to present its Humanitarian Award to the Republic of Turkey in 2015. The award was presented to the Turkish Ambassador to the U.S. Serdar Kilic during an annual ceremony on October 17, 2015. The Turkish Ambassador speaking to accept the award thanked CAIR “for its efforts to stand in solidarity with Muslims throughout its 21 years of existence,” and added that “the brotherly feelings of CAIR for Turkey and its people made the award much more valuable.”

Mr. Awad was invited to a private dinner by the Turkish Minister of Defense, Ismet Yilmaz, at Ambassador Serdar Kilic’s residence along with Oussama Jammal, the Secretary-General of USCMO, and the executive director of the Islamic Circle of North American (ICNA), Naim Baig, on February 20, 2015. Mr. Awad, according to the Turkish Daily Yurt, addressed the guests during the dinner: “Fethullah Gulen and his group are more dangerous than the terrorist group Islamic State,” and he also praised Erdogan very highly due to his actions after the coup attempt. Mr. Awad continued to his speech by claiming that “Erdogan is the only world leader that supports and advocates for the American Muslims at the highest level possible when compared to the other leaders.” The report also stated that U.S. Muslim leaders who were present at the dinner have decided to start to lobby against the Gulen Movement in the U.S. in the coming days. The Turkish Minister of Defense, Ismet Yilmaz, was also reported to say that he was extremely pleased with the support and cooperation of the American Muslim communities for the Turkish Government.

In support of the Turkish Government, CAIR, publicly issued a statement to “call for proper study of 1915 events, denying genocide claims along with the USCMO stating that they are “aware of the painful history of over 30 nations fighting for over 4 years and the loss of over 37 million lives in World War I, including those of the Armenians.”

Turkish media and CAIR relationships also improved during this period. For example, the government TV station TRT (Turkish Radio and Television) and AA (Anadolu News Agency) started to invite Mr. Awad to appear on its programs. They often cited him or CAIR. On December 8, 2015, Mr. Awad talked about a then-U.S. presidential candidate’s proposed Muslim ban on TRT WORLD.

Additionally, media groups, including the Turkuvaz Media owned by the Erdogan family and other Turkish media outlets under the influence of Erdogan have started to cover CAIR activities in an increasing phase.
CAIR and its executive director Mr. Awad have continuously been supporting official Turkish venues in the U.S. For example, the Turkish American Community Center (TACC), after its initial establishment in Maryland launched its inaugural exhibit, labeled as “Dervishes and Their Belongings,” on September 21, 2015. Many members of Muslim communities, diplomats, and Turkish people were invited to the opening reception. Mr. Awad, representing CAIR, took his place by Tugay Tunçer, the deputy chief of mission at the Turkish Embassy, during the opening remarks and later addressed the attendees. The event was also publicized by the Diyanet Center America over different social media as Mr. Awad spoke.

On April 3, 2016, CAIR hosted Dr. Mehmet Görmez, the President of Religious Affairs in Turkey, who was in the U.S. for the inauguration of the Diyanet Center in Maryland. Both Mr. Görmez and Mr. Awad spoke to the press and the people at CAIR headquarters. Mr. Görmez expressed the importance of CAIR in the fight against Islamophobia in the world. Mr. Awad expressed his gratitude to Mr. Görmez and congratulated the Head of the Turkish Religious Affairs by giving him a plaque. He also added that the new Diyanet Center and Mosque in Maryland would serve as a cultural and civilization center, particularly at times of increasing Islamophobia. Mr. Awad stated that Turkey had become a “hope” not only for the Muslims but all humanity. He added that “I am from Palestine and Turkey has a special place for the Palestinians and all the Muslims. We are thankful for Turkey’s assistance. I know that my Egyptian and Syrian friends feel the same way, this feeling is commonly shared among the ‘Ummah.’” CAIR has posted a video of Mr. Görmez’s visit and interactions at its headquarters.
CAIR has also become an important tool to announce and advertise Erdogan’s U.S. programs and agendas. For example, immediately after Muhammad Ali’s death, as Erdogan announced that he would go to his funeral, CAIR’s main twitter handle @CAIRNational tweeted that the Turkish President Erdogan would attend the funeral.688

Meanwhile, CAIR has started to become one of the main ways in the U.S. to reach out to other Muslim communities and organizations. For example, on April 3, 2016, CAIR invited members of the Georgetown University Muslim Students Association to a Q&A session with President Erdogan at the TURKEN foundation.689

One of the most important positions CAIR and Mr. Awad assumed was the promotion of the opening ceremony of the Turkish Cultural Center, the Diyanet Mosque, in Lanham, Maryland. The Diyanet Center of America was funded by the Diyanet. It was inaugurated on April 2, 2016, by President Erdogan.690 Mr. Awad was actively involved with the opening ceremony and publicizing the event. He also met with Erdogan during the opening ceremony. As the Diyanet Mosque was opened, it became an attraction for American Muslims, and the USCMO and CAIR like organizations and their representatives actively promoted the mosque and participated in the activities related to the center.
On 15 July 2016, a coup d’état was attempted in Turkey against the incumbent government and President Erdogan. The coup carried out by a faction within the Turkish armed forces under the name of the Peace at Home Council. However, the coup failed to confiscate the state institutions and was eventually countered by the Turkish people and Erdogan. As the coup started around 7:30 pm, Mr. Awad immediately began to tweet against the coup, while many in the world were trying to understand at the very early stages of the coup. Mr. Awad wrote through his Twitter account: “Any coup in Turkey is a blatant coup against democracy and the will of the Turkish people. Praying for Turkey,” and he continued, “the US government should denounce the coup attempt in Turkey and demand the Turkish army to stand down in support of democracy.” Eventually, he organized a rally to support President Erdogan by announcing that “there will be a rally in DC tonight at 7:30 in front of the White House to denounce the Coup attempt in #Turkey. Please share and join.” The event was also posted on CAIR social media accounts. All these activities happened so fast, and moments later the coup attempt was on the news media, even before the U.S. Turkish organizations in line with President Erdogan in the U.S. had the opportunity to say or post any comments in solidarity with what was going on in Turkey.
CAIR’s chapter director, tweeted “I will always support democracy over military coups. #Turkey” Three days later, she also posted, “Do you think the US would exercise restraint against coup organizers against itself?” She continued to post in support of Erdogan’s purges and arrests in Turkey by asking “Would the US or Europe do any different?” in her tweet by sharing a Reuters article on the mass purges and arrests of people in Turkey. At this point, several CAIR members including Nihad Awad, CAIR-LA Director Hussam Ayloush, and many others started social media campaigns to support Erdogan.

Two weeks after the coup attempt, Mr. Awad traveled to Turkey. He posted a tweet, “Now in Turkey, Taksim Square. People are out at weeknight guarding democracy. Supporting rule of law” on August 1, 2016, from Istanbul, Turkey. He also posted a picture from the Bosphorus Bridge in Istanbul citing “In Istanbul. Here over Martyrs Bridge where the army surrendered to the will of the people.” Again, a day later, on August 2, 2016, Mr. Awad tweeted, “In support of Turkey’s democracy and economy, I urge people around the world to visit #Turkey. Please share this hashtag #VisitTurkeyNow.”
Mr. Awad met with President Erdogan, who was in New York to attend the 71st session of the UN General Assembly, along with some other representatives of Muslim communities in the U.S. After meeting with Erdogan, Mr. Awad talked to the Turkish press to evaluate the meeting with the Turkish President. The newspaper Yeni Safak, owned by Erdogan’s family, published an interview with Mr. Awad titled “Erdogan is the leader of the Islamic World and the Ummah” on September 23, 2016. In this interview, Mr. Awad claimed that “Erdogan is not only the President of Turkey but also the leader of the Islamic World and the Ummah.” Mr. Awad also praised the Turkish people in their efforts to counter the military coup attempt. He added that in his address to Erdogan during the meeting, he expressed his support to the Turkish people and democracy.

Similarly, Mr. Awad, when he was interviewed by the Turkish Daily Sabah on December 11, 2014, claimed that “the American Muslims admire Erdogan.” According to the interview, Mr. Awad said that “Turkey has been a model for the Islamic World and all Muslims, including the American Muslims, hold high esteem for Turkey and President Erdogan.” Mr. Awad also praised Turkish people and the Turkish Government in their efforts to support the Arab Spring movements and the support they have been providing to the people who are being oppressed in the region.

In September 2016, a Turkish Parliamentary delegation has arrived to Washington DC “to exchange ideas with American-based NGOs and meet with media representatives as well as members of the U.S. Congress to discuss the extradition of Fetullah Gulen and strengthen the friendship between Turkey and the U.S.” According to the Daily Sabah, owned by Erdogan’s family, a delegation led by AK Party Deputy Chairman for Foreign Relations Mehdi Eker, included Turkish-American Inter-Parliamentary Friendship Group chair Ali Sarikaya, Turkey-EU Parliament Commission co-Chair Ahmet Berat Conkar and parliament member Ravza Kavakci Kan (whose father Yusuf Ziya Kavakci is a Texas-based imam and a member of CAIR and whose older sister Merve Kavakci is the Turkish Ambassador to Malaysia and a member of CAIR.)
According to Daily Sabah, the delegation visited “the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR), the biggest Muslim NGO in the U.S., and talked to CAIR President Nihad Awad.” Serdar Kilic, the Turkish Ambassador to Washington, was also present at the meeting. It was reported that the Turkish delegation discussed the role of Mr. Gulen in the coup attempt and his extradition process.73

On June 8, 2017, Ambassador Kilic hosted an iftar dinner at the Diyanet Center of America in Maryland. Mr. Awad was invited along with officials from Pakistan, Yemen, Tunisia, Palestine, Afghanistan, Somalia, and Kazakhstan.74

Similarly, Turkish Independent Industrialists’ and Businessmen’s Association USA (MUSIAD-USA) hosted an iftar dinner on June 13, 2017. Mr. Awad, as the executive director of CAIR, was invited to this dinner along with the Turkish Ambassador Serdar Kilic. Ambassador Kilic and Mr. Awad sat side-by-side at this iftar dinner at the main table with the representatives of MUSIAD-USA, a clear sign of being a highly esteemed guest.75

President of Religious Affairs of Turkey Professor Ali Erbas and his President Selim Argun visited the U.S. for official interactions between January 9 and January 14, 2018. During his visit, Professor Erbas accepted the CAIR Executive Director, Mr. Awad, at the Diyanet Center of America in Maryland.76

The meeting was publicized via Diyanet social media accounts.77 During the meeting, Mr. Awad expressed his pleasure at President Erbas’s visit and added that American Muslims are very excited about the success stories of Turkey. Mr. Awad also stated his desire as the executive director of the CAIR to work with Diyanet of Turkey closely, particularly in the areas of culture and science.78

Other CAIR associates have also started to frequent the Diyanet Center of America (DCA) programs. For example, Dr. Zainab Chaudry, CAIR Maryland Outreach Manager, gave a speech on June 10, 2016, titled “Real talk on Islamophobia: Impact and Implications in 2016 Elections” at the DCA Cultural Center Auditorium.

Similarly, on February 18, 2017, the Diyanet Center of America (DCA) hosted a panel titled “Muslim Immigration Ban: Know Your Rights” featured Zainab Chaudry of CAIR and Naima Said of AILA.
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The meeting was publicized via Diyanet social media accounts.77 During the meeting, Mr. Awad expressed his pleasure at President Erbas’s visit and added that American Muslims are very excited about the success stories of Turkey. Mr. Awad also stated his desire as the executive director of the CAIR to work with Diyanet of Turkey closely, particularly in the areas of culture and science.78

Other CAIR associates have also started to frequent the Diyanet Center of America (DCA) programs. For example, Dr. Zainab Chaudry, CAIR Maryland Outreach Manager, gave a speech on June 10, 2016, titled “Real talk on Islamophobia: Impact and Implications in 2016 Elections” at the DCA Cultural Center Auditorium.

Similarly, on February 18, 2017, the Diyanet Center of America (DCA) hosted a panel titled “Muslim Immigration Ban: Know Your Rights” featured Zainab Chaudry of CAIR and Naima Said of AILA.
President Erdogan attended an iftar dinner while he was in Louisville, Kentucky on June 9, 2016, for the funeral of Muhammed Ali at Ahiska Turks Community Center of Kentucky in the U.S. During the dinner, Erdogan was accompanied by the Head of Turkish Religious Authority, the Diyanet and Nihad Awad (CAIR) and Oussama Jamal (USCMO), who sat just across from Erdogan at the V.I.P table (as the guests of honor according to Turkish custom), Islamic Circle of North American (ICNA) Executive Director Naim Beig and Islamic Society of North America (ISNA) President Azhar Azeez. The program and pictures of the iftar dinner were later posted via the Turkish Chicago Consulate.
ICNA describes itself as an Islamic North American grassroots umbrella organization that was established on September 1, 1968, as a response to the “growing need for a supportive Muslim community in North America.” ICNA was initially established as an offshoot of the Muslim Students Association (MSA) and founded by Indian immigrants from South Asia. ICNA describes its main objective as “an Islamic Jama’ah, an organization struggling towards Iqamat-ad-Deen” in Northern America (Da’wa activity: establishment of the Islamic system of life). ICNA headquarters are in Jamaica, New York. Javaid Siddiqi was elected as the new President of ICNA on January 1, 2017, succeeding Naeem Baig, who served as the President ICNA between 2013-2016.

ICNA has, over the years, promoted or associated itself with several extremist organizations. In October 1997, ICNA featured an interview by Jamadi Al-Awad in it’s the Message magazine titled “Islam Behind Bars,” promoting the Supreme Commander of Hizb-ul-Mujahideen, Syed Salahuddin Ahmed, the Kashmir Chairman of United Jihad Council. Syed Salahuddin was designated as a Specially Designated Global Terrorist by the US Department of State on June 26, 2017, described as the senior leader of the militant group Hizb-ul Mujahideen (HM) responsible for several attacks, including the April 2014 bombing in the state of Jammu and Kashmir, which injured 17 people. ICNA had also openly honored and promoted the Muslim Brotherhood and Jamaat-e Islami as the “Great Movements of the 20th Century” through its website and “the Message” journal.

In November 2009, five young American Muslim men who had ties to ICNA’s Virginia Mosque were arrested in Pakistan, allegedly seeking to join Jaish-e-Muhammad, a Pakistani militant group banned in that country. ICNA and families denied any ties to Jaish-e-Muhammad or any extremism, and the FBI was tipped off by the family members after their children went missing. ICNA is among the founding members of the United States Council of Muslim Organizations (USCMO), one of the main organizations that actively works with Erdogan in the U.S. In August 2014, a USCMO delegation led by Secretary-General Oussama Jammal with Naeem Baig (the President of ICNA and a founding member of USCMO) and Osama Abu-Irshaid (National Director of American Muslims for Palestine, AMP, a founding member of USCMO) went to Turkey to meet with President Erdogan and other AK Party leaders in Ankara.

Several ICNA representatives including the Secretary-General of ICNA Muhammad Tariq Rahman, Moviz Asad Siddiqi of ICNA Relief and Zahid Bukhari along with the Secretary-General of the US Council of Muslim Organizations, USCMO, Oussama Jammal, Director of CAIR Nihad Awad, Executive Director of Muslim Legal Fund of America Khalil (Eric) Meek and National Director of ISNA Sayyid Syeed were hosted for a meeting and dinner by the President Recep Tayyip Erdogan with a large delegation from Turkey in New York on September 23, 2016.
ICNA announced the meeting and dinner with President Erdogan through its Facebook account with the picture above and the following remarks: “ICNA was invited at a dinner hosted by President Recep Tayyip Erdogan of Turkey in New York during his visit for the U.N. General Assembly. Below he is with Executive Director of ICNA Council for Social Justice Dr. Zahid Bukhari.”

According to a September 15, 2017, ICNA press release, ICNA members, along with the US Council of Muslim Organizations (USCMO) visited the Turkish Embassy and the Ambassador Serdar Kilic to express their “gratitude to the Turkish people in standing up for the Rohingya” (Persecuted Burmese Muslims). The delegation said that they “want the Turkish people to know that American Muslims have taken note of their president’s witness on behalf of the Rohingya, that we seek to cooperate in upholding the Rohingya’s human rights and in helping them recover their lives, rights, and future. Whatever their religion, it is for the greater good of all.”

ICNA is the founding partner of the annual MAS-ICNA conventions, which is described as the “largest and most diverse Islamic conventions in North America” by its founders. The same report notes a heavy Turkish presence at the MAS-ICNA conferences and the support and backing the Turkish Government provides to MAS-ICNA, including the hosting of Erdogan’s daughter, Sumeyye Erdogan Bayraktar, as the keynote speaker at the 15th MAS-ICNA convention on December 26, 2016.
ICNA was among the signatories of the US Council of Muslim Organizations (USCMO) Statement on 1915 Turkish-Armenian Events on April 19, 2015, based on the ICNA web announcement on the same date expressing support for Turkey by declaring “as Americans, we are concerned about alienating a key ally, Turkey, through one-sided declarations that political and religious leaders have made on this subject. Muslim Americans expect our leaders to act accordingly to ensure that American-Turkish strategic relations are not damaged by a one-sided interpretation of the 1915 events.”

ICNA was also among the American Muslim organizations to support President Erdogan during the coup in 2016. ICNA, immediately after the coup attempt, released a press release titled “ICNA commends Turks for standing up to the coup.” The ICNA statement said that “ICNA highly commends the Turkish people for standing up for democracy and it was heartwarming to see that in response to the appeal of their elected president, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, thousands of Turkish citizens came out on the streets in the middle of the night against the military tanks.” The press release also included the speech of ICNA President, Naeem Baig, in front of the White House, where he said, “Our government should avoid repeating the mistake we made in 2013 when we failed to take a principled stand against the brutal military coup in Egypt and silently witnessed the overthrowing of a democratically elected government of President Morsi.” Mr. Baig also demanded that “President Obama should take an unambiguous position in support of the Turkish democracy.”
International Institute of Islamic Thought (IIIT) was established in the United States in 1981 as a non-profit, academic, educational, and cultural institution based in Herndon, Virginia. IIIT has branches and affiliates worldwide, including in France, Egypt, Jordan, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Bosnia, Lebanon, Indonesia, Morocco, Nigeria, India, Bangladesh, Brunei, and the United Kingdom. IIIT also runs a school, the Fairfax Institute (TFI), connecting IIIT’s “global networks of scholars and ideas to the community” by providing scholarships for practical courses and training programs to promote enhancement of spiritual and religious understanding.

The IIIT was originally founded in Lugano, Switzerland, in 1977 during an international conference of major Muslim Brotherhood figures, including Yusuf Al Qaradawi. Muslim Brotherhood leading figure and one of the chief spiritual leaders. The conference was planned and supported by the Association of Muslim Social Scientists (AMSS), an extension of the Muslim Student's Association (MSA National) based in the U.S. and Canada, which is the first Muslim Brotherhood organization in the United States.

All five IIIT founders and the first members of the board, Dr. Taha Jabir Al-Alwani, Dr. Jamal al-Barzinji, Ismail Raji Al-Faruqi, Abdul Hamid Abu-Sulayman, and Anwar Ibrahim, had connections with the MSA (the Muslim Students' Association), AMSS the Association of Muslim Social Scientists (AMSS), and the World Assembly of Muslim Youth (WAMY). Also, a U.S. government exhibit (exhibit # 003-0085) from the US v. Holy Land Foundation trial confirmed that the International Institute of Islamic Thought was one of the Muslim Brotherhood organizations.

The sister organization of the IIIT, the Association of Muslim Social Scientists (AMSS) in the United Kingdom, awarded to Prime Minister Erdogan its 2006 Building Bridges award along with the Prime Minister of Spain, J.L. Rodriquez Zapatero, at the 1st Alliance of Civilizations Forum in Madrid on 15th January 2008 for their “distinguished efforts to unify communities separated by race, culture and religion, for promoting a climate of respect, and peaceful co-existence through launching the Alliance of Civilizations project.”

On September 22, 2008, Turkish President Abdullah Gul invited IIIT representatives to New York for a courtesy visit while he was attending the UN General Assembly meeting. Vice President of the IIIT, Dr. Jamal Barzinji, Director Dr. Hisham Altalib, and the President of SMG (Sterling Management Group), Dr. Yaqub Mirza, met with President Gul in New York at his hotel.

On February 3, 2009, seven Turkish Imams met with leaders of American Muslim organizations and the members of Interfaith communities in the Washington D.C. area. Dr. Abubaker al Shingeiti, Regional Director of IIIT, met with the Turkish Imams and briefed them on IIIT, its mission, history, research, publication, and its support for interfaith activities.
On November 11, 2009, Al Hiwar Center organized a panel titled “The New Turkish Policy Toward the Middle East: Temporary Change or Reviving History?” on Turkey’s new policy toward the Middle East at its offices in Vienna, Virginia. The panel was led by Dr. Jamal Barzinji, Vice President of IIIT and Professor Cemil Aydin, IIIT Professor of Islamic Studies and Associate Professor of History at George Mason University. The discussion focused on the “continuities and changes in Turkish foreign policy in general and toward the Arab world in particular, its emphasis on the interests of the Turkish people, and the successes of the new policy in the economic field, politically and socially.” Similarly, in 2009, the 2009 Lifetime Achievement Award of the Association of Muslim Social Scientists (AMSS) in the United Kingdom was presented by Ibrahim Kalin, who was the Chief Advisor to the Prime Minister of Turkey Recep Tayyip Erdogan then.

IIIT held a panel on the “Struggle for Democracy in Egypt” on January 31, 2014. Prof. Emad Shahin, Professor of Public Policy at the American University in Cairo, gave a lecture on the state of different Islamic movements in Egypt, with special focus and emphasis on the Muslim Brothers. She argued that “for the Muslim Brotherhood, most influential was the Turkish model – pluralist, somewhat democratic, and neoliberal in terms of economy.”

The President of Religious Affairs of Turkey, Prof. Ali Erbas, along with his wife Seher Erbas, and Vice President of Religious Affairs of Turkey Assoc. Prof. Selim Argun visited the U.S. and Diyanet Center of America in January 2018. Mr. Erbas was hosted by the IIIT on January 12 while he was in Washington, D.C. The Turkish delegation met with the President of IIIT, Dr. Hisham al-Talib, and Dr. Ermin Sinanovic, the director of the International Institute of Islamic Thought.

On March 30, 2016, the Turkish President of Religious Affairs (Diyanet), Dr. Mehmet Gormez, visited IIIT to pay his tribute to the late Dr. Taha Jabir Al-Alwani. The Vice President of IIIT, Dr. Hisham Altalib, hosted the delegation at IIIT headquarters along with Dr. Zainab Al-Alwani and Dr. Ahmad Taha Al-Alwani and exchanged gifts with the Turkish delegation.
The IIIT and the Diyanet Center in America (DCA) have become closer to each other, particularly with the increased activities of the DCA. Both institutions started to invite each other to all their programs and promote their respective programs through their social media, apart from the activities of the IIIT held in Turkey. For example, IIIT shared an event via its Twitter feed and asked its followers to attend the International Conference on the Muslim Ummah in which Turkish President’s Senior Advisor and Spokesman Ibrahim Kalin was a speaker.

The Diyanet Center included the Twitter handle of IIIT, @IIITFriends, in its Jum’a Mubarak! Tweets and invited IIIT associates to give Friday sermons at the DCA Mosque in Maryland, including Ermin Sinanovic, the Director of Research and Academic Programs at the International Institute of Islamic Thought (IIIT) and the Director of The Fairfax Institute.772

Correspondingly, when the Diyanet Islamic Research Institute organized its first Graduate Student Colloquium on Middle Eastern & Islamic Studies on April 8th-9th, 2017, at the Diyanet Center of America in Maryland, Dr. Ermin Sinanovic of the International Institute of Islamic Thought (IIIT) was invited to chair a panel titled “The Changing Dynamics of Coexistence.”773
On Friday, July 14, 2017, Turkish Ibn Haldun University opened its American division on the campus of the Diyanet Center of America in Lanham, Maryland. Ibn Haldun University was established in 2015 as a private university focusing on social sciences by the foundation of the Turkish Youth and Education Service Foundation (TURGEV). TURGEV was initially established by Erdogan when he was the mayor of Istanbul as Istanbul Youth and Education Service Foundation (ISEGEV) and changed its name to TURGEV in 2012 to provide services all over Turkey by broadening its focus. TURGEV is led by Erdogan’s family members including his daughter Esra Albayrak. The U.S. branch at the DCA was opened by the President of Ibn Haldun University, Dr. Recep Senturk along with the President of DCA, Dr. Yasar Colak, Executive Director of the International Institute of Islamic Thought (IIIT), Dr. Abubaker Al-Shingieti, and the Research Director at IIIT, Dr. Ermin Sinanovic. Dr. Senturk explained the purpose of the Ibn Haldun University as “to lead countries exploited and oppressed by the Western world in the process of regaining their intellectual independence. For instance, today, Turkey tries to break its chains and gain its political, economic and technological independence. Turkey is managing this by staying all by itself without any outside support. It produces its goods and even exports them. When it comes to ideas, however, the country still imports all the theories from the outside world defined as intellectual dependence. Calling on Turkey to export ideas to the whole world, Dr. Şenturk highlighted that “the Ibn Haldun University aims to fill such a gap.” The ribbon-cutting ceremony was officiated by Dr. Senturk, the President of Ibn Haldun University, Dr. Colak, the President of the Diyanet Center of America and Dr. Al-Shingieti, the Executive Director of IIIT. Later on, a delegation from Ibn Haldun University visited the IIIT Headquarters and met with the Executive Director and other officials on January 26, 2018.

On January 24, 2017, the Diyanet Center of America (DCA) signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the International Institute of Islamic Thought (IIIT). The MoU was designed to “enhance, enrich, and broaden the academic and educational works and projects carried out by both organizations” based on the press release of the IIIT. The MoU was signed by Dr. Abubaker Al-Shingieti, Executive Director of IIIT, and Dr. Yasar Colak, President of DCA.
On March 18, 2017, Ermin Sinanovic, Director of IIIT Research and Academic Programs, hosted a group of Imams and female chaplains from the Diyanet Center of America (DCA) who serve the Turkish-American and broader Muslim communities in the United States in more than twenty-five Diyanet centers and mosques. The visiting imams and chaplains were briefed about the IIIT history and work focusing on the education and professional development of imams and Muslim chaplains along with the Graduate Certificate in Imam, and Muslim Community Leadership (GCIMCL) IIIT leads in cooperation with Hartford Seminary in Hartford, CT.

IIIT started to translate its books to Turkish including Cultural Atlas of Islam by Ismail al Faruqi and Lois Lamya al Faruqi as “Islam Kultur Atlası,” Sunnan al Qur’an by Muhammed Heyshur as “Kur’an Yasalari,” Maqasid Al-Shariah as Philosophy of Islamic Law by Jasser Auda as “Islam Hukuk Felsefesi,” Apostasy in Islam: A Historical & Scriptural Analysis by Taha Jabir Al-Alwani as “Irtidat,” Inviting to Islam: Ethics of Engagement by Hisham Altalib, Al Tawhid by Ismail Raji Al Faruqi as “Tevhid”  and several other titles. Also, the Turkish IIIT affiliate IIIT- MAHYA translated six IIIT titles into Turkish including Crisis in the Muslim Mind by AbdulHamid AbuSulayman, The Muslim Contribution to the Renaissance by Ahmed Essa, The Quranic Worldview by AbdulHamid AbuSulayman, Where East Meets West by Mona Abul Fadl, Contemplation: An Islamic Psychospiritual Study by Malik Badri and Epistemological Bias in the Physical and Social Sciences by Abdelwahab Elmessiri as early as 2013.

In March 2016, IIIT presented and displayed its Turkish titles Istanbul Book Fair. IIIT started to its Turkish education programs in 2014. The first IIIT school took place on 6-20 September 2014 in Istanbul as IIIT Istanbul Summer School 2014. The School was advertised “for Turkish and Central Asian graduate students majoring in Islamic studies, humanities and the social sciences with speakers including Turkish academics as well as scholars from across the world.” IIIT has continued its Turkish programs since 2014.

In 2016, IIIT held another training program in Turkey in coordination with MAHYA, a Turkish institution (part of Mahya publication), on Twitter as IIIT- MAHYA Türkiye through its affiliate the Fairfax Institute. IIIT- MAHYA provided training and seminars in Turkey and hosted both Turkish and other scholars representing the IIIT for its training activities. The program was advertised to be “designed for graduate students from Turkey and neighboring countries who are majoring in Islamic studies, humanities or the social sciences and who are interested in developing their knowledge and expertise.”

IIIT had two winter training programs in 2018 so far in cooperation with the Turkish MAHYA Institute and Istanbul 29 Mayis University.
IIIT has also started to accept an increased number of Turkish students. For example, in 2017, four out of eighteen students were from Turkey. Also, IIIT scholars started to have more presence at Turkish conferences and panels. IIIT Europe Executive Director, Dr. Anas Al-Shaikh-Ali, attended the International Silk Road Congress and 10th Ankara Centre for Thought and Research (ACTR) Conference in Istanbul on 27-29th October 2013 organized by the Presidency of the Republic of Turkey, Ankara Centre for Thought and Research (ADAM), Yildirim Beyazit University, Istanbul Commercial University, and Istanbul Medeniyet University. Dr. Al-Shaikh-Ali’s presentations included “Rethinking Education: Multicultural Education, Peace Building and Sustained Cooperation along the Silk Road and Beyond.”

IIIT also started to have more presence in Turkey with its organizations and ceremonies. For example, on March 7, 2014, IIIT held its Presents Emeritus Awards ceremony in Istanbul to present its Emeritus Awards to four of its distinguished members to celebrate the outstanding lifetime contributions of each member in his own field including Dr. Jamal Barzinji, Dr. Taha Al Alwani, Dr. Hisham Altalib, and Dr. Ahmad Totonji. Similarly, IIIT organized a conference with Istanbul University in Istanbul in 2016 on the State of Education in Muslim Societies.

In 2014, the Fairfax Institute, School of the International Institute of Islamic Thought (IIIT), held a course composed of three classes titled “From Ataturk to Erdogan: The Transformation of Turkey” taught by Dr. Mustafa Gökçek who was an IIIT Resident Fellow and Associate Professor of History at Niagara University. On April 29, 2017, IIIT-UK and KURAMER (Qur’anic Research Center at Istanbul 29 May University) organized a symposium with participants including the last four presidents of Diyanet (Turkey’s Religious Affairs Directorate) including Prof. Mehmet Gormez, incumbent director of Diyanet, along with several other Islamic scholars.
Muslim Legal Fund of America describes itself as “a charity that funds legal work and programs to defend Muslims against injustice in American courtrooms, prisons, and communities.” The MLFA has close relationships with the Muslim Brotherhood and HAMAS establishments in the U.S. Both the MLFA and the Executive Director of Muslim Legal Fund of America (MLFA), Khalil Meek, were among the founding members of the United States Council of Muslim Organizations (USCMO) in 2014.

MLFA has never been shy of its support to HAMAS or MB related organizations cases. For example, the MLFA lists the Holy Land Foundation Five case among its current cases, in which five suspects, the leaders of the Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development, were convicted for their support to HAMAS, including support of terrorism, money laundering, and tax fraud. Similarly, the MLFA backed and supported Aafia Siddiqui openly, the so-called “Lady al-Qaeda” and “the World’s Most Wanted Woman” on the FBI’s most-wanted terrorist list before she was captured. She had been linked to the 9/11 ringleader Khalid Sheikh Mohammed.

Siddiqui was sentenced to 86 years in prison by a federal judge for the attempted murder and assault of U.S. nationals and U.S. officers in Afghanistan and planning a “mass casualty attack” in New York against the Empire State Building and other locations. Yet, the MLFA issued a statement proclaiming the innocence of Siddiqui and claiming that she was illegally kidnapped.

The MLFA and Mr. Meek has also been supporting Turkish President Erdogan and his supporters’ activities in the U.S. For example, Mr. Meek met with Erdogan along with other representatives of the Muslim community in the U.S. after the 71st session of the UN General Assembly on September 20, 2016, in a meeting organized by USCMO in New York. Mr. Meek and the MLFA has also established close connections with the Diyanet Center in Maryland. On March 18, 2017, Mr. Meek was part of a meeting to establish and analyze the Diyanet Center of America’s management policy and its legal infrastructure. The MLFA also kept series of events at the DCA including the Muslim Nonprofit Leadership Conference on “practical information about laws impacting mosques and other Muslim nonprofit organizations as well as the imams, board members, staff and attorneys who serve them” on May 13, 2017, where Mr. Meek and other speakers addressed the attendees at the DCA. Similarly, the MLFA hosted an iftar dinner at the DCA featuring Sheikh Muhammad Jebril from Egypt on June 4, 2017. Recently, on December 15, 2018, the MLFA held a special event at the DCA featuring former NBA superstar Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf.
**MUSLIM AMERICAN SOCIETY (MAS)**

The Muslim American Society (MAS) describes itself as “a dynamic charitable, religious, social, cultural, and educational, non-profit organization” established in 1993. MAS has over 50 chapters in the U.S., according to its website. MAS states its mission as “to move people to strive for God-consciousness, liberty, and justice, and to convey Islam with utmost clarity.”

Mukhtar Hadi Kabuka is the current Chairman of MAS, and Mazen Mokhtar is the Executive Director of the MAS National Executive Council.

Former secretary-general of MAS, Shaker Elsayed, stated in a 2004 speech that MAS was founded by the members of the Muslim Brotherhood: “Ikhwan [Brotherhood] members founded MAS, but MAS went way beyond that point of conception.”

Former U.S. Muslim Brotherhood member Mustafa Saied told the story of how the MAS was established through a gathering of 40 Muslim Brotherhood members at a Days Inn on the Alabama-Tennessee border and eventually voting to call themselves “the Muslim American Society, or MAS, according to documents and interviews.”

Mohamad Adam El-Sheikh was also among the founders of the MAS. El-Sheikh is known for his remarks approving suicide bombings in 2004 when, in speaking of Palestinian suicide bombers, he said “if certain Muslims are to be cornered where they cannot defend themselves, except through these kinds of means, and their local religious leaders issued fatwas to permit that, then it becomes accepted as an exceptional rule, but should not be taken as a principle.”

El-Sheikh was also an imam for the Islamic Society of Baltimore and a regional director for the Islamic American Relief Agency (IARA), which was later on shut down by the U.S. Department of the Treasury in 2004 due to IARA’s ties and support to Usama bin Laden (UBL), al Qaida and the Taliban.

MAS’s connections to the Muslim Brotherhood and HAMAS were also confirmed through the Holy Land Foundation (HLF) trials. Lara Burns, an FBI agent worked on the HLF case, testified that a phonebook found at the home of Ismail Elbarrasse, who is an unindicted co-conspirator and former assistant to HAMAS leader Musa Abu Marzook “listed the names and numbers of the Muslim Brotherhood leadership in the United States.” In fact, “on the first page of the phonebook under the title ‘Members of the Board of Directors,’ there were fifteen names, including Ahmad Elkadi, Jamal Badawi, and Omar Soubani, who were among the founding members of the Muslim American Society (MAS).”

Finally, Dr. Matthew Levitt of the Washington Institute for Near East Policy stated during his expert testimony on the Holy Land Foundation that “MAS is the representative of the Muslim Brotherhood in the United States.” This representation was also confirmed by the Chicago Tribune article that based on the vote of 40 members of the Muslim Brotherhood in 2004 at a Days Inn, “it was decided that Brotherhood members would call themselves the Muslim American Society, or MAS.”
MAS was among the founding members of the United States Council of Muslim Organizations (USCMO) in 2014, along with many other U.S. based Islamic organizations with close ties to Turkey and the Turkish President.\(^8\)\(^3\)\(^1\) MAS is also the co-organizer of annual MAS-ICNA Conventions with the Islamic Circle of North America (ICNA).\(^8\)\(^3\)\(^2\) MAS board member Ayman Hammous\(^8\)\(^3\)\(^3\) and MAS National Executive Council marketing and communications director Lana Safah\(^8\)\(^3\)\(^4\) met with Erdogan along with other representatives of the Muslim community in the U.S. in New York, on September 20, 2016, after the 71st session of the UN General Assembly.\(^8\)\(^3\)\(^5\)

Ahmed Shehata, who worked for the Islamic Relief and the Muslim American Society,\(^8\)\(^3\)\(^6\) was among the organizers\(^8\)\(^3\)\(^7\) of the Turkish American National Steering Committee (TASC) event in New York City with Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on September 21, 2017. Mr. Shehata posted the flyer of the event and invited his followers via his social media accounts by posting, “please join us welcoming Recep Tayyip Erdogan in NY.”\(^8\)\(^3\)\(^8\)

Turkish Consulate in Chicago tweeted about the inauguration of the Diyanet Center of America by including the MAS in the post, “Pres Erdoğan opened Diyanet Center of America DC @DiyanetAmerica @mas_national @CAIRNational @ZakatUS @icna @ISNAHQ”\(^8\)\(^4\)\(^1\)

In 2017, the Diyanet Center of America published a report titled “Islam and Muslims in the United States” sponsored by the Turkish Government under the coordination of Dr. Yasar Celik, the Turkish Counselor of Religion and Social Services in Washington D.C. The report also provided insights from different Muslim American institutions, including MSA, ISNA, ICNA, and MAS. MAS’s connections to the Muslim Brotherhood was discussed in the report. As a conclusion, the report praised the MAS and its activities as an essential tool for the American Muslims in the education of their youth and the teachings of the Qur’an.\(^8\)\(^4\)\(^2\)
On April 14, 2017, the Diyanet Center of America organized a panel titled “Establishing a Mosque in America: Charting a Meaningful Future” during the 42nd Annual ICNA-MAS Convention in Baltimore, Maryland. Similarly, on March 15, 2018, the Turkish American National Steering Committee (TASC) and MAS New York organized a panel titled “Refugee Women in Turkey and the World” in New York. Turkish Minister of Family and Social Policies Dr. Betul Sayan Kaya was invited to the panel as the honorary speaker by the TASC and MAS. Minister Kaya tweeted the following after her remarks “during the panel “Refugee Women in Turkey and the World” organized by the Turkish American National Steering Committee, KADEM, and Muslim American Society; we gave information about our education and support programs for refugee women. #csw62 @ourtasc @kademorgtr @mas_nationalanel thanking the MAS and other organizers.”
The American Muslims for Palestine (AMP) is a Palestinian advocacy group founded in 2006 in Illinois. The group describes its objective on its website as “our sole purpose is to educate the American public and media about issues related to Palestine and its rich cultural and historical heritage” and claims to be “an independent, American organization and not affiliated with any foreign entities or organizations.”

Funding of the AMP is channeled through the “Americans for Justice in Palestine Educational Foundation (AJP).” Both the AMP and AJP are located at the same address, and the AJP appears to be not sponsoring any activities other than the AMP.

Hatem Bazian is the Chairman of the AMP National board, and Munjad Ahmad is the vice-chairman. Mr. Bazian is also AJP Educational Foundation’s principal officer and co-founder of Students for Justice in Palestine (SJP). AMP and its members have strong ties to both the HAMAS and Muslim Brotherhood infrastructures both in the U.S. and globally. For example, AMP was among the founding members of the United States Council of Muslim Organizations (USCMO) along with CAIR, ICNA, MAS, and MLFA. Additionally, AMP has taken a strong position to support HAMAS terrorist activities, including the justification and backing of HAMAS rockets aimed at Israeli civilians. For example, Associate Director of Outreach & Grassroots Organizing of AMP, Taher Herzallah, argued that “HAMAS’ rockets are effective even though they don’t kill anyone. HAMAS’ rockets are an oppressed people’s audible cry for help.”

Similarly, Osama Abu Irshaid, the National Policy Director of AMP, and Salah Sarsour, National Board member of AMP, were associated with the Holy Land Foundation (HLF) and had ties to HAMAS.

During the Holy Land Foundation investigation, Salah Sarsour’s involvement with HAMAS and fund-raising activities by the HLFRD, in Richardson, Texas on behalf of HAMAS was recorded as “raising money in the name of HLFRD that is actually for HAMAS.” AMP is among the founding members of USCMO, an umbrella group to serve as a representative voice for American Muslims with close ties to Turkey. In fact, on December 5, 2017, AMP held a press conference at the National Press Club in Washington DC along with the leaders and representatives of CAIR and USCMO, including Nihad Awad and Oussama Jammal. This event was highly publicized by the Turkish media through the state-run Anadolu News Agency and Erdogan affiliated media. Mr. Jammal told Anadolu Agency that “the U.S. Council of Muslim organization believes that any move on the status of Jerusalem will jeopardize peace and stability of the Middle East.”
AMP National Policy Director Osama Abu Irshaid during his speech told that “AMP believes that declaring Jerusalem as Israel’s capital or moving the U.S. embassy to Jerusalem threaten not only the Palestinians who are being ethnically cleansed but also U.S. security and interest and its credibility as a broker in the Middle East.” A day after these statements, Erdogan announced that the recognition of Jerusalem as Israeli Capital would be the red line for Turkey in its relationship with the U.S. and Israel and calling the OIC (the Organization of Islamic Cooperation) members to an extraordinary session in Istanbul on December 13, 2017, where Erdogan called Israel a ‘terror state’ during his opening remarks of the summit.

Additionally, on December 16, 2017, through the umbrella group USCMO, the AMP and 27 other sister organizations gathered outside the White House for a mass rally and demonstration to denounce the decision of official recognition of Jerusalem as the capital of Israel and the plan of relocating the United States Embassy in Jerusalem. During the demonstrations, the crowd chanted as “Recep Tayyip Erdogan, the true leader of Ummah [Muslim believers]” to show solidarity and support to Erdogan’s stance regarding the matter. The demonstration was widely publicized by the Turkish media.
Turkish Zakat Foundation and executive director Halil Demir who has direct and close ties with Erdogan and who was always with Erdogan during his U.S. visits, were a platinum sponsor for the 2014 and 2015 conferences of the AMP. Mr Demir was also among the speakers at the 2015 AMP conference. Mr. Demir signed the IRS 990 forms for the Benevolence International Foundation (BIF), a group that Department of Treasury designated as a financier of terrorism for funding al-Qaeda in 2002.

Hatim Bazian, the Chairman of the AMP National board, is a weekly columnist for the Turkish Daily Sabah, a newspaper owned and run by the Erdogan family.

On November 22-25, 2012, AMP had its annual conference for Palestine in the U.S. at the Oak Brook Hills Marriott Resort in Illinois. State-owned and operated Turkish Airlines, THY, was claimed to be a platinum supporter for the conference. On September 24, 2012, the American Enterprise Institute resident scholar Michael Rubin wrote, “Turkey’s state carrier and a member of the Star Alliance—is getting in on the action. While American Muslims for Palestine’s list of sponsors is not online, according to literature at the group’s booth at the recent Islamic Society for North America conference, Turkish Airlines is a major corporate sponsor of American Muslims for Palestine’s forthcoming conference. In addition, it is encouraging attendance by announcing that the “first 200 Registrants will be entered into a raffle to win an international airline ticket from Turkish Airlines.”

In support of the Turkish Government’s foreign policy, AMP joined USCMO to publicly issue a statement to “call for proper study of 1915 events,” denying Armenian genocide claims. The statement concluded that they were “aware of the painful history of over 30 nations fighting for over four years and the loss of over 37 million lives in World War I, including those of the Armenians.”

On May 31, 2010, Israeli soldiers raided the Gaza Freedom Flotilla (the blue flotilla incident, Mavi Marmara), a six-vessel aid convoy heading towards Gazza to protest and break the Israeli-Egyptian blockade of the Gaza Strip. As the fleet approached Israel, the Israeli commandos raided the ships and killed ten people on board during the operations, causing a deep rift between Turkey and Israel. Turkey had to withdraw its ambassador from Israel. The organizers, the Turkish Foundation for Human Rights and Freedoms and Humanitarian Relief (IHH), and the Free Gaza Movement are known to be close allies of Erdogan. Moreover, the IHH and its executive director Bulent Yildirim have been known with their close ties to global jihadist elements including the HAMAS and Muslim Brotherhood.

IHH is the main Turkish aid agency used by the Turkish Government to covertly in arming the opposition and terrorist organizations in Syria, which was investigated by the Turkish National Police having links to al-Qaeda. Erdogan later both fired the judiciary and the police involved with this operation, sending several the officers to prison due to their involvement in the operations against the IHH.
Furkan Dogan, a Turkish American born to Turkish parents in New York, was among the ten people killed during the Israeli raid. On February 21, 2011, the AMP, American Muslims for Palestine, awarded Furkan Dogan with the annual “Al-Quds award.” Furkan's father Ahmet Dogan was given the award on behalf of his son. The head of the AMP, Hatem Bazian, during his opening remarks, said that “AMP was trying to solve the problems of Muslims currently living in America,” adding “the presence of the Dogan family upon the invitation of the AMP was an honor.”

On June 22, 2010, AMP started a campaign titled “Support Turkey by buying Turkish products.” Through an action alert, the AMP followers were urged “IT IS IMPERATIVE SUPPORT TURKEY BY PURCHASING TURKISH PRODUCTS OR BY INCLUDING TURKEY AS A DESTINATION IN OUR VACATION PLANS.”

TAKE ACTION
- If you are planning on taking a vacation, seriously consider traveling to Turkey, which is reeling under massive cancelations from Israeli tourists.
- Make a concerted effort to buy Turkish products.
- Turkish products are sold mainly in Indo-Pakistani, Greek, Arab, and other ethnic grocery stores.
- Brand names include: Ulker, Eti, Saray, Marco Polo, Kirlangic, Koska, Hazer Baba, Tukas and Tat.
- The Halk brand is widely sold in stores as petit beurre biscuits, cheese, and confectionary.
- A majority of the imports to the U.S. of hazelnut, apricot, and a large portion of figs are from Turkey. For a list of more Turkish products, go to http://www.tulumba.com/ or http://www.bestturkishfood.com
- For a list of Turkish businesses and industry, go to www.turkishtradechicago.org
A Turkish monthly magazine, Lacivert, published an interview with Hatem Bazian, the Chairman of the AMP National board, titled “the U.S.: Like an elephant lost its way kicking and crushing anything it encounters.” The article starts with the interviewer’s remarks stating that she asked Mr. Bazian about global Islamophobia, the West’s allergy towards Erdogan, and the future of Muslim democracies. Among the questions and Mr. Bazian’s answers: How do you see the war the West started against President Erdogan?

Mr. Bazian: Erdogan represents Islam in his personality as being at the epicenter of the West’s Islamophobia, and this is the reason there is a lot of negative news about him. Erdogan represents a successful Islamic leader elected through a democratic process and the change of power through peaceful means in today’s Islamic world. The hypocrisy of the West through Islamophobia made Erdogan and his representation of the Muslims a problem.

AMP held a Palestine De-Colonial Summer school in Istanbul, Turkey, between August 1st and 12th, 2016, at Sehir University. Mr. Bazian was among the faculty teaching at Istanbul Sehir University during the summer school.

On November 24, 2017, the Diyanet Center of America (DCA) invited AMP National Policy Director Osama Abu Irshaid to deliver the Friday sermon (Juma’a Khutbah) and publicized the khutbah and the video over its social media and YouTube accounts.
Zaytuna College is the first Muslim liberal arts college in the United States. It was first established as Zaytuna Institute in Hayward, California, in 1996. Zaytuna College was founded by Hamza Yusuf, Zaid Shakir, and Hatem Bazian. Hamza Yusuf Hanson is the president, co-founder, and senior faculty member of Zaytuna College. Hatem Bazian is the Provost, co-founder and a professor at Zaytuna College. Imam Zaid Shakir is also one of the co-founders of Zaytuna College and serves on its board of trustees.

On August 8, 2016, the president of Zaytuna College, Hamza Yusuf, published an article titled “When Evil Fails, and Goodness Prevails: Regarding the Recent Coup Attempt in Turkey” in which he praises Erdogan. Following along with the Turkish government’s propaganda, he wrote that people in Turkey feel freer now than they used to during the rule of previous governments. He wrote, “President Erdogan, by all measures, is a devout Muslim attempting to navigate modernity and live his faith in the context of secularity. His party has helped Turkey move away from French laicism toward a more American model of secularism that allows for public display of religion and guarantees the right of a politician to say that, indeed, faith does inform his decisions. Most people, especially the previously persecuted devout Muslims, feel freer now in Turkey than they did under the laicism of previous governments when even wearing a headscarf was banned.”

On June 9, 2016, during Muhammed Ali’s funeral, Zaytuna College’s official tweeter account posted an Anadolu Agency article about Muhammed Ali and stated that “Attendees included the Ali family, world and religious leaders such as Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan.”

On February 19, 2011, Hamza Yusuf, speaking on the Gaza Freedom Flotilla incident, praised Furkan Dogan, who was killed by the Israeli commandos aboard the IHH vessel claiming, “Allah wanted Shahadah [martyrdom] for him, an amazing thing in and of itself.” Mr. Yusuf added that “he would never forget as long as he lives,” the sacrifice made by Furkan Dogan.

Turkish State Anadolu Agency (AA) ran favorable articles praising Zaytuna College. On March 17, 2015, AA ran an article titled “First US Muslim college aims to stand against Islamophobia,” adding “We believe that Islam calls us to knowledge, learning, and understanding which are the opposite of ignorance and narrow-mindedness that produces violence and terrorism.”

Hamza Yusuf gave a speech published on YouTube on December 29, 2014, stating, “we have all these people attacking Turkey, but the reality is Turkey has recently paid off its IMF debt. Turkey is the only debt-free country on the planet, and why is that on the news? Why is Erdogan being demonized as a tyrant when he has shown incredible physical responsibility with immense growth? And now we are going to see constraints put on Turkey. You will see from outside, and Turkey will get hit economically. Why? Because there are entities on this planet, who do not want to see a successful Muslim model.”
The Islamic Society of North America (ISNA) is based in Plainfield, Indiana, and was established in 1981 as a Muslim umbrella organization. ISNA claims to be “the largest and oldest Islamic umbrella organization in North America.” ISNA's objectives in its mission statement include fostering “the development of the Muslim community, interfaith relations, civic engagement, and better understanding of Islam.” ISNA states its vision as “to be an exemplary and unifying Islamic organization in North America that contributes to the betterment of the Muslim community and society at large.” ISNA claims to have more than 100,000 members and 300 affiliated organizations, which include mosques, student, and professional associations. Azhar Azeez is the president of ISNA, and Altaf Husain is the vice president.

ISNA holds annual national conventions. The 55th annual ISNA convention was held in Houston between August 31 – September 3, 2018. Typically, ISNA gathers thousands of people for its conventions with several panels and keynote speakers who are announced at its website, facilitating different entertainment activities, commercial advertisement booths, film festivals, and a bazaar.

ISNA annual conferences have become regular venues for the Turks, particularly representing the AKP and Erdogan. During the 51st ISNA annual conference in Detroit themed “Generations Rise: Elevating Muslim American Culture” between August 29 and September 1, 2014, the deputy undersecretary of the state and senior adviser to Erdogan, Ibrahim Kalin, spoke at a panel titled “Turkey at the Crossroads.” Mr. Kalin discussed rather Turkish domestic matters embarrassing Erdogan with corruption allegations involving himself and his family members. On January 2, 2018, U.S. federal jury found Turkish banker Hakan Atilla guilty of helping Iran dodge sanctions. Testimony showed that the corruption scheme was carried out with the blessing of current President Tayyip Erdogan through series of titles including the leaked audio tapes (some of which involved Erdogan ordering his son Bilal Erdogan to hide over a billion-dollar cash stock at this Istanbul villa), 17-25 December 2013 anti-corruption operations represented by the AKP as a political coup against Erdogan, “the spill-over effect of the violence-stricken Middle East into Turkey and the situation of Kurds affected by the recent violence in the region.”

On May 21, 2013, Dr. Mohamed Elsanousi, ISNA Director of Community Outreach, met with the Prime Minister of Turkey, Recep Tayyip Erdogan. According to an ISNA report, Dr. Elsanousi spoke about ISNA's efforts to assist religious minorities living in Muslim-majority communities around the world and “asked for Turkey's support.” Erdogan, in return, urged American Muslims to “present an accurate and positive image of Islam and Muslims to the rest of American society,” claiming “unfortunately, this image has thus far been distorted by the actions of a few groups that claim to represent Muslims.”

**SESSION 9K**
**Turkey at a Crossroads**
This session will take a closer look to recent developments in Turkey, a nation going through a very fragile period. Though issues in Turkey may appear domestic, the results will affect the entire region. Speakers will share their perspectives and listen to attendees' perspectives during the Q & A part at the end.

*Speakers:* Ibrahim Kalin, Erol Cobeci, Kilic Bugra Kanat  
*Moderator:* Murat Kose
The Turkish Ambassador to the U.S., Serdar Kilic, read a special message from Turkish President Erdogan to the 52nd ISNA Annual Convention at Donald E. Stephens Convention Center in Chicago on September 5, 2015. The presence of Turkish Ambassador and reading of the message from President Erdogan was welcomed by the audience at the 52nd ISNA convention where other known names like Linda Sarsour (an American political activist and co-chair of the 2017 Women’s March) and Imam Zaid Shakir also addressed the attendees.909

Deputy Prime Minister Numan Kurtulmus delivered a keynote speech during the conference. Mr. Kurtulmus stated that the Gulen organization “is no different from PKK or Daesh terror groups,”915 and expressed the group is “not only a threat for Turkey but also a threat to many countries.” Kurtulmus added that the Turkish government was “clearing the state of Gulen-linked terrorists, noting that all post-coup investigations were conducted within the scope of constitutional authority, underlining that Turkey was a country governed by the rule of law.”916 Mr. Kurtulmus also claimed that the leaders of “the July coup plotters were not only to overthrow the democratically elected government but also to drag the country into a civil war and make it vulnerable to foreign intervention.”917 Mr. Kurtulmus also visited the Anadolu Agency stand at the convention center.918 Mr. Kurtulmus was presented to the audience by Azhar Azeez, the President of ISNA.

ISNA announced on July 28, 2016, that President Erdogan’s wife Emine Erdogan would be the featured speaker at the 53rd ISNA convention.910 However, Mrs. Erdogan did not attend the convention. Instead, Turkey had a large presence at the convention.911 Turkey was represented by the Deputy Prime Minister Numan Kurtulmus,912 AK Party Istanbul Deputy Ravza Kavakci, and Sena Nur Celik.913 Additionally, Turkish state Anadolu Agency and Turkish Radio and Television (TRT) opened booths at the convention.914

ISNA announced on July 28, 2016, that President Erdogan’s wife Emine Erdogan would be the featured speaker at the 53rd ISNA convention.910 However, Mrs. Erdogan did not attend the convention. Instead, Turkey had a large presence at the convention.911 Turkey was represented by the Deputy Prime Minister Numan Kurtulmus,912 AK Party Istanbul Deputy Ravza Kavakci, and Sena Nur Celik.913 Additionally, Turkish state Anadolu Agency and Turkish Radio and Television (TRT) opened booths at the convention.914

Deputy Prime Minister Numan Kurtulmus delivered a keynote speech during the conference. Mr. Kurtulmus stated that the Gulen organization “is no different from PKK or Daesh terror groups,”915 and expressed the group is “not only a threat for Turkey but also a threat to many countries.” Kurtulmus added that the Turkish government was “clearing the state of Gulen-linked terrorists, noting that all post-coup investigations were conducted within the scope of constitutional authority, underlining that Turkey was a country governed by the rule of law.”916 Mr. Kurtulmus also claimed that the leaders of “the July coup plotters were not only to overthrow the democratically elected government but also to drag the country into a civil war and make it vulnerable to foreign intervention.”917 Mr. Kurtulmus also visited the Anadolu Agency stand at the convention center.918 Mr. Kurtulmus was presented to the audience by Azhar Azeez, the President of ISNA.
The Turkish delegation held a panel titled “A Conversation with the Turkish Delegation” on September 4, 2016, at the ISNA panel. The panel was moderated by Ahmet Selim Tekelioglu, Washington D.C. representative of the SETA Foundation. Speakers included Ahmet Selim Tekelioglu, Turkish Foundation for Political, Economic and Social Research (SETA) Washington D.C. representative, Kilic Bugra Kanat, Research Director of the SETA Foundation, Tuba Nur Donmez, President Erdogan’s official advisor and Ali Osman Ozturk, Turkish Prime Ministry Diplomacy Coordinator, Hussam Ayloush, Executive Director of Council on American Relations (CAIR) Los Angeles and National Chair of the Syrian American Council, and Meryem Ilayda Atlas, journalist from the Daily Sabah newspaper. SETA brief specified that Mr. Kanat “discussed regional dynamics in Turkey’s neighborhood as well as Turkish-American relations in the context of the failed July 15 coup attempt.”

On June 30, 2015, ISNA Office of Interfaith & Community Alliances National Director Dr. Sayyid Syeed was invited to an iftar dinner held at the Turkish Embassy in Washington, D.C., organized by the Turkish

Ambassador Serdar Kilic. Dr. Syeed addressed the attendees during the dinner and congratulated Erdogan on winning the elections, stating “news of a fair and clean election from Turkey provides us an opportunity to celebrate. This is the victory of a democracy in Turkey that has provided a model of stability and prosperity in a volatile region.” Dr. Syeed also mentioned his conversation with President Erdogan a few years ago, where they discussed establishing platforms for iftar dinners during the holy month of Ramadan in the U.S. to “provide for outreach to the White House, federal departments and governor and mayor offices.” Dr. Syeed also stated that President Erdogan took his advice and hosted various leaders of Christian and Jewish communities for interfaith iftar dinners. Dr. Syeed also invited President Erdogan to ISNA’s 52nd annual convention as a keynote speaker.
A week later, on July 7, 2015, ISNA Secretary-General Hazem Bata hosted a special iftar event with about 800 attendees at the newly opened Turkish American Community Center (TACC) in Lanham, MD. Before the dinner time, ISNA also held a public forum for interfaith and government partners in TACC’s conference center. The event was the first gathering at the TACC’s brand new conference center. The forum was moderated by Nadia Hassan, ISNA’s Program Coordinator. Speakers talked about the necessity and importance of Muslims living in the communities connecting with their neighbors, families, and friends of other faiths. Dr. Sayyid Syeed, the director of ISNA’s Office of Interfaith & Community Alliances (IOICA), addressed the attendees indicating that “President of Turkey Recep Tayyip Erdogan stating that the center and mosque will be a gift from the Turkish nation to the American Muslim community was groundbreaking.” Dr. Syeed also “reaffirmed ISNA’s intention to continue to build bridges between the Turkish nation and the American community.” ISNA Secretary-General Hazem Bata added that “ISNA and TACC brought together Muslims of every stripe to celebrate Ramadan and our mutual faith. We also opened our arms and hearts to our brothers and sisters of other faiths to share a meal and a common word.”

President Erdogan held an iftar dinner at Ahiska Turks Community Center of Kentucky in the U.S. while he was in Louisville, Kentucky, on June 9, 2016, for the funeral of Muhammed Ali. The president of the Islamic Society of North America (ISNA) Azhar Azeez was invited to the dinner along with the Head of Turkish Religious Authority, Nihad Awad (CAIR), Oussama Jamal (USCMO), and the Islamic Circle of North American (ICNA) Executive Director Naim Beig who sat with the Turkish President at the same table as the guests of honor.

Beginning in 2009, Turks close to Erdogan has started to have increased interest and presence at Annual ISNA conventions. Ibrahim Kalin, the special adviser to Turkish President and the presidential spokesperson of Turkish President and the director of the SETA Foundation for Political, Economic and Social Research in 2009, was among presidents of the convention and spoke at the inaugural session of the 46th Annual ISNA Convention in Washington D.C. on July 3, 2009.
The third Turkish Symposium at the 46th Annual ISNA Convention was on “Organizational Needs for Healthy Integration and Representation of the Turkish American Community.” At this panel, “community leaders, thinkers, and academicians will discuss organizational needs and alternatives to support and integrate the community, especially the youth, spiritually, socially, financially, and politically.” The panel was moderated by Muammer Koc. At this panel, Prime Minister Erdogan’s Chief advisor Ibrahim Kalin, Turkish Washington D.C. Embassy’s Diyanet Counselor Dr. Mehmet Pacaci, Imam of the Islamic Association of North Texas (IANT) Dr. Yusuf Ziya Kavakci, Dr. Erdogan Gurmen and Gazi Erdem spoke at this panel.

The fourth Turkish Symposium was on “Strategies for Enhancement of Inner Strength of the Muslim Youth in the USA,” presenting “fundamental, yet basic, guidelines for youth to enrich and strengthen their spiritual standing against the adversarial currents taking place within their larger society.” Tuncay Bayrak moderated the panel. Dr. Yusuf Ziya Kavakci, Dr. Erdogan Gurmen, Kasim Kopuz, and Mehmet Demiroglu were among the speakers.

There were four sessions under the title of the “Turkish Symposium” at the 46th Annual ISNA Convention. The first Turkish Symposium panel was titled “Educational and Social Problems of Turkish-American-Muslims in the USA: A Collection of Issues Reported by Community Leaders” with a subtitle of “Community leaders including imams, teachers, and directors will share their observations and experiences regarding the problems facing the Turkish-American-Muslims from different perspectives and regions.” Murat Kose, East Coast director of Zakat Foundation of America, moderated the panel. Mehmet Aktas, Ozcan Gungor, Yavuz Silay, Kadir Gunduz, Cahit Kara, and Kemal Ozdemir were among the speakers.

The second Turkish Symposium was titled “Integration Issues of the Turkish American Community in particular and the American Society, in general, will be discussed by representatives from various Turkish communities around the country.” Mehmet Demiroglu was the moderator of this panel. Kasim Kopuz, Mesut Hazar, Cemal Demir, Halil Demir, Kemal Bozkurt, and Ihsan Isik spoke were among the speakers.

The fourth Turkish Symposium was held in Chicago, IL, between July 2 - 4, 2010, with the theme “Nurturing Compassionate Communities: Connecting Faith and Service.” During the Annual convention, Turkey had four panels under the umbrella title of “the 2nd Annual Turkish Symposium.” Initially, Yusuf Ziya Kavakci and Muammer Koc spoke at the “2nd Annual Turkish Symposium: Opening Session” moderated by Murat Kose.
The first panel was titled: “Characteristics of Ottoman Society: Lessons from the Past to Form a Compassionate Society.” This session covered “a brief history of the Ottoman state, community organizations and their functions in the Ottoman society, the status of non-Muslims in Ottoman society, and models that can be adopted by the American Society.” Yusuf Ziya Kavakci, Erdogan Gurmen, Shakh Kasim Kopuz, and Muhammed Atcil were among the speakers, and Tuncay Bayrak moderated the panel.935

The 2nd Turkish panel was titled “Youth and Family Issues: Practical Projects to Raise Righteous Children for Immigrant Families in the USA.” Turkish youth in the United States: Where do they live, and what do they do? The panel focused on the following questions: What are the duties of parents? What do youth expect from parents? Youth Examples from Ottoman society and the relationship of Muslim youth with other communities. The panel explored strategies to improve the quality of education for immigrant youth and talk about the challenges of raising righteous children in American society. Participants were Mehmet Pacaci, Sulayman Duman, Belgizar Ozbek, Nevca Ozgur, and Halil Demir, and the panel was moderated by Murat Kose.

The 3rd Turkish panel was titled “Relationship of Turkish Americans with other Muslim and Non-Muslim Communities: Strategies to Improve this Relationship. (in Turkish with English summary)” This session examined the “language and cultural barriers of Turkish Americans to integrate with the larger Muslim community. Speakers will discuss case studies of various Turkish communities in the United States and the political involvement of Turkish Americans, with examples from Europe and Australia. This session will cover how to develop unique and effective projects to integrate Turkish Americans into the general Muslim community.”936 Kemal Bozkurt moderated the panel, and the participants included Bekir Aksoy, Cemal Demir, Mehmet Aktas, Abdusselam Gecmez, and Bilgin Erdogan.

By 2011, annual Turkish Symposia at ISNA conventions became systematic, and Turkey started to have a full presence at ISNA conventions. Mahinur Ozdemir and Yusuf Kavakci spoke at the 3rd Annual Turkish Symposium: Opening Session moderated by Murat Kose.937

The second Turkish panel at the 3rd Annual Turkish Symposium was titled: “Turkey’s Zero Problem Foreign Policy under the Leadership of Recep Tayyip and Its Impact on World Politics.” Participants included Fatih Yildiz, Mahinur Ozdemir, Kemal Bozkurt, and Cemal Demir. Mehmet Kemal Ozdemir moderated the panel. Panelists discussed Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s “Zero Problems with Neighbors” policy, and how people can “embrace each other with the removal of visas while not fearing uncivil relations.” They sought answers to how “Erdogan, son of a middle-class family, become one of the most popular leaders in the Middle East from his days in jail to the president of Turkey? And how his vision would continue to change the Middle East?” Finally, how Erdogan’s leadership was affecting politics in the region and around the world?938
The third panel was titled “Youth Panel: Issues related to Youth.” This session focused on the Turkish origin university students in the U.S., including:

- **Students studying in the US with the sponsorship of the Turkish Government**
- **Students studying in the US by their own means**
- **Students born and/or raised in the U.S.**

Speakers included Ibrahim Demirer, Omer Yazaci, Amina Demir, Fatima G. Abushanab, Bayram Eryilmaz, and Hanif Rauf Soysal. Muhsin Zaid Ugur moderated the panel.

The fourth Turkish panel was on the “Art of Management: How did the Ottomans keep Multicultural and Multi-Religious Nations of the Middle East, North Africa, and Europe in Peace and Harmony for centuries?” Speakers were Yusuf Kavakci, Kemal Karpat, Erol Ozvar, Ozcan Gungor, and Abdurrahman Atcil. The panel was moderated by Ahmet Tan.

The fifth panel was titled “20th Century Scholars who influenced the formation of Current Turkish Society.” This panel discussed the importance and contributions of the scholars with an emphasis on the following prominent scholars in Turkey: Mehmet Zahid Kotku, Bediuzzaman Said Nursi, Muhammed Rasid Erol, Ahiskali and Ali Haydar Efendi. Suleyman Duman, Mehmet Demiroglu, Mehmet Aktas, Bilgin Erdogan, Abdurrahman Mihcioglu, and Fazli Polat spoke at the panel and moderated by Murat Kose.
Zakat Foundation of America (ZF) advertised the 48th Annual ISNA Convention on its webpage. The ZF opened a booth during the convention. The ZF thanked ISNA for “hosting another successful convention and look forward to the 49th Annual ISNA Convention.”

Annual Turkish Symposiums continued in 2012 during the 49th Annual ISNA Convention held in Washington, D.C. The first session was titled: “Economic Power and Policies of Multinational Ottomans: A Quest for Solutions to the Current Worldwide Economic Crisis.” Presenters included Kemal Karpat, Ihsan Sureyya Sima, and Abdurrahman Atcil and was moderated by Kemal Ozdemir. The second session was on “Serving the Community with the Methodologies of Turkish Scholars in America.” The head of the Diyanet Center of America, Yasar Colak, Mehmet Demiroglu, Mucahit Bilici, Sakir Yucel, and Ahmet Yuceturk presented at the panel. Murat Kose moderated the panel.

The third session was titled “Turkey’s Achievements under the Rule of AK Party with its Leader Recep Tayyip Erdogan: Dissecting the Preeminent Factors.” This panel discussed the following titles:
1. Why have people of many factions repeatedly voted for the AK Party?
2. Foreign and Middle Eastern policies of the AK Party.
3. What can the new regimes in the Middle East take from the AK Party’s experience?

The speakers included Erol Cebeci, Kilic Kanat, and Abdullah Karatas. The moderator was Suleyman Yildirim.939

The 50th Annual ISNA Convention was held in Washington, D.C., between August 30 and September 2, 2013. As it became a custom, during the 50th ISNA convention, the 5th Annual Turkish Symposium was held. The title of the Turkish symposium was “The Middle East at a crossroads.” The panel was meant to offer “a closer look at recent developments in Turkey, Egypt, and Syria and the speakers analyzed the latest developments, put some existing and possible problems on the table, and try to advise on possible solutions to those problems.” Mehmet Demiroglu, Ibrahim Kalin, Ahmet Berat Conkar, Hali Demir, and Kilic Bugra Kanat spoke at the panel, and the panel was moderated by Mehmet Demiroglu.940

The 51st Annual ISNA Convention was held in Detroit, MI, between August 29 – Sept 1, 2014. In addition to the panel “Turkey at a Crossroads” which was listed at the beginning of this section, the Turkish panel included a session on “Influence of Turkish-American NGOs into American Culture and Daily Life” focusing on the “importance and influence of NGOs are undeniable all over the world. This session will bring an overview of the influences of Turkish NGOs on American daily life. Speakers will try to address those questions: How organized they are? Is their contribution to the American Society adequate? What are the drawbacks they are faced in their activities? What are their short, mid, and long-term plans?” The speakers were Mehmet Demiroglu, Mehmet Aktas, Bilgin Erdogan, and Sakir Yucel. The moderator was Murat Kose.941
The next steps were put into practice simultaneously through a well-crafted plan. Erdogan started to work with different lobbying firms, pouring millions of dollars both through the Turkish government but also state-owned companies to affect the U.S. administration, Congress and the American public.

Next, he started to reach out to American Muslim communities to facilitate their lobbying power to boost his policies and objectives in the U.S., not only by getting close to them with two-way visits but also by funding them directly or indirectly.

More importantly, Erdogan started to establish new Turkish-backed institutions as long-term policy investments, both to affect the American administration, public opinion, and more importantly, the Turkish diaspora and American Muslims. Erdogan’s new institutions included think tanks and associations like the Turkish Heritage Organization, The Independent Industrialists and Businessmen's Associations, Islamic centers like the Diyanet Center or educational institutions, and foundations like the TURKEN Foundation providing lodging and food to students in at least twelve different locations in the U.S.

Finally, immediately after the inauguration of President Trump, Erdogan started to hire prominent people close to President Trump in an effort to change the negative perspective against him among the American establishment – a reputation mostly due to his corruption, his relationships with Salafi Jihadist terrorist organizations including ISIS and al-Qaeda affiliates, and his anti-Americanism. Meanwhile Erdogan was intensifying intelligence operations to collect information against his opposition living in the U.S.
CONCLUSIONS:

*Erdogan has been using previously politically neutral state resources to mobilize support in the U.S. for himself and his party.* As presented in this report, Erdogan is using Turkish government agencies, officials, and Turkish affiliates in the U.S., which are, like the religious affairs bureau or Diyanet, supposed to be politically neutral, to spy on overseas Turks he views as opponents and to influence American policy. Furthermore, Erdogan and his supporters may arbitrarily deny the use of religious and other Turkish or Muslim affiliated institutions, including the mosques and centers to Turks living in the U.S. This happened in 2019 with the Turkish NBA basketball player Enes Kanter when he and his teammate Tacko Fall were harassed outside of the Islamic Society of Boston Cultural Center. Kanter stated that he and his teammate “were surrounded by several men he believed to be supporters of Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan outside of a Boston mosque on Friday.” Later, in a video posted on his Twitter account, an Erdogan supporter named Kemal Bozkurt complains about Enes praying at the mosque adding “people are lined to see Kanter, youngsters, elders, kids, girls, and this drives me crazy.” Later on, in a video recorded on September 22, 2019, in New York while the Turkish delegation for the UN General Assembly meeting, including Berat Albayrak, son-in-law of Erdogan and also Minister of Finance and Treasury, were having a gathering with Turkish Americans, Halil Demir, the executive director of Zakat Foundation said that “we are actually calling the mosques to cancel Kanter’s events,” claiming “all mosque meetings to which Enes Kanter was invited were canceled due to the efforts of our friends – brothers at Diyanet, imams, heads of foundations, associations –, I thank my brothers for this nice work!”

*A portion of the Turkish-American diaspora loyal to Erdogan has worked with Turkish government agents and affiliates in the U.S. and like-minded American Muslims to carry out influence operations favorable to Erdogan.* Pro-Erdogan establishments listed in this report like the Diyanet Center of America (DCA) and other affiliated institutions as a substantial soft power tool to have himself recognized as the leader of Ummah who built a giant mosque in the heart of the U.S. and who takes care of American Muslims and Muslims around the world.

*Erdogan has engaged in adroit manipulation of Islam for his personal aggrandizement. For example, he invested $110 million in the Diyanet Center (DCA), building a massive mosque and center in Maryland to boost his influence and reach among American Muslims and to represent himself as the leader of the Muslim community or ummah in the U.S. Erdogan has aimed to solidify the Diyanet Center of America (DCA) and other affiliated institutions as a substantial soft power tool to have himself recognized as the leader of Ummah who built a giant mosque in the heart of the U.S. and who takes care of American Muslims and Muslims around the world.*

**ERDOGANS LONG ARM IN THE US:** Turkish Influence Operations Among American Muslims

*Erdogan has been using previously politically neutral state resources to mobilize support in the U.S. for himself and his party.*
*While not formally part of the government like Diyanet, MUSIAD, TASC, and other groups are staffed by individuals with deep connections to the Turkish government, the AKP, and Mr. Erdogan himself, and view their mission as advancing the cause of the Turkish government through outreach in the United States. Most of these institutions are directly funded, staffed, and supported by the Turkish state, and the majority of the personnel are Turkish officers or businessmen who have direct personal and business ties to Erdogan.

*Erdogan’s American supporters have sometimes gone as far as committing illegal acts, as when Erdogan supporters joined Turkish security officials attacking civilians protesting Erdogan outside the home of the Turkish ambassador in Washington, DC, on May 16, 2016. The cultish establishment of the AKP’s and Erdogan’s base in the U.S. and other countries make followers believe in the necessity of protecting their leader in the name of Islam.

*Turkish officials, journalists close to Erdogan, Turkish-Americans who support Erdogan, and Turkish-owned businesses in the U.S. may be engaging or open to engage in espionage activities on behalf of the Turkish Intelligence Agency (MIT) willingly or unwillingly, voluntarily or without being asked due to their enthusiastic support of Erdogan or due to fear of reprisals to their family members in Turkey. Records of sample espionage activities are presented in this report, for example, how THO like organizations and their members facilitated intelligence collection activities and were subject to an FBI counterintelligence investigation based on Beral Albayrak’s hacked emails. Also, the past director of the THO, Halil Ibrahim Danismaz, was denied re-entry into the U.S. as a result of those investigations. As it is seen in the video Enes Kanter shared in his Twitter account, many Turks loyal to Erdogan are apparently collecting information about their perceived enemies, mostly the people associated with the Gulen movement or Erdogan’s opposition, and openly passing it to the ministers of the Republic of Turkey.

*Erdogan has been using Turkish government institutions, private and state-owned businesses, and Turkish-Americans to finance and support American Muslim organizations, their events, conferences, and other activities directly and indirectly, often by Erdogan himself speaking at some of those events. In return, American Muslim organizations may have failed to document the financial support they receive from Turkey, some of which have been paid in cash. As presented in this report, there is ample physical evidence where Turkey and Erdogan, directly and indirectly, supported American Muslim organizations not only through Turkish state institutions and businesses but also through private Turkish companies. In fact, based on the interviews the author conducted on the condition of anonymity, some American Muslim leaders reportedly solicited the support of Erdogan in a 2016 meeting in New York and in return Erdogan said “we have been very generous and provided you financial means through different mediums and we will keep financing.”

*Turkish government affiliates or NGOs listed in this report may be disguising different lobbying activities and the sources of their funds and other financial activities through charities and American Muslim organizations without registering as required under FARA as foreign agents. Based on the investigations conducted by the author of this report, none of the federal tax reports of the Turkish or American Muslim organizations included any records of Turkish state funds. Furthermore, none of the groups listed in this report, Turkish or American, have been registered under FARA as foreign agents, all the while furthering the policies of Erdogan openly in most cases. Clearly, several of the American Muslim organizations listed in this report became extremely biased toward Erdogan and Erdogan’s Turkey due to the factors in this report.
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Oussama Jammal tweets on Turkey

Oussama Jammal (@ojamal) - Jan 23
In America, we go thousands of miles away from our borders to protect our national security. Turkey has the right to protect its national security zero mile from its borders. Turkey is our ally and deserves our support. #TurkeyDefeatTerrorism

Oussama Jammal (@ojamal) - 8 Jun 2017
I applaud the Leadership of Turkey and its parliament for their wise, courageous, and principled decision regarding Qatar.

Oussama Jammal (@ojamal) - 15 Apr 2017
The new political system on the referendum in Turkey will bring stability and accountability. The people decide. This is democracy. #Referendum

Oussama Jammal (@ojamal) - 3 Apr 2017
Replied to @Ctroiyen @scrembaybayraktar and 7 others
Thank you Amb. Erdoyan for fostering strong relations between Lebanon and Turkey. Lebanon definitely love Turkey and Turkish people.

Oussama Jammal (@ojamal) - 14 Mar 2017
Turkey, Europe and a narrowing horizon - Ibrahim Kohn - Daily Sabah
Translated from Turkish

Oussama Jammal (@ojamal) - 1 Nov 2015
All bids were off. #Turkey chose stability, prosperity, and adherence to its democracy. A lesson to all the people in the region.

Oussama Jammal (@ojamal) - 7 Jun 2015
Under the Justice and Development Party (AK Party) the Gate of Freedom and Democracy opened for all people of Turkey.

December 16, 2017, White House Demonstration

Mohsin Ansari, Islamic Circle of North America (ICNA); Nihad Awad, CAIR; Halil Mutlu, Turkish American Steering Committee (TASC)

Oussama Jammal, June 16, 2016, in front of the Turkish Chicago Consulate
Our President's daughter Sümaye Erdoğan Bayraktar will be speaking at the convention at 2:30 on Monday 26th December. Please Join Us 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/Yp6yWln1di
5:04 AM · Dec 26, 2016 · Chicago, IL

Turkish Delegation Visits #CAIR, Invites U.S. Muslims to Business Fair in Turkey
(WASHINGTON, D.C., 11/6/14) --...
fb.me/3h8lhiiqG
11:01 AM · 6 Nov 2014

Turkish PM Lays Stone for $100M Masjid Complex in Maryland...
'A Symbol of Friendship': Turkish PM Lays Stone for $100...
muslimlinkpaper.com
3:45 AM · 19 May 2013

Diyanet America liked

MD: Turkish Cultural Center to open in Lanham amid tensions over Islam
Turkish Cultural Center to open in Lanham amid te...
Turkish Americans started purchasing 16.5 acre track in 1993.
washingtonpost.com
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CAIR
July 16, 2016

#CAIR: Muslims in US protest coup attempt in Turkey
Speaking to the press, Executive Director of Council on American Islamic Relations (CAIR) said he joined the group to send a message to the junta that he condemned any attempt to topple a democratically-elected government.

"This coup is not an assault only on democracy, it is an assault on national sovereignty of Turkey," Nihad Awad said.

Muslims in US protest coup attempt in Turkey
Turkish Americans say they stand with democratically-elected government in Ankara - Anadolu Agency
AA.COM.TR

CAIR
December 15, 2017

CAIR: Crowds gather around world to protest Trump's Jerusalem decision
On Saturday, thousands in the U.S. gathered near the White House in a demonstration pioneered by the nation's largest Muslim civil rights and advocacy organizations, the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR), American Muslims for Palestine (AMP), Islamic Circle of North America (ICNA), Muslim American Society (MAS), the U.S. Council of Muslim Organizations, the Turkish American National Steering Committee (TASC) and Jews United Against Zionism.

Crowds gather around world to protest Trump's Jerusalem decision
From the day the U.S. recognized Jerusalem as Israel's capital, after which 115 members declared east Jerusalem as capital of Palestine, the chain of protests on... DAILYSABAH.COM

Nihad Awad
@NihadAwad

Diyanet center of America, Maryland
المركز الإسلامي في ولاية ميريلاند قرب واشنطن

CAIR National
@CAIRNational

PHOTO: #CAIR Board Chair Roula Allouch and Executive Director Nihad Awad Meet Turkish President Recep Tayyip... fb.me/7X75pgGab

11:10 AM - 4 Apr 2016

2 Likes

9:45 AM - 2 Apr 2016

12 Retweets 13 Likes
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Hussam Ayloush Tweets about the coup attempt in Turkey

EXHIBIT 4

Nihad Awad
@NihadAwad
Follow

In support of Turkey's democracy and economy, I urge people around the world to visit #Turkey 🇹🇷. Please share this hashtag.
#VisitTurkeyNow
7:39 AM - 2 Aug 2016

EXHIBIT 5

Pres Erdogan opened Diyanet Center of America DC @DiyanetAmerica @mas_national @CAIRNational @ZakatUS @icna @ISNAHQ

EXHIBIT 6

Hussam Ayloush
@HussamA
Follow

With CAIR leaders @ Diyanet Center of America

EXHIBIT 7

Register Online:
isna.net/annual-convention #ISNA53
AHMET S. YAYLA

AHMET S. YAYLA is the Director of the Center for Homeland Security at DeSales University and an Assistant Professor of Homeland Security.

Dr. Yayla is also a member of the faculty at Georgetown University’s School of Continuing Studies Program in Master’s in Applied Intelligence. Additionally, Dr. Yayla is a research fellow at the George Washington University Program on Extremism.

Dr. Yayla is a 20-year veteran of the counterterrorism and operations department in the Turkish National Police and served as the chief of counterterrorism in Sanliurfa, Turkey between 2010 and 2013. He earned his Master’s Degree and Ph.D. in the United States.

Dr. Yayla has published both scholarly works and written or co-written numerous articles related to counterterrorism and homeland security. Yayla is the co-author of the recent book ISIS Defectors: Inside Stories of the Terrorist Caliphate.
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